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ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 22, 1913.

BUDciufttnuntfl

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW

BURRILL NATIONAL
BANK, of Ellsworth

C

or

Harmon—Man wanted.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT

BLL8WOBTH POSTOPPICB.
In effect Sept. 30, 1912.

|

Write for Particulars.

m.

MAIL CLOSBS AT POSTOPPICB
Going Wbst-10.80, li.ao am; 5.16 9
pm.
Going East-4.45 a m; 8.46, 6
pm.

No Sunday mail.
Registered mall should be at postofflce half
hour

an

in

Bancor,

Get this Free Bank Book.
Hundreds of

people have received copies of our little
Kasy, Safe Way of Hanking by Mail.”

book

en-

titled : l,Tbe
We want
you to have one. if you would be interested to learn how you
can best care for your‘funds, either in a savings or
checking
We send the little book free

account with this bank.
Branohes

®t

11_—

Town,

Old

Machlas.

on

request.

Dextsr.

___

Pillsbury’s Best Flour
$5.75 per bbl.

or

75c per

bag,

1-8 bbl.

Gords We Have On Hand:
Beef

Scraps, Bran, Brown
dlings, Flour, Daisy Flour,
Seed Meal,
ced, Bock Salt,

?< n

C.

W.

The

MidCot-

P

m

i

little

il

v

Witter

Mieeess

of sticking

time.

at a

is

simply

a

your
ing plan—making your
Chat Jictor stronger than

Temptation

im>

Hancock Co. Savings

telephoned for and will
first trip of the carrier.

Drug Store,

Parcher’s

Lllsworth, Me.

==Bank==
Ellsworth.

JV1 alne

Protect Your

Commenced Business
May I. I S7.‘t.

Money

to Loan
ox

Improved,

Productive

Collateral

Real Estate;

and Commercial

on

Paper

ALSO DEALERS IN

Municipal
°t approved

and Other Bonds

legality and ascertained
strength.

C. C. Burrill & Son
16

STATE STREET.

ELLSWORTH. ME

Men s $18 Suits, to close $15
‘‘Her Majesty” Corsets,

^eg- price §1.50; ours $1.25

Boys' Sweaters £F*i

tobacco,
Hnnnc
■

IlMJpO

We

:

3 cuts 25c

paying (or
$2.75; N«
>3.40; lit, 14.50; (1)1. IS.
ar«

H. P. CARTER,

_

Iain 8t„
-

Ellsworth

CI RON E s

-np

estauran
win be reopened to to the

1

public
JAN.
25.
WARD and ROOMS,
Regular or Tran.lent.
Cor- Main and
Hancock Sts.,
Ellsworth

SATURDAY.

Family

Create a sinking fund for yourself and family for a time in
life when you may need it.
Protect your family from any
chance of pauperism.

THE—

CLARION.
nace—if it is

a

sure

a

fui

“Cianou”, it b

to meet every

requirement.

Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

COATS
line

just received

at

DAVID FRIEND’S
Repairing promptly

Old

a

load

of

lumber

were

lo-

At the annual

meeting of the Ellsworth

building association last Monday
evening the
following officers were
elected: Directors, A. W. King. John A.
Peters, O. W. Tapley, Charles P. Dorr, J.
F. Knowlton, A. W. Greely, F. W. Rollins; auditor, M. Y. McGown.
loan and

Hodgkins

were

Huckfleld, Mr.
Auburn,

return to

home.

and Mrs.
where

Mrs. Tucker

w as

will

develops

that there

done.

~Sixteen ounces of performance to\every
pound of promise in the advertisements
of THE AMERICAN.

are

quite

a

was a

will

xaie,

dently

|

was

Oscar

•

2
X
2
•
2

knocked the wires

who
from

was

near

the dead

RUMORED

EXTENSION

FROM

MATA-

WAMKEAG TO OCEAN PORT AT
WINTER HARBOR.

The eastern section of Hancock county,

particularly in Franklin, Sullivan and
Winter Harbor, is alive with most interesting rumors of a railroad project.
This project differs from most of those of
recent years in this section, which have
heralded

been

by

big-sounding

some

lative

committee

blare

a

the legisrailroads and ex-

on
—

But this
man

and

a

of'trumpets,

talk before

and finally
finally—the granting of

presses,

note
a

that

word

charter.

starts with a lone fisherclose-mouthed guide; then two

rumor

fishermen, who enjoyed exploring inland,
and finally a whole surveying party, with
the tools

of

secret

out.

was

And here
worth:

their
is the

The

profession—and
rumor

Canadian

for

the

what it

Pacific

is

railroad

long looking for a desirable ocean outlet,
or inlet, has fixed its eyes
upon Winter
Harbor, ni Hancock county, and is making

by,

man’s

PROJECT.

CANADIAN PACIFIC COMING TO
HANCOCK COUNTY?

instantaneous,

Remick,

|

!

preliminary surveys and explorations for
the contemplated extension of its railroad
from Matawamkeag, its present eastern
terminus in Maine, to Winter Harbor.
Such a road would traverse practically
the entire length of Hancock county from
north to south.
The project looks good
on the map; it is in line with the
longknown desire
reach

of the Canadian

Pacific to

port in Maine, and the
quiet way in which the project has so far
been carried forward is consistent with
the methods of big railroad corporations
an

ocean

—

former

pasior

he

oi

The

crease

in the

num-

met

owners, is the placing of street name
signs at all street intersections, and the
systematic numbering of all houses and

proposes to install power, and which
suitable for the busi-

he believes would be

[
I

ness.

He

to

make

proposes
Enflsld, Conn., where he
at Portland,
The resignation touching
years.

complete surprise

tion.

meeting,

of

business places.
The sale of the business of John A.
Lord, reported in last week’s American
as under negotiation, was completed last
Friday. Roscoe H. Smith, the new* pro-

lj.

has been for five

before the
mail-carrier system will be established in
One
of
Ellsworth.
these
conditions,
which is up to the city, and will involve
some expense by the city and by housebe

uaviu

tional church of

make

formerly

•

RAILROAD

■

Ellsworth Congregational church, has
resigned as pasto^ of the First Congrega-

street

Tucker

they

9

2

2
**m*mm*«m*»«**»»*»m«»mm«***»M«M**4«!
*

the

Methodist parsonage, Auburn, Jan. 13, by
were
Rev. F. H. Leitch. They
accompanied by the bride’s mother, Mrs. Mary
Fullerton Hodgkins. After a brief visit
to

will

installed

rvev.

Miss Alice

High

married at the

P.,

2

—

1

District-Deputy Frank R. Ober. There
was a
banquet at 6.30, followed by the
installation, which was followed in turn
by a sociable. The evening proved very
enjoyable.

It

UR

All kinds of

from

Lygoma lodge, F. and A. M.,
Thursday evening by

ber of conditions to

Large

new

home

Ellsworth.

Ellswokth

Main Street,

•

j

K. of

2
^
2

makes the oank your lriend and adviser.
We want every professional man, every teacher,
every farmer, every
business man, every clerk, iu fact, every wage-earner, whether
male or female, to carry an account with us. If you are not a
customer of this bank, let this be your invitation to become one.

I

union service will be

Donaqua lodge,

|

X

Why Open an Account?
helps your credit.
discourages extravagance.
creates good business habits.
furnishes best receipts for money paid.
keeps your business straight.

_

installed last

their

ELDR1DGE,

J. P.

is at

the

♦

which have the wherewithal to accomplish
Boy Suicide at North Sullivan.
their object.
I North Sullivan, Jan. 20 (special)
William Tracy Bunker, the sixteen-yearThe story begins with a lone tishermAn
The musicale given last Wednesday even- old son
of Peter Bunker qnd wife, died who dropped into the village of Winter
ing at the home of Mrs. J. A. Peters by Saturday evening at the East Maine Harbor
early last summer, engaged a
|
the January committee of the Congregageneral hospital in Bangor, from a bullet i conservative guide to take him out into
tional church was a most delightful af- ji wound in the
himself
stomach, fired by
the harbor. Once out on the water, the
fair. About 150 were present, and a
goodly w ith suicidal intent Saturday afternoon. “fisherman” opened his fishing kit and
I
sum was realized for the church
treasury. No cause for the act is known.
| spread out charts of the harbor and a
The vocal soloists from Bangor, Misses
Young Bunker left his home here in the | sounding line, and while the “fisherman”
Hanson, contralto, and Phillips, mezzo- early afternoon Saturday, with his thirty- fished for bottom and made
figures on the
soprano, were heard here for the first time, two calibre rifle, ostensibly to hunt rab- chart when he
got a “bite”, the guide
and were most cordially received.
The bits. Shortly afterward some men heard
kept his eyes shut and his mouth shut
pianists were Misses Christina Doyle, I calls of distress, and upon investigation and fished for fish for “evidence” at the
Hazel Giles and Fenetta Foss, and they found the wounded
boy. JDrs. Underhill end of the day’s sport.
too, met with a hearty reception.
All and Holt were hastily summoned, and he
And then the fisherman went away,
were liberally
encored, and all gener- was hurried to the hospital in Bangor on declaring himself well
pleased with the
ously responded.
the afternoon train, accompanied by his I fishing at Winter Harbor. It is presumed
Court Narramissic, I. O. F., held its first father and Dr. Holt.
he told others ho, for along in September
installation Tuesday evening, Jan. 14, at
The surgeons there at once pronounced two more fishermen followed in bin footSociety hall. A few’ invited friends were the wound fatal. The bullet had entered steps, located the fishing grounds as inpresent. The installing officer was T. F. the stomach and lodged near the spinal dicated on the lone fisherman’s chart, and
He died at 9 o’clock the same
column.
Corey, H. C. R., of Portland, assisted by evening.
they, too, pronounced the “fishing*
Percy L. Aiken, of Sorrento. After installaThat the act was premeditated was in- satisfactory.
But they wanted to see more of the
tion, Mr. Aiken gave an interesting talk dicated by a note which he left, addressed
in w hich he said he was
on
the work done by the Independent to his parents,
and took to making long tramps
tired of life, had given himself to God, country,
Order of Foresters.
Mr. Corey then spoke and
He inland.
wished them to do the same.
Perhaps they were after some
of the orphan’s home
founded and asked them to«say good-bye to his friends. inland fishing, but though they skirted
The sincere sympathy of their many lakes and streams
maintained by this order, and of the
th* y kept their eyes more
friends here is extended to the nearly
now
700 children
being cared for, heart-broken parents.
persistently on the hills. They didn’t
thirty-three of whom are Maine children,
carry home many fish, which brings to
whose parents were Foresters.
Refreshmtnd the old saying, “there’s more to
Proposed Freight Packet.
ments were then served.
folfishing than fish.”
Dancing
Capt. C. W. Holmes, of Boston, who is
Finally, they, too, went their way, and
lowed.
The following officers installed
the
establishment
of
a
considering
freight the places that knew them once with the
are:
C. R., Herman Jordan; J. P. C. R.,
kindly
curiosity of the Maine town for
between
and
Portland
packet
Boston,
the stranger w ithin its gates, settled back
Roy C. Haines; V. C. R., Morris Bowden,
jr.; R. S., Minerva S. Jordan; F. S E. F. eastern Maine ports, yesterday laid his for their w inter sleep, blissfully ignorant
Robinson, jr.; T., Frank Campbell; O., project before several of the merchants of still of the railroad project that was
Mary Austin; organist, Millard R. Ran- Ellsworth.
knocking at their gates.
Nowr comes a crew of surveyors—not
kin; S. W., Harry Jude; J. W., Colie
Holmes has an option on a sailing
Capt.
S.
Charles
J.
Everett
B.,
Jordan;
Gray ;
B.,
fishermen, this time, but real surveyors,
Eaton.
vessel, a Gloucester fisherman, in which with the tools of their trade.
are

has been

Arthur Cleveland Tucker and
or

It
It
It
It
It
It

Reed, O. G.; M. Y. McGown, trustee for
three years; Roy C. Haines, representative
to grand lodge; C. H. Leland, alternate.

employed, laid
badly.bruised and sprained leg,

Officers of

ELLSWORTH, ME.

range

out fur more business;

this evening.
Installation I hands with a club. Not more than a minfollowed by work of the degree ; ute had elapsed from the first shock, but
of page on one candidate.
A banquet ; not a sign of life remained.
Coroner L.
W. Jordan removed the
will follow.
The new officers of the
1
and w ill hold an inquest to-morrow.
last
lodge, elected
Wednesday, are: body,
Mr. Royal was the ,son of Sewall T.
George C. Pierson, C. C.; Kev. E. D. Kizer,
V. C.; C. 8. Johnston, M. of W.; hred G. Royal, of Ellsworth. He was forty-one
Smith, M. of A.; W. E. Whiting, K. of R. | years of age. He leaves a widow, who
and 8. and M. of F.; E. C. Osgood, M. of was Miss Grace Raymond, and four small
I
E.; Harry McKennon, I. G.; Almon G. children.
be

Saturday.
C. R. C'irone, who has been seriously ill
for some time, is recovering, though
slowly. His restaurant, which has been
closed for a few weeks, w’ill be opened
again next Saturday.
A musicale of unusual merit iH being arranged to be given at the Congregational
church on the evening of Wednesday,
Feb. 5. The details are being arranged
and will be announced as soon as possible.
Fred E. Doyie, son of Daniel Doyle, of
Ellsworth, was one of the losers in a
f100,000 tire at Millinocket last Wednesday night, which destroyed the McCaffrey

were

FRED L. KENT, Special Agent,

a

reaching

will be

be

building, in which his law' offices
cated.

Mutual Life Insurance
Co., of New York.

Whether it’s

where he

up w ith a
which was crushed in

spend.

to

r

music will

E. A. Lermond

Town,

Uooda may be ordered by mail
and will go oqt by next carrier,
be

Officers of

Page.

ROUTES
or can

following

g

Methodist church.

held in the

Congrega-

played at
the Congregational church next Sunday:
Prelude, Andantino by Lemare; offertory,
melody by Jonas; postlude in D flat by

ALONG
R. F. D.

catch the

the

2

because we
Because we
Because you can do no better.
because we want your business, and all of our patrons recommend

♦

were

Sunday eveni

club, of

H. 11. Rice relief corps will serve
supper in Grand Army hall to-morrow
evening at 6 o’clock. All members are requested to furnish food.

sav-

to

Thursday

Win.

w^,?«rw?r\rHst‘

erybody
save a

c.im

sixty

2

WHY ?
offer absolute safety.
are careful, liberal, prompt and considerate.

X
^

ball and supper at Bayhall Jan. 14 was a success*

grange

We are still

I

masquerade

About

There will be a special meeting of Irene
chapter, O. E. S., Friday evening for j
practice, and all officers are earnestly re- [
quested to be present.

The

E

side

a

tional church will meet to-morrow afternoon with Mrs. W. A. Alexander.
A full
attendance is desired.

Gluten, Mixed
Lime, Cement.

GRIN DAL,

The

in southern waters.

’urn, Meal, Cracked Corn, Oats,

<

Cherryfleld.

*200,000

ONE OF THE STRONGEST AND LARGEST BANKS IN EASTERN MAINE.

present in costume, and
the seats were filled with spectators. The
Officers of Nokoneis Rebekah
lodge
were
installed
last evening. Dancing proceeds |31.60, were for the grange. The,
INSTANTLY KILLED.
grange extended a vote of thanks to the
followed.
two young ladies, Mildred Fullerton and
Miss Eva M. Leighton is
attending the Caro Pray, who arranged and managed Edwin L. Royal, of Ellsworth, Reconvention of chief
ceived Fatal Electric Shock.
telephone operators the affair, also to Freeman
Closson, Albert
in Portland.
Edwin L. Royal, of Ellsworth, was inClosson, Oscar Reraick, Judson Barron,
The next meeting of the literature club and all others
stantly killed by electricity shortly after 2
who helped.
o’clock this afternoon, while coupling up
will be held Feb. 10 at the borne of Miss
Sneriff Forrest O. SiJsby last
Thursday a motor in the new storehouse of C. W.
Bernice Uiles.
announced the appointment of several adGrindal on Water street.
Mrs. Alice J. Murch is at home from ditional
deputies, among them George F.
Mr. Royal, who was in business for
the Bar Harbor
w’here
she
has
hospital,
Newman, of Ellsworth. The complete list himself as an electrician, was installing
been employed.
of deputies
is as follows:
George E. a small motor for an elevator. The motor
Miss Rosa Willis, of Bar Harbor, is here Clark and Maynard Paine, Bar
Harbor; was on a platform in the upper part of
for a few days. Her
Ward W. the
many friends are Robie M. Rumill, Tremont;
building. It had been set up, and the
glad to see her.
Wescott, Bluehill; Chandler W. Wilson, three wires had been run into the buildOrono high school defeated Ellsworth Bucksport; H. Leroy Fernald, Franklin; ing, but the switch had not been conhigh at basket ball in Hancock hall last Irving McDonald, Gouldsboro; Cecil W. nected.
Crosby, Amherst; Paul W. Scott, Deer
Friday evening. Score, 48-10.
Mr. Grindal was on the platform with
Newman, Ellsworth; Mr. Royal just before the accident hapG. F. Newman and wife hav6 been Isle; George F.
A. Small,
Henry
Sedgwick,
pened. He Bays Mr. Royal told him he
spending a few days with relatives and
iae meetings of the
friends in Boston and
evangelistic cam- was going to connect the wires direct with
vicinity.
led by Kev, W. G. Mann, are the motor, and advised Mr. Grindal to
The many friends of David Friend, who paign,
being held in the Methodist church step out of the way, a9 “there is no telling
has been seriously ill, for the
past three this week, and will contiune
through this what might happen”.
weeks are pleased to see him out
again.
week except that there will be no service
Mr. Grindal says he stepped from the
The merchants have signed an
agree- Saturday evening.
Last Sunday evening platform to a beam, and bad hi9 back to
ment to close from 2 to 3 next
Monday the three churches united in a service at Mr. Royal when he heard a slight groan,
afternoon, during the opening exercises the Baptist church, there being a fine and turned just in time to see him fall to
of the food fair.
delegation from the Falls church. The the platform.
William S. Cousins left Monday for church was well filled. Dr. Mann took as
One of the three wires leading to the
New York, where he will ship as engineer his subject, “The Man with the
Vision,” i motor had been connected, and Mr. Royal
on a steam yacht soon to leave on a cruise
and gave a most interesting sermon. Next ! held a wire in each hand. Death evi-

«-/

Maine.

Mrs. Alice Emery i8
visiting relatives

Miss Clara Drummey left
Saturday for
visit with relatives in Boston.

EasternTrust & Banking Co
of

before mail closes,

CAPITAL, SURPLUS and PROFITS, about
DEPOSITS, about $1,000,000

♦

J. H. Weinheimer, who has been the
manager of the New England Telephone
& Telegraph Co. in this district for the
past five months, has been transferred to
the Boston office. His successor here is
C. C. Cutting, who took charge last Wednesday. Mr. Cutting’s headquarters will
be in Bar Harbor, but a portion of his
time will be spent here. Mr. Weinheimer
becomes the chief clerk in the superintendent’s office in Boston.

RBCBIVBD.

MAILS

Wbst-7.18 a m; 4.14, 6.26 p m.
East—11.06,11.67 a m; 6.47,10.62 p

i
2

OF ELLSWORTH.

t

At the annual meeting of the Royal
Arcanum council, No. 207, the following
officers were elected, for the ensuing year;
F. B. Aiken, regent; W. A. Alexander, viceregent; C. C. Burrill, orator; J. E. Parsons, sitting past regent; O. W. Tapley
secretary; F. L. Mason, collector; J. e!
Parsons, treasurer; C. S. McLean, chaplain; F. W. Rollins, guide; Colin McKenzie, warden; M. Y. McGown, sentry.

j

UNION TRUST CO.

♦

ments made.

Banoob:

Fbom
Fbom

j

wholesale business will be continued for
Later a soda fountain and
present.
ice-cream parlor will be installed, a finer
line of goods put in, and other improve-

r,

Wm N

_

the

t0
WDc?M^&rrou‘rlnetr°0niS
In, Co-Ins

*
For sale-Parcel post
maps.
In Bankruptcy—Wentworth
& Gower,
—Grover C Bunker.
Exec notice est of—Ernest
Rosenstein.
—Charles H. Hooper.
Admr notice—Bedford E
Tracy
Exec notice-Hannah Snowman.

We will give you just as efficient service as you
get elsewhere—the same service that has increased our deposits nearly fourfold in four
years. Two-thirds of our home merchants bank
here. Why not your account? Think it over.

Call

THIS WEEK.

statement.
ttl'cuHar*1
Notice of Foreclosure—Norman
True.
° Bowden.
fiSf
fn,iNotic'rHerbert
Legislative notice—Judiciary

This Bank Will Pay You 2% on your
check account if $500 or over.

23 Main St.

ADVERTISEMENTS

4ioerti*cmmt».

prietor,
employed with Lnfkin at
Bangor, will personally manage the store,
he
will
not be able to locate here
though
permanently for a few weeks yet. The

Union Trust Co.

No. 4

i*M»oBT« postoffio***!

now

to his congrega-

society had just voted ah in-

pastor’s salary

at

its annual

weekly

trips,

and thence east.

Ellsworth would be the first port touched
after leaving Portland, and from here he
proposes to go to Bar Harbor and Mil-

bridge

and thence direct to Boston.

house in Franklin, and are busy running
lines through
the towns of Franklin,
Sullivan, Goulds boro and Winter Harbor.
And with their coming comes a fullfledged railroad rumor, buzzing about the
ears of the natives, disturbing their winter
sleep, causing them to recall now their
suspicions of the erstwhile fishermen, and
to nod wisely, “I told you so.”

The proposition he is now' putting up to
resignation
the merchants in the several cities and
COMING EVENTS.
was read by one of the officers of the sotowns on the proposed route is the
ciety, who did not know the contents of chase of an interest in the vessel, at: purwell
ELLSWORTH.
the letter until he opsned it to read at as the promise of freight business.
Thursday^ Jan. 23, 6 p. m., at Grand
Holmes
is
confident
of
the
sucthe meeting, supposing it to relate to anCapt.
hall—Supper by relief corps; 15
cess of the line, and says it will be estab- | Army
The society immediately
other matter.
lished.
Whether it will run to Ellsworth ; cents.
I
voted unanimously not to accept the res- or not
depends upon the support received ! Saturday evening, Jan.
25, at Nieolin
ignation, and appointed a committee to here.
grange hall—Picture show and dance.
ask Mr. Yale to withdraw it, which he deFire at Trenton.
Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, at Hancock hall—Ellsclined to do. Mr. Yale states his reason
Fire worth food fair.
for resigning as this:
“I believe that a
Trenton, January 21 (special)
Admission-afternoons*
ministry should not be over-long in a last evening destroyed the unoccupied 10 cents; evenings, ladies 10
cents; gentlesituation which compels the minister to
Watson
known
as
house,
formerly
men, 25 cents. Reserved seats, afternoon
be forceful in leadership, if he would do George
P.
Butler
the
George
place.
and evening, 10 cents.
the task set before him.” The relations
between Mr. Yale and the congregation
The fire had gained such headway w'hen
Friday, March 28, at Paul Revere hall,
have been most cordial, and the church discovered that it was impossible to save
Mechanics building, Boston
has prospered materially and spiritually the bouse, but an adjoining shed and the
Ellsworth
under his ministry.
barn were saved.
1 reunion. Tickets, 50 cents.
when

the letter of

—

1

They

making their headquarters at the Relay

ttujnmusmCTUa«.

iHutual Benefit Column.

Christian

endeavor.

EDITED BY ***UNT

—

abroad.—1.
Evangelism. Acts xiit. 14-44.
Edited by Rev Sherman H. Doyle. D. D.
—

Missionary

work

both

at

borne

and

abroad is conducted aloug various lines
educational
medical,
—evangelistic,
industrial.
But evangelism—the
preaching of the gospel—is the supreme
work of missionaries and the end and
aim of all other forms of missionary
activity. Through medical missions
and educational and Industrial work
and

the opportunity of reaching the souls
of rneu is presented, and. while these
forms of missionary effort are not Insignificant in themselves, they are chiefly carried on that through them salva
tlon may be applied to men's souls.
Christ’s great commission to His dis
clples was to preach. "Go ye into all
the world and preach the gospel to
The preaching of the
every creature.’’
gospel, the announcement of the glad
tidings of salvation, is evangelism. It
always has been and always will be
the supreme method of wtnnlug the
world to Christ
Through Christ ’is
unto LmenJ the forgiveness of sins, and
by Him all that believe are Justified
This Is the great
from all things.’
message that Paul delivered at Anti
och, aud It is the supreme message of
the church to the world today, and as
Christians we should do ail to our pow
er to
men

see

It Is

that

proclaimed to*all

everywhere.

The world’s great missionaries have
ail been great evangelists.
By the
preaching of the gospel they have been
successful In winning souls. Paul was
a great preacher and a great soul winner.
And from the time of Paul unto
the present day the gospel has been 1
the power of God unto salvation. At j
times there have been special outpour- !
tugs or the Spirit upou toe worn or
missionaries, and thousands have come
into the kingdom. This has been the
case in recent years in India and KoThe results of evangelrea and Japan.
ism in home nnd foreign mission Helds
should greatly encourage us In our mis
sionary efforts. They prove to us conclusively that there Is power in the
gospel. In every land there have been
gratifying results, in spite of opposition and persecution and in tbe face
ft almost insurmountable obstacles
won
through tbe
men
bttve been
preaching of the gospel, iiiegenbalg.
the pioneer Protestant missionary In
was
ridiculed, persecuted

■Jndla.

imprisoned. His

,

!

The purposes of this column are succinctly
sf-»ted In the title and motto-It Is for the mutual
lenellt, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
Belngforthecommongood.lt U for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In1l this capacity It solicits
terchange or Ideas
ideations, and Its success depends largely
Com
the support given It In this respect
mutdcailons roust be signed, but the name of
writer will not b** prl ted except by p rmlsslon
Communications will be subject *•» approval or
rejection by the ed tor of ih«; column, but none
will De rejected without *ood reason. Address
comm a

on

all communications

beaten
and even

from their country
He died at the early age of
thirty-six and yet left behind him 35(1
converts.
It has been computed that
Korean has
on an average one adult
confessed Christ for every hour during
the twenty-six years since the beginning of Protestant missions in Korea.
What has been done tan still be done
under the power and blessing of Hod.
I-et us. therefore, thank Hod. takecour
age and with renewed zeal and energy
spread the glad tidings of salvation to
the lost find nnevangelized peoples of

to

The American.
fc.ll w -rth. Me.

WHO PUTS THE CHRIST INTO

FARMER’S WiE
ALMOSTAWRECK

The Christmas

poem is given a
for the Christmas

column,
expressed in the selection is just the
our

to enter

You

our

every-day

will

equally

as

find

interesting

as

posted
ing

us

in the house until she is tired of them,
she will stand up«*n a chair to look on the
top shelf of the closet and fiud a glass fingerbowl, or a wine glass, or a lemonade cup, or a
She will find that even a
jpoonholder.
beanpot is effective as a holder for goldenrod
or a yellow
cooking bowl for black-eyed
Susans.
Soon she learns that an arrangement of green leaves and grasses is restful in
sunny room on a hot day, and that masses of
pellow flowers brighten a gloomy room She
will have used the thinking part of her; she
will have devised and combiued and invented;
iu a word she will have become an artist!”
In concluding, Mrs. Wiggin tells us how the
family, who perhaps have few luxuries, soon
‘live up” to the refining influence pf flowers.
Father will give an extra brush Us his hair

as

one

“willing
ments

may be cautious about
but most of

to be convinced” when

are

adoptus

are

improve-

plain to us. Let none
expressing an opinion.

made

hesitate about

I
I
the world.
and put on his second best coat before comDear Aunt MadgeI
China, the greatest oriental kingdom,
ing to the table, mother will be a little more
mouths
a.few
in
regard
My suggestion
ago
is today the most accessible nation of to a consideration of food values as a means particular about dusting and arranging the
the world to Christian evangelism. of reducing the high cost of living, was so furniture in the room to the best advantage,
The supreme hour for the church in kindly received that I am encouraged to come and by and by, almost unconsciously, will
put “a couple of purple asters on the plate
China has struck, and Christianity again.
[>f baking powder biscuits and a sprig of
Even more important than a reduction in
must take advantage of Its present opthe butcher’s bill is a knowledge of the food
?reeu on each eud of the platter of corned
portunity or perhaps lose It forever.
"
properties that are best adapted to keep the beef hash
It is a great crisis, and the church humau machine in
What do the practical housekeepers of the
good working order. We
should meet it The Mnm-hu dynasty all know that different foods are
required by M. B. circle say to Mrs. Wiggin’s suggestions,
in China has beeu dethroned.
Every the growing child, the laboring man and the and what are their own experiences along
M. A. Q.
effort is now being made to occideo- grandfather In the chimney corner. One these line?

talize the

vast

empire.

Uld

religions,

writ-

with

old customs, are losing their | The young wife whose husband earns his
in an over-heated
flite with great
grip. Never was a greater opportuni- living
waste of nerve force and brain tissue ana too
ty presented to the church. As never little muscu'ar exercise, need not think she
before Christian places of worship Inst "sets a good table” when she prepares for
him the same food with which her mother
•aear were crowded with eager listen- satisfied her husband, who worked all day in
the bracing air of the wood lot with great
ers. and everywhere there Is a readiexpenditure of muscular force.
ness to hear the gospel.
Patnine and ]
To unite many food properties into a single
'plague have also opened new doors of bill of fare that shall be satisfactory to
opportunity. l.arge additions to our all the family is the daily task of every
missionary forces arid equipment are housekeeper, who, in most cases, has come
needed at once.
into the work so gradually and along such
practical lines that she seldom realizes she is
tive missionary activity.
Few native constantly solving a problem in domestic
converts bewme medical missionaries science. It would be both interesting and instructive to know the experiences of the
or take part in educational work, but

they

successful

members of the M. B. circle in these

1

matters.

personal evangelA few years ago the Department of Agriists.
The native workers in Korea culture issued two farmers'
bulletins, No 3tfl,
bad much to do with the progress of “Economical use of Meat in the
Home,” and
Christianity in that country
They No. 256, "Preparation of Vegetables for the
banded themselves together and were Table,” which were followed by No. 487,
wonderfully successful in winning "Cheese and its Economical Uses in the Diet,” ,
their countrymen to Christ.
Success- in which the fundamental laws of food values
ful personal evangelism by native con- are plainly set forth, followed by economical
teachers of cookery. These
verts is everywhere carried on.
Even recipes by expert
bulletins have run through several editions,
in benighted and troubled Mexico it is
and it has been reported that the supply was
reported that last year "the native exhausted, but I have ascertained from the
men
attempted more direct hand to department, within a month, that they may
hand personal evangelism than ever be had. free of c< st, by ordering by both the
before and
touched
many
people name and number, from the "Division of
whom they
Publications, Department of Agriculture,
thought out of reach.’*
And this suggests the thought: Are Washington. D. C.” Any housewife who has
feel amply renever bad these bulletins will
we
"hand to hand personal’* evanfor the trouble of seuding for them.
gelists? Are we preaching the gospel paid
Still another phase of the domestic econto the unsaved about us?
No interest
omy problem suggests itself—one of less vital
In worldwide evangelism will excuse
importance than maintaining the health of
us for neglecting those immediately
the family or reducing the household exabout us.
i penses and yet well worth discussing. It is
the act of serving plain and inexpensive food
so daintily that it will be attractive to the
unexpected guest no less than to the fickle
appetite of the invalid.
1
A bright woman
oj small means once said:
‘•When company comes and my food supply is
small, I put on my best tablecloth, use my
prettiest dishes and think up my brightest
are

ences

ture

stories, and the dinner passes off well.” Beneath the humor of the remark there lies a
great tru*h.
Not long ago the village church at Hollis
Boys' Endeavor.
issued a cook-book for which Kate Douglass
In Glasgow. Scotland, a number of i Wiggin wrote an introduction that was as
boys have banded themselves together much a gera in its way as "Rebecca of Suonybrook Parra”. Among other things, she urged
In a society which they call "Boys En-

They
deavor Against I drunkenness.'
have been doing good work by helping
Intoxicated men to their homes, visiting them afterward and seeking to win
roe leader of the
them to better lives
band is an Endeavorer

Foils
shameful

Foul Plot
When a
plot exists between liver
and bowels to cause distress by refusing to
act, take Dr. King's New Life Pills, and end
such abuse of your system. They gently compel right action of stomach, liver and
bowels, aod restore your health and all good
fee'ings. 26c at all druggists.
a

in

three

moderate oven, with cover on.
brown enough, take cover off for

freshments

served and games

were

about

Capt. Emory Gott is in New York

with

a

A few

a

surprise

Capt. Barbour and
tables of

to him

by

Tuttle’s
Family Elixir

absolutely relieves pain

and remove* the cause.
musclo*
Prevents the
from stiffening, ward*
off chill*, produce* a
quick ,*|»e*dy and permanent rulief from rheumatism, colds, sore throat,
sprains, lamen***, s*‘ire-

pain*, chilblains,

bvothache, lumhtgo and
manyot her similar drawback* that deprive you
of good health.
Guaranteed under the
Pure Pood Law*.
Composed of gums.oil*
and vegetable extract*.
That’* why it i* perfectly harmless and can be taken Internally as well as used externally.

on

bo(t> Ux!«• f
?«a
sad w* will
tr-it
you promptly, prepaid, s lt«f« *i**d bottl*
tnon- v bs<-h If k d<.e« not do whst w» elslm.
Don’t wlfn Mother
If b* ttrnol

C«T dnifgot.
Kfvthcr with hi*

<i»*

Mppljr

n*m<-

one

wife gave a little
There were three

1

(PfflETMifl

sixty-three.

Jan. 20.

Spec.
SOUTH DEER ISLE.

raw-

your

Mrs.

The finance

Miss Lena

A

goodly

recess
was

number of
the

for

Jan. 16.

evening

A

GOAT’S ISLAND.

j

Mrs. Jennie Hard

program

presented.

BROOKLIN, 251.
Brooklin gran ge held its regular
ing in Pomona
bers and eight

plication

for

hall, with forty-six
visitors present.

membership

recess a

tine supper

Charles

Harding and wife went to At-

ing attended the installation of officers of j
the Odd Fellows lodge at Southwest Har- j
bor Wednesday evening.
Jan. 17.
Chips,

meetmem-

j

received.
Could &h«*nt For Joy.
“I want to thank you from the bottom of my
heart.” wrote C. B. Kader. of Lewisburg. W.
Va.. "for the wonderful double bent-tit I got
from Electric Bitters, in curing me of both a
severe case of stomach trouble and of rheumat ism, from which I had
been an almost
helpless sufferer for ten years. It suited my
For dyscase as though made Just for me.”
pepsia. indigestion. Jaundice, and to rid the
svstern of kidney poisons that cause rbeuma
tism. Electric Bitters have no superior. Try
them. Every bottle is guarauteed to satisfy.
Ouly 50 cents at all druggists.

was

served-

Sherman; remarks, Brother Herbert Hale
and others.
BAYBIDE,

here

Wednesday afternoon, returning
Thursday morning.
Holsey N. Moore and William P. Hard-

presented the following proSong, Leona Kane; reading, Elsie

hours

services

lantic

The lecturer
gram:

visiting at Ber-

R *v. J. L. Cor on held
Wednesday evening.

Brother Herbert Hale, of Sedgwick grange,
was called to the chair and installed offiAt

; is

I

One ap-

was

n

nard

secured at

short

K.
_

was

committee gave

names was

same.

Dow has returned from a
Mrs. Grace Douglass,

visit w ith her sister,
at Little Deer Isle.

report for the year 1912. A communication was read from Secretary E. H. Libby
submitting resolutions as adopted by the
Maine Slate grange to enfranchise women.

476, ELLSWORTH.

short

“You know- Jinx mortgaged his home to
an auto?”
“Yes?” “Well, now he’a
in the soup.” “How’s that?” “His auto
turned turtle.”

were

the bowels,
Doan’s Regulets
constipation
easily, tone the at m ich. cure consti26c.
Ask your nruggist for them.

instructed in

fourth degrees.

Cake

gram

was

thrid and

coffee

and
a

were

short pro-

presented.

BCHOODIC, 420, FRANKLIN.
Whereat, Death has entered our grange
and it has been the *111 of our Heavenly
Father to remove our beloved brother, Alfred
Fernald. from our number,
Retolved, That we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to members of his family in their
sad bereavement.
Retolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the bereaved family, a copy placed
on our records and a copy be sent to The
Ellsworth American and Bangor Commercial.
Retolved,

That

our

thirty days.

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have

I

Always Bought

dbucrnsniwnta

charter be draped foi
F. C. Blaibdkll.
Lucy Cousins.
Edith Butler.

You may lie 30 in years, but if >
baldheaded nr gray, people will

are

I

surely

take to be many years older
Dandruff is the n«t of all hair ru
If it were not lor the liitle deetructiv
germs working with a peisistet rv
worthy of a belter cause there would
be tin baldness.
PARISIAN Sage, America’s greatest
hair restorer, will keep you looking
y mug and attractive.
It is guaranteed by G. A. Parcher
to make hair gmw and stop tailing
haii; to cure dandruff in t wo w c ks: to
stop itching of the scalp almost in-

stantly.

beautiful hair.

I Ayer’s Pills
Gently Laxative. Sugar-coated.
Dose, one pill, only one.
Sold for 60 years.

Ask Your Doctor.

HOW OLD ARE YOU BY YOLK
HAIR

P t It I SI A N Sage is the most invigorating, satisfying, and pleasant hair
dressing made; it makes the hair soft,
luxuriant and handsome; it is esped
ally piaised by women who love

sSTJ.h:,

two candi-

the

served at recess, after which

fr.S.ftriff,'

50 cents a bottle.

laHii|>«*r

.No:ice.

VINO contracted with the City of Ellsworth to support nud care for those who
may need assistance durinir the next five
yearr and are leqal residents of Ellswcrib.
forbid all persons trusting the a. on my account. as there is plenu of room ami accommodations to care for them ai the City Earn*
house.
M. J. bki'MMKV.

n

A

Sbbrrtii i ntt ruts.

Think This Over
Is there any 1 Deverage that
costs you less i per cup than

—

buy

—Advi.

B.

party Monday evening.

its

Whereat, The Divine Master has again entered our order, and taken from us our beloved brother, Lester E. Veazie, therefore
be it
Resolved, That this lodge recognizes the
loss it has suffered iu the removal of a true
aud faithful friend.
Resolved, That our sincere sympathy goes
out to the loving wife and family in their
affliction, and that our charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days
Resolved, That a copy of those resolutions
be spread upon our records, a copy sent to
the bereaved wife, and a copy to the Ellsworth American for publicattou.
Fannie H. Stover.
Fosta M. Hinoki.ky,
Committee.

operate
pation.

Are you burdened and held captive by
kink* In the Joint*/* bruiin**. gprains,
lameness ami pains in the cords and musIf you only knew the value of
cles ?
Tuttle’* Family BHair as thousand* f
other* know it—If you could only talk with
it* use in the
those who have benefited
past fifty year*
you would get a bottle
at once if it cost four time* the price.

friends and relatives gathered at

Stanley's as
evening recently.
L.

isle.

One member

good attendance.

reinstated.

dates

cause

Stop That Everlasting Pain

•'

H. 8. Dolliver is having a house built.
He expects to get into it in the spring.
Merton Bickmore and wife are visiting
Mr. Bick more’s parents in Waldoboro.

i

Seagirt, 4?1, SOUTH deer
Seagirt grange met Saturday

BLUEHILL.

weaken

Parcber, Druggist, Ellsworth

was

music, grange orchestra,

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

react,

Oeo. A.
Me.

business.

played

The

recess.

sixty present. After work,

physics
chronic

games.

F. A. Pierce is quite ill again.
following program
Mrs. M. S. Knowles fell on the ice and
the
lecturer:
Music, grange'
patented by
her ankle badly.
orchestra; piano duet, Marie Tapley and sprained
Mrs. J. R. Johnson, of Sunset, visited
Grace
Doris Condon; reading,
Mason;
song, Allen Smith; reading, Sylvia Gray: her aunt, Mrs. Hattie Smith, last week.
Mrs*
remarks,
Mrs Hannah Hatch, of Oceanville, was
song, Irving Howard;
Harvey; song, Herbert Howard; recitation* taken suddenly ill Tuesday, and is very
Mr.
Mrs. Youttnan; song,
Youtman; low.
at

$50,000.

Harsh

_

in

Master Russell Stewart has been ill of
tonsilitia.

The regular session of Bayside grange
was held
Wednesday evening, Jan. 15,
time- Peggie.
One candidate
with a good attendance.
in the third and fourth
was instructed
BAR HARBOR.
degrees. The lecturer presented a proAmong new' cottages being built this gram consisting of music by Bro. Holtz,
year is that of Miss Charlotte 8. Baker, of recitation
by Sister Nellie Flood, and readNew York, on Eden street, two and one- j
ings and stories by other members. The
half miles from Bar Harbor. It is a beauj first and second degrees will be conferred
tiful stucco-tinisbed cottage, 129 feet long I
at the next meeting, Jan. 22.
and forty feet wide, the building extending parallel with the shore and all but
RAINBOW, 2U3, NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
touching the water’s edge. It will cost
Rainbow’ grange met Jan. 16 with about
a

enjoyed

was

ness.

legisla-

the

evening

j

SWAN'S ISLAND.

session.

If not

a

on

the ball

—

HARBORSIDE, 478. SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
At the regular meeting of Harborside
members
grange, Jan. 8, twenty-four
and two visitors were present. The new
officers were ably and inpressively installed by Bro.Youttnan, of East Kluehill
grange, assisted by Sister Youtmau and
Bro. Irving Howard, of Harborside. Re-

dish, then put in alternate layers, sprinkling salt, pepper and bits of butter according to taste, until the dish is full. Cover
in

look in

decorating

ORLAND, 400.
Alamoosook grange
held a regular
meeting Saturday evening, Jan. 18, with
twenty-six members and two visitors
from
Highland grange present. Sister Alice Gibbs was elected master for this
year, to till the vacancy caused by the
resignation of Brother John Gray. It was
voted to have the installation of officers
on Saturday evening, Feb. 1.
The members enjoyed an entertaining program.

Pomona granges. It is slso expected that
the visitors will visit the statehouse Friand

in

ALAMOOSOOK. EAST

of the lecturers of subordinate and

day forenoon,

marshals.

the grange.

Mere-

states are also expected to be
present: E. H. Hallett, of St. Johnsbury
Center. Vt., E. T. Richardson, of Miilis,
Mass., C. R. Magoon, of East Greenwich,
R. I., and K E. Blackman, of Oconoque
Conn.
Friday will be devoted in part to addresses and in pirt to informal confer-

cers.

all with sweet milk and cook

of

England

RECIPE.
—

L.

as

ARBUTUS, 450, SURRY.
Arbutus grange held its regular meeting
Friday, |Jan. ;17; twenty-eight present.
There was no topic for discussion, but a
good literary program was presented, including readings of short sketches by
Alice Coulter, Mrya Lord and Angie Treworgy; a long story, read in an able
manner by Rosie Carter, and
singing by

grange;
Felkner,
dith, N. H., president of the New Hampshire conference; Payson Smith, of Augusta, State superintendent of schools,
Hon. J. A. Roberts, of Norway, commissioner of agriculture, and Hou
VV. J.
Thompson, of Augusta.
The following state lecturers of the New

O Friend, your face I cannot aee.
Your voice I cannot hear.
But for us both breaks at our feet
The flood-tide of the year.
The summer-tide all beautiful
With fragrance and with song.
Sung by the happy-hearted birds
To cheer the months along.
—From Aunt Sue's Calendar of Sunshine.

Pare ana slice
Potato Scallop
potatoes and onions enough to fill

playing

principal speakers to appear at the
will be
N.
P.
Howe, of
Dia mondale,
the
Mich., lecturer of
A.

work

mainder of the

lbe

_

puts it this way:

degrees.
by
by Raymond
installed

for the occasion, and to Joaie L. Clark for
the sisters' wreaths. At recess cake, icecream ami
coffee were served. The re-

conference

vases

in

painstaking

State.

national

present.

403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Harvest Home grange met Jan. 18 and
installed officers, the march being used for
the occasion. The installation was public. The installing offl *pr w«s Mr*. Clara
I. Carter, who w«s assisted hv A. K. Gupliil and wife. Flora L. Marks and Sht-rman
Cunningham. Much credit la due the past
master, G;orge M. Cunningham, for the

the living principles of the order, and is
designed so as to bring about a revivaj
and development of grange work in the

decorating the supper table each night with
flowers, and suggested twenty wild-flower
combinations for farm and village homes
rrom the first dandelions of early spring to*
the sprays of hemlock and pine cones at
Christmas. This work she would delegate to
the daughter of the family who has fewer
practical cares than her elders.
“Not only does tbs family have the beuefit.”
Mrs.
urges
Wtgfio, “but the girl on
whom the taak devolves, and who
may he
only ten or twelve years old. is having her
taste for the beautiful in nature
cultivated, as
Well as her ingenuity.
Having used the

following letter
the one relating

methods,

new

wcrjvo

and held in strict confidence.

questions of the present day.

on

uuev

If you have the slightest doubt
that Lydia E* Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound will help you, write
to Lydia E.PinkhamMedicineCo,
(confidential) Lynn, Mass., for advice. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman,

to food values which gave us many practical ideas.
The M. B.’s intend to keep
Some of

cycjj

If anyone should know the
worth
of a medicine. It Is the retail
dniggitt
who sells It over his counter even
day in the week, and Is In a position
to know what remedy gives the best
satisfaction.
Mrs, Frank H. Uline, of West
Sand
Lake, N. Y., says: "For a number of
years I was a great sufferer from
bronchitis. Last July I had an
attack
which was more severe than anv. an(j
my friends thought I could not recover
from It Then 1 was advised by
mT
druggist to try Vlnol, which I did
r.Jth wonderful results.
My cough
has left me; I have gained In
weight
and appetite, and I am as strong as
I advise all who havs
ever I was.
bronchitis, chronic coughs, or who ar«
run down to try Vlnol."
It Is the combined action of
ths
medicinal curative elements of
th*
cod's liver, without the greasy oil
aided
the
by
blood-making and
strength-creating properties of tonln
Iron that makes Vlnol so efflclent
Remember, we guarantee vinol
to
do
Jnst what ws say
pay back your money If It does not
P. S.
Stop scratching, our Saxo
Salve stops Itching.
We guarantee it

HARVEST HOME,

tary, also author of the resolutions. The
conference appointed a commute of three,
of which Mr. Haines is chairman, the
other members being Mrs. Mary F. Robinson. of Peru, and A. Q. Utsefa, of Topsham, and they will have charge of the
conference to be held in Augusta.
It is expected that the attendance at the
meeting will be over 300, and it will probably be the most important grange meeting ever held in Maine, as it takes care of

Women who suffer from those distressing ills peculiar to their sex should
not doubt the ability of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound to restore
their health.

life.

the

conference of Maine grange lecturers
will be beld at Augusta Thursday and
Friday, Feb. 13 and 14.
The conference is the outgrowth of a

Richards, Westwood, Maryland.

PfcUUlB.

place
spirit

Camber

A

“It is with great pleasure I tell you
what Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound has done for me. I have followed your directions as near as possible, and feel much better than I have
felt for years. When I wrote you before I was almost a wreck. You can
publish this letter if you like. It may
help to strengthen the faith of some
poor suffering woman.’’—Mrs. John F.

yours.

_

aiva

Takes Druggist’s Advice
WitJ,
Splendid Result.

final

Past-Master Camber, assisted
and Hazel Cowing
A harvest feast whs served.

_

GRANGE LECTURER’S CONFERENCE.

days.

Dear Au t Madge:
I happened on a Christmas poem that I like
very much, and though rather late for that
special season, the thought expressed is so
helpful and uplifting that I want the nieces
to see and read it.
What a mild winter we have had so far! I
believe I dread cold weather more each year.
This weather is certainly a great saving of
fuel and a fine thing for those who do not
have much.
There is much discussion on the cost o£ living. For the benefit of those w ho raise their
own vegetables, I will enclose a recipe for a
good, hearty hot dish for a cold night, for
dinner, which is not costly. I hope you have
had a happy holiday season.
Best wishes to
all the
those who are in

nieces, especially
Sincerely

conference.

and had to stay in bed from two to four

Oh, you. who are blessed much by fortune.
Whose lives are made easy by gold,
W’on’t you put the Christ into Christmas
By helping the poor in His fold?
God! but there's plenty around you.
You don’t have to go very far,
If you're willing, the Spirit will guide you.
And shine like a radiant star.
—Charles L. H■ Wagner.

or sorrow.

a

the doctor told me it
organic inflam-

noa

two visitors

—

was

Who puts the Chiist into Christmas?
The ones who give much for effect,
Or those who make gifts oft in sec.et
To those who so little expect?
The people who give with no feeling
Of love, or of sacrifice shown.
Or those who give freely, and ltuowing
That Love 4s the donor, aloue?

trouble

four members and

Thursday and Friday, Feb. 13 and 14, at Two candidates received the
city hall, Augusta
Orange lecturers’ After business, offi ers w»re

I also suf- conference held at the meeting of the
fered much with my State grange in Portland, when resoluright side. The pain tions were passed endorsing the movement.
started in my back At the Portland conference. State Lecturer
and extended around B. W. McKeen, of pryeburg, presided, and
my nght side, and Roy C. Haines, of Ellsworth, was secre-

x

zUromisnnm*.

NIOOLIN, 389, NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Nicolin grange met Jan. 18 with forty-

month.

uiouuu.

by

LAMOINR, 264.

Pomona with Cast me grange.

terrible bearing
down pains every

vou

be installed Jan. 27

DATES.

farmer’s
own work when
I had
■.i.i» I am able.
neivous spells, female weakness and
am

lvidw ill

Lamoine grange held its regular meeting Tuesday evening, Jan. 14, with a good
attendance. It was decided to present a
drama this winter, and parts were assigned. Aftel recess and singing, which
was heartily enjoyed, the newly-installed
offlers furnished the program.

Saturday, Jan. 25-Meeting of Hancock

—

CHRISTMAS.

Who put the Christ into Christmas?
You folks who give much of your store,
And know that this Christmas will bring
As much as you give, if not more?
Or those whom the Master has prompted
To search out the poor of His fold.
And give in His name what is ueeded,
And naught of their bounty withhold?

This column is devoted to the Orange,
pecially to the grange* of Hancock county.
The column is open to ail grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
shhrt ami concise. Ail communications must
be signed, bat names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good reason.

Health by Lydia
Restored
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound Her
Own Story.
Westwood, Md.—“I
wife and do most of my

ror

Deputy A. (. Foss, of Hancock.
es-

to

Who puts the Christ iuto Christmas?
The spirit that prompted the day,
And justifies it by the giving
Of joy in a true Christian way?
Is it them that provic e for their loved ones.
And feel that their duty is doue,
Or those who bring sunshine and gladness
Where sorrows have darkened life’s sun!

converts were

driven
killed.

44Helpful avd Hopeful."

Its Motto:

Prayer Meeting Topic For Week Beginning Jan. 26, 1913.
and
work
at
nome
Mission
Topic.

MADGE”.

cers

among tl)r Granger®.

DEER

|

ISLE, 296.

Isle grange met Jan 13, with sixteen members and three visitors present
One candidate was instructed in the first
and second degrees. A recess of one houi
Deer

was

pleasantly

games.

spent
Refreshments

with
were

music
served.

and

Offi-

UPTON I’STEA
Goes farthest for the money.

IN

EVANGELISM

ELLSWORTH.

COUNTY NEWS.
Miss Lura Alley,

Monday, J*n. 6, a

l.urger Co-opera-

to Secure

The Kffort
tion From the Pews.
column last
Mention was made in this

that has come
week of the gradual change
of
evangelism,
especially
jn tb. methods
regard to the matter of the appeal
mlb

made to

i»

tbit

Uoapel

with the
Ibeir

allegiance

and

Leader.

men

to

align

movement

themselves

and to declare

Him who la ita Founder

to

There

other

are

features,

is likely to observe in
however, that one
as being
somewhat
(be later campaigns
old way of doing
of a departure from the
is true that these featthings, and while it
had some recognition, it
ure, have always
are being emphais more true that they
never were before.
sized to-day as they
seOne of these features is the effort to

greater co-operation from the memchurches in an evangelistic
Wesley used to give sb a
"All at it and always
motto for churches,
was gifted with the
at it." A pastor who
evangelic talent need to Bay that “evancure

bers of the
effort. John

gelism

pulpit

the

in

ia not of

much

ac-

count unless it is backed up by evangelhis sucism it. the pew", and attributed
to the helpfulcess along that line largely

selves, may be the actual within us, struggling to jjet its realisation. Born with
various capacities and characters to be

formed, OoJ knows all we are.
We wonder at our surroundings, temptations and dispositions and do not understand why we are not like others, who
seem to rise above their
temptations and
But each
conquer their circumstances.
as an individual must live his own life to
show

particular manifestation of
And He knows. He knows

some

God’s life.

temptations, our sins and victories,
our struggles and
falls, our groping after
the best, of our abiding purpose and our
prayers. He calls us, knowing us.
He
our

calls

obedience to His
Do not be afraid to answer a6

us as

we

to

are

an

life within.
He calls.
Again, God sees not alone the life that
is but the life that is possible for
us.
Abraham w-as far from righteous when he
was
but
God
saw
the
called,
possible
righteousness in him.
Past the deceit
and lying, past the testing and the
victory,
God saw the glorified life. With God
there is no future. Things that are before us are all alive and actual now’ with
Him.
God saw the king in David. It was a

simple shepherd
notated

lad

God

but

whom Samuel

saw

for that

and in

instances

so ns

became

holy

a

fill the above bill of

particulars,

some

of

good people thought that be bad
missed bis calling.
Sow. there were men of that type and,
undoubtedly, there are aome to-day.

Ibe

enough

of the r., anyway, to
lead people to believe that such features
were characteristics to be expected of a

There

were

revival

But there

campaign.

who had

given

service

impo.-lant

were

many
themselvea to this

deplored

who

the

ol their brethren along
line, and their number has increased
while the other has diminished.
Revivals are not “gotten up"; they
comedown, tor it Ib “not by might nor
by power but by my Spirit, saith the
Lord of hosta”, and the moving impulse
is Irora above. The aim of the new evan-

spectacular effects
this

gelism is to get as many helpers to cooperate in such services in some detlnite
way so that they will know wfhat is expected ol them and the leaders will know
wbat
In

they

can

leadership of

services

Baptist

last week in.the

which

church

Kev. William O.

began

under the

Mann,

thia

keynote was struck at the tlrst service and
is being emphasized
at every meeting,
and yet the matter ia pat in such a way
that each one is left wholly free to decide
lor himself or herself which line of service to choose. It is a volunteer service

purely.
lots end

secured by the use of cards
indicated thruv distinct lines
of effort to which a Christian may pledge
himself.
The first is sim.>ly that the
on

is

which is

signer covenants with Christ that he will
try to bring someone eise to the meetings;

simple matter, but how often neglected,
more “by want of thought than by want
a

ot heart".

The second is

that

the

signer

speak to someone personally
It takes more courage to
do this, because, for some mysterious reason, most people are diffident in this matIn one of
ter of supreme importance.
will

try

to

about Const.

his

sermons

week

last

Bro.

Mann

re-

ferred to the fact that while he went to
Sunday school for years, nobody ever
sail a word to him personally about the
matter of salvation.
The third service is
most important, for it pledges the signer
to do his best to win someone to Christ.
The w hole thing, however, is regarded as a
covenant w ith the Master, making every
effort a service that depends on His guidance and grace.

The response to this effort of the pastors
enlist fellow-helpers has been gratifying, some members “voting the whole
ticket", to use the apt expression of Pasto

tor

Guptill.

The

results

are

already
and

manifested in the growing attendance
deepening interest in the meeting. A
large number have in this way indicated
their desire and purpose to help, and if
meetings result in a new attitude on
the part of many to this vital matter
of personal
evangelism, it may mean much
in coining
days to the Kingdom of God in
the

Ellsworth.

__

THE CREDIT OF FAITH.

Epitome

by Hr. Mann
to the People of Ellsworth.
of

an

Address

The following message from Mr; Mann
is of interest in that it
gives one an idea of
the style of the evangelist and shows the
truths that are emphasized by him.
“Abram believed God and it was counted
him for righteousness,”—Roman iv-3.
The Bible has some strange sayings, and this is one of them. People
have wondered what the text might mean,
®ven men who have thought deeply on the
passage. And those who have thought
deeply, have not all thought alike, so that

hinij

was

her

Bar

L. Curtis has
on

few

a

never occur

reached

ideals.

is

more

build ns he may see
think he has done
not reached what

who has

satisfied that

ideal?

must

A

have

God

saw as

possible

for

him.

Each has his

particular mission, his
He
may not judge

own

possibilities.

himself by others, that may be a very inadequate standard, nor by what he has
attained, but by what God sees he might
attaiu.

What

may be and do is in
of the Eternal.

the mind

we

This has its

application

for

us, too, in
for others.
We

thought of and work
have the power of seeing, and

our

see as we

God may see with very different eyes.
A young country lad w’auted to unite
with the church.
he did not

He

was

told not

yet,

as

enough of the Christian
life. By and by he came in. Good people
advised him not to speak in meeting, as
know

Coggin picked some sprays
mayflowers in bud last Saturday.

he made mistakes in
not edified

were

by

grammar and people

McIntyre, who has been in
hospital for treatment
appendicitis, is home.
Daniel

Jan. 20.

raw,

»cncu

uiijuic

No
a preacher in London.
Oh, yes; a little tow-headed boy.
The tow-headed boy was all the preacher
God saw Charles Spurgeon, one of
saw
the greatest men of the world.
it is not ours, then, to judge men but to
work that each may have his chance. It
asked of

was

28
15 §18
20

wife

ing the winter

with

Mr. Treadwell is

their

chopping

are

son

hear he is

spendGeorge.

Flour—per bbl—

6 00

he

06§08
20g25

Vinegar, gal

Cracked wheat.
Oatmeal, per lb
Buckwheat, pkg
Graham,
Rye meal,
Gran meal, ft»
Oil—per galLinseed,
Kerosene.

05
04

Even children like Rexall Orderties; and you know that if a medicine appeals to a child, it will appeal

20

04@06
04@05

to grown-ups.

03

1 15

12

help chase gloom, dispel

blues and
make you feel happy by their splendid tonic, cleansing and strengthening effect upon the bowels.—They
act to free the system—and keep it
free— .rom the distress and ill feeling
that naturally results from irregular
and inactive bowels.

18
24§25
15
25g30
13

Chop,

Ham. per tb
Shoulder,
Bacon,
Salt.
Lard,

14

Rexall Orderlies do this quietly,
griping or causing nausea,
purging or excessive looseness. They
without

ri«ii.
08
25
16
50

Cod,
Clams, qt,
Smelts. It),

1 25
1 25

act to overcome

gists.
You

50

Shorts—bag
bag
Middlings.bg

Mix teed,

ELLSWORTH

The Rexall Stores

aDumiaemfiu*

Over has returned from

a

was

in

Store

But—you

■

must

use

■

'1

to Goulds-

lightest, finest,

(iB

whitest bread and
more loaves to every

/^B

connecting
boro the last of the week to care for her
Abraham believed God, believed
in God. How much sister, Mrs. Silas Young, who is ill.
confidence
God,
Mrs. Emeline Robinson returned from
How much confidence? Enough |
faith?
Bar Harbor Saturday, after a visit of
to obey God. Enough to co-operate w’ith
God. It is of no use that a man has a plan several weeks with her niece, Mrs. L. B*
1
of life if be does not carry it out. It is of Oeasy.

—the

;^B
■

—the tenderest, flakiest
and most digestible pas-

consequence that Uod has a plan
Lighthouse-keeper Ambrose H. Wasgatt
we are
unwilling to obey, to co- bas recently received honor from the
operate with him in making it the reality. I lighthouse board which has presented
“There is a divinity that shapes our ends, him with a new uniform and the solid
rough hew them as we will.” Yes, that is I ____l_;

IBt‘
'IB

left

is not

to

be

Mrs. Fred

Heavy

was

called

out.

had

for

less

if

us

true, but it is also true that “we must w ork
out our own salvation”, we must co-operate.

Prof. James, late of Harvard, has this

thought:

“Suppose

we

had

been at

the

of the world with God. He puts
the world, with its possibilities,
not sure to be saved morally, or lost, but
real
just dependent on ourselves; a
struggle, a real chance for it to rise or fall,

creation
before

us

and Gods asks us if we would care to have
him create and we enter the struggle.” In
the mind of Prof. James, this is a real

real problem that is
before us- to co-operate or not to co-operate with God in Having the world.
are
Some of the deep stories in life

problem, really

founded

Stickney & Poor’s

Mustard

one

rises

In

“The

and his double
Dr. Jeokyl and

a
goes down. There is
Mr. Hyde in every man’s life.
In Dickon’s “Tale of Two Cities”, Sydof low' desires,
a man
ney Carton appears
and low
of another
a

tool

He is

Invalids

IB
B
BB
Bv
B;

Bl,
B''
B
B

—cake and biscuits and
everything else you bake
—yours by specifying
William Tell, the flour
that is milled only from
the best Ohio Red Winter
Wheat by a special patented process that makes
it richest in nutritive
value.
Tell your grocer that
nothing will suit you but

‘-Bj

!

^B
^B

I

-^B

■ a

CXTas

^

WIlVTAPn

_

^B
^B|
;Hy
-^B

STICKNEY & POOR SPICE CO., 184 State Street, Boston.

j^B
\^B
>^B

THE NATIONAL MUSTARD POT

aSBcrttsstmcnts

disreputable

RHEUMATIC
SUFFERERS
ASTONISHED
KHEUMA Acts on Kidneys, Liver
and Blood the First Ilsy-and
Out Ooes Uric Acid Poison.
Anybody can afford to pay 50 cents to
Bciatica
get rid ot terrible Kheumatism,
or Gout, and that’s all KHEUMA costs at
U. A. Parcher’s and he says it it doesn’t do
all that is claimed tor it, money back.
It’s wonderful how Bpeedily this simple
remedy takes hold and how the sore
muBCles limber op and the awollen Jointa
come down to normal. Make no mistake
-KHEUMA costa but little, but it’s tbe
best remedy you can find to drive Rheu-

and try it with a pot-roast that has
been nicely browned and then allowed
to simmer slowly in a little water for
You’ll be surprised to
several hours.
how good the meat tastes when
see
served with Stickney & Poor’s Mustard.

Nearly rvery grocer s' Us It In l,i and our
Write for
lb. cans at 10 ami 20 cents.
It’s worth a lot to any
book of receipts.
to
how
housekeeper who wants to know
for
x 16
M.,,m
make the most out of what she buys
|
the table.
1 oor
&
Stickney
other
the
Among
Product* are: Pepper, Cinnamon, Cloves,
Curry
Salt
Celery
Marjoram.
Pimento, Sage, Savory.
Mace.
C.ing.r,
Whole Mixed SPlciPowder. Paprika. Tapioca. Nutmeg, Cassia. Allspice.
Rice Flour, Potato
Pastry Spice. Turmeric. Thyme, Soda, Cream of Tartar,
Extracts.
Flour, Sausage Seasoning, Poultry Seasoning and Flavoring
will give
If you Just »a.v “Stickney & Poor’s” when ordering, your grocer
But—bo »ure to SAY it.
It to you.

I

WUITCUMH, HAYNES
C. W. GKINDA

Ht

CO.

NIMAL FERTILIZERS

..

How

Any

Woman

Can Cure

MAKE FARMS PAY
by using this animal

fertilizer that is active
from planting to harvest.
The well nourished crop will, fight a
drought with its stored-up vitality and
provide a full yield at the end of the seaThis
son.

INDIGESTION
Most stomach remedies are

all the time

make-

shifts—they give relief but afterward
the stomach is just as weak, just as
unable to digest the food as it was before.
Women especially should not depend on relievers only. MI-O-NA
Stomach Tablets not only give prompt
relief but they put strength and elasticity into the stomach walls and cause

digestive juices to act naturally.
They do more; they force the diges-

the

tive organs to supply the blood with
pure nourishment which is carried to
the muscles, nerves, brain and skin.

Result;

healthy

■=

OWELL

the

op this possibility.

Masquerader”,

Drives Off A Terror*
The chief executioner of death in the winmonths is pneumonia. Its adare
colds and grip, tu any
attack by one of these maladies no time
should be lost in taking the best medicine
obtainable to drive it off. Countless thousands have found this to be Dr. King’s New
Discovery. ‘•My husband believes it has kept
him from haviug pneumonia three or four
time,” writes Mrs. George VV. Palce* Kawsonville, Vt., “and for coughs, colds and croup
Guaranteed
we have never found its eq.ual.'*
for all bronchial affections. Price 50cand $1.00
at all druggists.

ter and spring
vance agents

■

good mustard—pure mustard.

B

Best Bread—
and More of It

B;-‘
B
H

link

4

ASK FOR

in-

dustry.

MAINE

America’s Greatest Drug Stores

are

see

the

MOORE

Augusta

last week in the interest of the lobster

by ail OrU£»

make the cheaper cuts of meat just as delicious and wholesome
Government experts have recently pointed
as the most expensive.
meat, the only
out that cheap meat is just as nutritious as choice
flavor.
drawback being that it needs more attention to bring out the

visit to

James A. Hill and wife were guests of
their sister, Mrs. O. W. Allen, at the Sands
is ours to know that God sees as we do not ;
on Friday.
and knows what we do not know.
But

back empty handed and tell us.
Without obligating you or questioning you we will return the money
you paid us for them.
Doesn’t that indicate that Rexall
Orderlies are at least worthy of trial?
Doesn’t it prove our faith in them?
Doesn't it merit your confidence?
Could any offer be more fair to you?
We particularly recommend Rexall
Orderlies for children, delicate and
aged persons. Rexall Orderlies come
in convenient vest-pocket size tin
boxes. 12 tablets, 10c; 36 tablets,
25c; 80 tablets, 50c.

can

of East Sullivan.

Capt. George W. Colwell

Buy a box of Rexall Orderlies at
store. Use them once, or use up
the whole box.
Then, if you are
not thoroughly satisfied, just coma

our

A Good Cook and
Pure Mustard I H f

Spec.

Havey,

We do not ask you to take our
word for this. W e want you to make
us prove it, and at no cost to you.

There is a Rexall Store in nearly every town and city in the United States, Canada and
Great Britain. There is a different Rexall Remedy for nearly every ordinary human ill—
«arh especially designed for the particular ill for which it is recommended.

I
Henry

G.

The

AND MEASURES.

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Andrew

the cause

E.

is able to return to

Ellsworth.
Jan. 11.

remove

Make Us Prove This

Please bear in mind that Rexall Orderlies are not boiC
You can buy Rexall Orderlies only at The Rexall Stores.
can buy Rexall Orderlies iu this community only at our store:

150 §165
1 65@1 75
1 65 g2 00

A bushel of
Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt
shall weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in go«.d order and tit for shipping, is 60
pounds; of apples. 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
pounds;
good order and fit for shipping, is 60and
peas,
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips
6o pounds; of cprn. 56 pounds; of onions, 52
and
pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye
Indian meal,50 pounds;of parsnips, 45pounds;
of barley aud buckwheat. 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

Bteadily gaining,

and

of bowel ills and in a short time
usually make unnecessary the continued use of physics and purgatives,
thus tending to stop such unhealthy
habits as may have been formed.

CAUTION:

►*.**..

Oats, bu
§ 6 50
125

LAW REGARDING WRIGHTS

being operated on at the Eastern
Maine general hospital at Bangor, and all
soon

It.

Scallops, qt,

Com, 1001b bag
Corn meal.bag
Cracked corn,

wood.

after

to hear

Rice, per

Klour, Grain nun

The many friends of Mathew McIntyre
to

08

Haddock.

Misses Louise and Winifred McIntyre
have been visiting their grandmother,
Mrs. Mary McIntyre, the past two weeks.
Wilbur and infant son
Mrs. Melvin
Robert spent the week-end with her
sister, Mr. Ross McDonald, at Partridge
Cove.

glad

85 §40

§35

14§20
50

Ojsters, qt,

touched by a spark of love and the
He gives his
fire of nobility is lighted.
for
life w’ith gladness of full surrender
those whom he loves. And in every life,
the two plans of life, God’s and Satan’s,
await our choice and our response.
is how
The real question in life, then,
we willing to obey so that the plan
we
may be allowed to take from it some of far are
in our lives?
the very obvious things as helps in our of God may be brought' out
“Belief in
Will we co-operate with him?
life and work.
to us for rightThe first helpful thought is that God in God” may be counted
and bring
true greatness, matic poiaon from the system
knows us as we are when he calls us. eousness, for parity, for
will. health to misery-racked bodies.
for Christ-likeness, if we
He has not made
for
love,
the
in
mistake
perany
“I bad Kheumatism for a long while,
our failures our
800
He knows us better than we can We may turn our sins,
into stepping- and tried many medicines, but was not
know ourselves. What our inner life is, losses our disappointments
God cured until 1 used KHEUMA. I cannot
he know*. The things hidden toothers etouea for nobler things, if we believe
praise KHEUMA too highly. My advice
to co-operate w ith Him.
enough
and not recognized
:
ourselves
always by
to those suRering from Kheumatism is tc
ace seen of God.
Visions that thrust
1
and children should be use this great remedy, aa I believe it will
themselves upon us when we dream by
Emulsion to strengthen eflect a permanent cure in any case.”—C.
day, visions that do not come by our own given Magee’s
falls. All druggists I B. Lanham, Battea, W. Va., April 27, 1912.
Never
the
ourbody.
choice, bat which seem to show as
unto

26 §45
20 <j30
logl5

Halibut.

Mrs. Deborah Gilbert is spending the
with her daughter, Mrs. Nellie
.Martin, at Ellsworth.
Eiward Treadwell and

If you only knew as much as we
and those who have used them know
about Rexall Orderlies, you would
be as enthusiastic about recommending them as we are. They taste just
like candy. They act so easily and
so pleasantly that the taking of them
is a pleasure.

08

Pork, lb:

Krrmi

winter

with

For the Bowels

VleHi-Hiul Provisions.

BeeL tb:
Steak,
Roa&ts.
Corued,
Veal:
Steak,
Roasts,
Lamb:
Lamb,

soon.

iw-uigm.

one.

20 §28
38
38

the

honor.
ua

qt,

45 §65
Japan
30g65
Oolong,
Sugar—per 1b
Granulated, 05^ §06
o«
Yetlow. C
10
Powdered,
35g60
Molasses, gal,

Are.

car

in Massachusetts.

Make Us Prove It

02
03

Onions, tb

20 §25 Squash,
02
bruit.
35 §60 Lemons, doz
13gl5

Tea—per tb—

for

a

We dare not exaggerate to you. We are dependent upon
your patronage. To get it we must have your trust and confidence. We make the following statements with a full understanding of what they mean to us. You are safe when you
believe in these statements.

Groceries,

Mrs. Mina Emery, who has been visiting
Bar Harbor and the Centre, is expected

People hope

his words.

country illiterate. God saw
the Moody in him, whom we revere and
a

saw’

Oranges, doz
Cranberries,

02

java,

Bar Harbor

loaded

_Ch’e’ek.

vegetables.

15&20 Carrots, tb,

pk,

Potatoes,

Cabbage,
Celery,
Turnips.

Mrs. F. T. Hodgkins spent last week in
with her daughter, Mrs. Ruel
Bartlett.

d/VlKJt^

A mother asks me how she shall remove
pimples and humors that disfigure her
child’s face. My answer is very simple and
direct, because all such blemishes are the
result of poisons in the system that should
be carried off in the secretions, but are not.
When anyone finds the skin becoming
sallow, dry, scaly, or when blackheads,
pimples or blotches appear, they should at
once take my Dr. True s Elixir for stomach and bowels. This is a most remarkIt is wholly vegetable,
able remedy.
mild and pleasant, but very effective.
It corrects a wrong condition of stomach and bowels, and sets these important
organs in healthy activity, so that waste
and poison are driven from the system.
No mother need feel anxiety about facial
blemishes on her child if she will give my
pleasant remedy a chance to remove the
And I urge anyone,
cause back of them.
young or old, who is now enduring this
to
follow
the same course.
embarrassment,
It will certainly correct the evil.
I recommend, too, that they use Parker’s 2-30-2 Cold Cream on face and neck
every night. In this way they will make
the skin soft and beautiful, as well as free
of disfigurement

%

Loose.10 §12
15
Baled.

mill go-

parties

30

Best loose, per ton.14 §16
Baled.18§20

MARLBORO.

•

has

The procession of low prices is moving
right along, headed by advertisers i».
TdE AMERICAN.

Fowl.18 §20
Chickens..20g22

of

By

ieie»*

Coffte— per lb
Rio,
Mocha.
new

Jan. 20.

Prodnr*

laid, per doz.
Poultry.

Tate visited his wife and young
at E. C. Young’s recently.

Fred

are

S. S. Scammon

Fresh

Leon

at

Miss Hallie Young is clerking at S. S.

Creamery per lb. -...40§46
Dairy. 30 336

home.

home

own

Country

wife have returned to

^cammou’s store.

RKKTS.

>1

ill.

Fred Grey and
Hull’s Cove.

Hatfer.

Howard Curtis and his sister Lida are
a short visit.

may
and men may say and
well, and still he has

siding,

The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth:

at home from Bar Harbor for

man

hand

Coombs is at home from Goodwin’s

ladders for

cutting

men

H.

WEST FRANKLIN.

Crumbs.

KLIjS WORTH

He

Wednesday.

John

home from
with a bad

Jan. 20.

bad

a

Jan. 19.

cold.

we

But did it

man

him,

before

earth-bound

au

a

ideal and is

bis

nothing
had

their

to them that

Bluebill for the

place.

bis

our

live

Meservey

ith

spike.

On account of the continued illness of
Leach, she was taken to the
Eastern Maine general hospital for treat-

Lela Chatto spent the last week

has been
last week

w

a

Mrs. Leon

Milbndge.

Obra

on

Saturday.

able to be out

ment

Fred Dunham recently cut his
bidly with a piece of granite.

Edward E. Curtis, Lyman Curtis and
Earle Bonsey, who have been cutting
wood for J. McKenney at Morgan’s bay,

Ellsworth

have attained

Mrs.
in

Tramp.

You have seen men with proud step and
confident air and patronizing tone. They

ideas, and

was

BLUEH1LL FALLS.

*■

Jan. 12.

the best He know's.

We must have His

Leon Leach has been laid up

foot caused by stepping

«

Briggs is out again.
Clarence Meservey is in Dark Harbor.

served.

son

employed

where she has been

past year.

A.

enjoyed by
present. Among
those from other places attending were A.
L. Morgan, wife and daughter Effie, and
Crawford Young, of Rich’s corner. Miss
Mary Treworgy, of Bangor, and Howard
Cunningham, of Ellsworth. Supper was

are

ing her parents here, left to-day for her
home in New Portland.

all

w as

■tovewood

returned from

are

F. P. Goodwin, Of Hancock Point, with
wife and little son Willie, were week-end
guests of E. C. Scam mo n and wife.
Jan. 20.
M.

supper and
social evening spent at the church. Nearly
all of the people here were in attendance,
as were also Charles
Cunningham and
Capt. and Mrs. McKay, of Surry, and
Clarence Leonard, of Bar Harbor. There
was also a social gathering at E. M. CunJan. 4,
ningham’s Saturday evening,

Frank

Harbor,

for the

a

George Treadwell has his
ing, and n sawing boards.

know.

Miss Sophia Clark has

The evening of Jan. 9 many friends of
Albert Treworgy gathered at his
house to help in celebrating his sixtyseventh birthday. The party was a complete surprise to the captain, who appreciated the kindly thought of his neighbors. Those present enjoyed the occasion
exceedingly. Lunch was served, and after
a delightful evening the guests
departed
with all good wishes for the host.

which

getting

J. Smith and J. F. Clark
knees on the Austin premises.

Youngsters With Pimples.

ladies’ aid

society meeting Wednesday.
Mrs. Carl Walker, who has been visit-

C

Cspt.

are

Mrs. George Eaton arrived Wednesday.
A large nuinner of ladies attended the

land

arm.

recent events

C.

Frank H. Jordan returned from RockSaturday.

to Mr.

born

NEWS.

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

Leon Tate [Raynond Austin].

Among

COUNTY

EUYPT.

10 uoa.

is me real

It is not enough, then, that we have
own high ideas, that we live the best

depend upon.

series of

the

* uo uuscou

son

atrtiKtiwsimfc

the best-

efficiency—for

district.

Is

Little Marcia Young received a severe
recently by having coffee spilled on

man.

fail.

And when he came, if he did not

show.

men

But God saw.
God saw an immortal dreamer in the
cheap tinker. But John Bunyan did not
the

ill,

an-

that be

mien, with a message aobfui and severe,
and methods that savored of religious
pyrotechnics. He was the whole show,

been

burn

piast the growth,

the failure, the sins, the murder, to a man
inspired among bis church after his own heart.
service.
particular
God saw the man of rock, unmovabie,
people
formerly the evangelist was secured by uuterrifled in the impulsive, wavering
and
before
a
revival,
a church to “get up”’
Peter. It took many days ©f companionbecame the people of the community be- ship with the
steadfast Christ, many
of
him
and
a
conception
hours of inner struggle, many tears in
gan to frame
a
of
sensational
mail
(nought of him as
secret, before the Peter showed itself in
ness

who has

out.

and Mrs.

for
his

Jan. 20.

SOUTH SURRY.

This column is to be conducted for a few weeks by the
committee of pastors united in special erangelistic efforts.

rilK NKW KVANOKM8M.

gold star pin
kept light in

muscles,

strong

nerves, clear he&d,*and clean skin. G.
A. Parcher guarantees Ml-O-N A Stomach Tablets—60 cents.
i

—

Free Booklet
will be sent to anyone who will write for it. It contains the
guaranteed analyses of every brand of Lowell Animal Fertilizers and gives information as to fertilization for all crops.
It is made up of interesting facts for the progressive farmer

and should be his guide to fertilizer buying for the coming
think best.
year. Send for it—read it—then act as you
It

V| are

not

repreeeated la your town, write tor teras.

LOWELL FERTILIZER COMPANY, 401. i.rk.1 It., Baitw,

Mm,,

j,

$f)c Ellsworth

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
BY THE

HANCOCK. COUNTY PUBLISHING Co
F. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager
W. H. Titus. Associate Editor.

•Ebscrlption Prlc*-—#2 00 a year; SLOG tor six
months; 50 cents for three months; if paid
strictly in advance, $1 5<>, 75 amt 38 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages

are

reckoned

at

the

of $2 pei

rate

▼ear.

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
cade known on application
BuftlnnR‘»pnTTor»ontf»**tionR «hr*wld be add res soil
to, aoditilno.^r
money inter* made pa>
able to Thr Hancock county Publishing
Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

This week’s

edition

of

Average per week (or 1912,
Average 1911, 2,352.

News of interest to Han-

County Readers.
At the joint session of House and Senate
last Wednesday, Edwin C. Burleigh was
elected United States senator, receiving
a majority of one vote.
The vote stood
cock

attitude

as

resolve

presiding

officer of the House during the exciting
period of Tuesday has won fo. him the

Newbert order,

a

or

with

the

the breaking away of
is well known.

progressives,
speaker is one of the staunchest of
presented petition of Joseph C. Spurling t he Burleigh supporters. Peters has done
and 273 others for a close time on lobsters all he could to secure Burleigh’s election
during July and August.
In the Senate yesterday a bill was in..
the four
The

the

troduced

Eastern

a

line from

Eddington,
Houlton, so
that the company is given the right of

to

bridging

Bancroft to

the Penobscot river from

Bangor

Brewer.

In the
ern

House
a

Rep. Ricker

yesterday

resolve in favor of the

State normal

of

$2,000

the years 1913 and 1914.
asked for the

Jan. 28.
Of course it is

This money is

ual

chargeAthat

the proposed change is desired in order to
make a place for another republican.
It is also charged that the change is

additional

Thou ir.ay’st no more return to me.
But there's a time, my dearest,
When I shall lay me down by thee
And when of all my babe shall be.
That sleep around, the nearest.

from

And sound shall be our sleep, my child,
Where earth’s foundation shaken;
Till He, the pure, the undeflled,
Who once, like thee, an infant smiled,
The dead to life awaken.

to

proposed for the purpose of legislating sound to
automobiles, and Rep. Sherman
Mr. Bunker, the present county clerk
presented petition of Mart E. Perkins and
and a democrat, out of office.
twenty-two others, and A. A. Lcpaus
But as the change would not increase the expense of the court, and
as there is no reason why one man
shonld hold the
two offices,
the

change,

on

general principles, strikes

desirable.
As to legislating the present incumbent out of office because he is a
democrat, it will apply only during
the remainder of bis term, and then it
will apply to a republican as well.
us as

fifteen others in favor of the
automobiles in Mt. Desert.
and

LEGISLATION

OP

use

bill

provides

that

:

GENERAL INTEREST.

The school teachers’ pension bill was introduced in the House Wednesday. The
of

Then if to Him with faith sincere
My babe at death was given.
The kindred tie that bound us here.
Though rent apart with many a tear.
Shall be renewed in heaven.

of

public

school teachers

the age of Bixty, with thirty-five
years of experience in teaching, shall be
eligible to pensions after July 1, 1914.
These pensions are not to exceed $.500 and
be not less than $200.
The plan to refer the public utilies bill

HONOR

prevent a break. Every influence
which he had Peters has used.

and to

Tuesday as presiding officer, he
absolutely non-partisan. He ruled on
merits of the question. Four of the
But

was

the

GANNON

MULLEN.

Honor Gannon, widow of Michael Mullen, and one of Ellsworth’s oldest resi-

dents, died

PIANOS
VICTOR and

EDISON

Talking Machines

SMALL INSTRUMENTS OF ALL KIND8

S. J. CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE, £2?

were

on my babe; thy little bed
Is cold, indeed, and Darrow;
Yet calmly there shall rest thy bead,
And neither mortal paiu nor dread
Shall e er thy feelings harrow.

schools
training
$4,000
$6,000.
Rep. McBride yesterday presented petition of W. El. Thurston and fourteen
others of Tremont, in favor of opening
all roads in Mt. Desert west of Somes
in normal

sympathy of
Jersey and

Sleep

for each of

purchase
The hearing at Augusta on the
equipment for the library, science and
proposition to change the law which | manual training departments and to promakes the clerk of courts recorder of
| vide for additional cost of lighting the
the Ellsworth municipal court has I
buildings. Mr. Ricker also presented an
been postponed until next Tuesday, act to increase the appropriation for manof

New

ful.

East-

school at Castine, ap-

sum

have the

held at the home Friday
evening at 7.30 by Rev. Mr. Curry, of the
Methodist church.
The remains were
brought to Ellsworth, accompanied by the
mother and little brother Leon.
Funeral
services were held at the home of Mrs.
Thorsen’s sister, Mrs. Ada M. Johnson,
Sunday afternoon, Rev. E. D. Kiser officiating. Interment at Woodbine cemetery.
The tloral offerings were many and beauti-

Prayers

granted two years ago, and which auththe company to build
Brewer northward through

They

friends in

Ellsworth.

extending the charter of the
was
Maine
railroad, which

orizes

parents.

their many

...--..

2,460

Kecordershlp.

Speaker Peters’

j

*

Ethel Melinda, aged eleven months,
youngest child oi Fannie B. (Tower) and
Martin J. Thorsen, died Friday, Jan. 17, at
131 High wood Terrace, Wechawken, N. J.
The little one had been in delicate health
for the past six months. The tender care
of the parents and nurses, and medical aid
of a specialist and doctors, were of no
avail, and the child Anally succumbed to
bronchial pneumonia.
The death of the
little daughter comes as a severe blow to

Lewinton Journal.)

authorizing the sale
of Rabbit’s Ear and Dolliver’s islands.
In the Senate Thursday Senator Patten
introduced

propriating the

That

(A igusta

cor.

Burleigh, 91; Gardner, 82; Thompson 7.
In the House Wednesday, Hep. Harmon

Great Pond and

JANUARY 22, 1913

1

ETHEL MELINDA T30B8KX,

What Others Think of The Work He
is Doing at August*.

commendation of everyone.
That he was not in sympathy

presented

WEDNESDAY,

abbcniwmcnt*.

OBITUARY.
1

Tte

Americaii is 2,550 copies.

PETERS.
_

Legislative
K.

SPEAKER

STATE SOLONS.

American

last

of her age.
Mrs. Mullen

Saturday

in the

What*ft in

#er Sait.

Tomato.

are a

that the tomato should be ealen raw if the
real benefits of the vegetable are to be
he maintains, neulearned. Cooking,
tralizes the calomel effect.
Children should fce encouraged to eat
the pretty egg and plum tomatoes, which
are used for pickling, an a fruit.
They are
pleasant to the taste and highly medicinal.
The skins of tomatoes are not wholesome and should be
from the pulp
when it is prepared
for eating, either

born

Apple,
plum, pear. 5u*W
I^RREH
Raspberry, blackberry, currant. gooIL
j berry, rose. Shrubbery and ornamental ir*!V
—

Maine-grown aiock. Ptompt attention to nr'
ders by mail. Write for particulars. Ha*
cock Co. Ni'rskry Co.. Horry. Me.

HOV8E-—A»~Oali~Point,

Take Hall’s

—

/ quire
CdOWH
Ellsworth.

heiferT 7n"

Three cows and two
of Jamks Mcnphy, Pine

Jijclp CSIantrt.

M%N

chance^for^!£.

—

steady

Ergislatiur Notices.
JUDICIARY.
m
On act relating
on the island of vfi

Wednesday, Feb. 5, 3 p.

the use of automobiles
I>eeert.
to

JUDICIARY.
Committee on Judiciary win give a
at their room at the state
at Augusta on Wednesday. February ft
1913, at 2 p. m on an i^ct to regulate and
vide for the uaeof automobiles in the town of
Eden. Hancock county.
Johm R. Duztos, sk.

Family Pills for constipation.

THE
public hearing
House

Special Kouto.

pro-’

JUDICIARY.

Tuesday. Jan. 28. 2 p. ro. On an act to repeal arc. 6 of chap. 298 of the Private and

Laws of I828. and to amend sec. s and:
of chap. WW of the Private and Special law* of
1903. entitled ’An Act in relation to the Elia*
worth Municipal Court".

Special

SPECIAL NOTICE.
That the time for the reception
for
private and special
be
to Wednesday, February 5.1913. and that all eueh petitions, resolve*
and bills presented after that date be referred to the neat legislature.
W. R. Ron.
Clerk of the House of Representative*.
W. E. La why.
Hecretary of the Senate.
of bills petitions
ORDERED.
limited
legislation

Sublication

Legal

NOTICE

In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Mnlne.
In the matter of
(mows C. Bunk an,
**-*»**•

)

*•**£*<*•

NOVICE

**

HAYING

subscribers,
rptlB
James K.
1

Frederic

W.

Hooper,

Hooper and 8. H. Whitney,
hereby give notice that they have been duly
appointed executors of the last will and testa-

meat of
CHARLES fc. HOOPER, late of CA8TLNE.
in the county of Hancock deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
Frederic W. Hooper and James F. Hooper,
both residing oat of the Slate of Maine, nave
appointed Edward E. Chase, of Bluehill. in
said county and .State as tbeir agent in said
State, under and in comoliaoce with the
of section 43 of chapter 66 of tbs
vised Statutes of said State of MaineAil persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imFrbdbuo W. Hoopbk.
mediately.
Jambs P. Hoor aa.
8. H. Whitmby.
January 22, 1913.

ALL

_______________

C>vi«ion*

NOTICE

subscriber Mrs. Pauline Nordlinger,
THE
Stuttgart in tbe empire of Germany,
been duly
hereby gives notice that
of

she

baa

appointed executrix of the last will and te»t-

WE

tuent

of

ROSENSTEIN. lake of said
STUTTGART,
deceased, and given bonds as ths law directs.
And not being a resident of the State of Main?
ERNEST

she has

appointed

John A. Peters, esq., of

Ellsworth, Hancock county, Maine, her agent
required by section 43 of chapter 66 of the

ae

statute# of Mams. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased »re
desired to present the same for settlement,
and aU indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Paulinb NomlinokkAug. 22d, 1912.

MY

__

today..

J

Bankrupt,

To tbe- creditor# of Grover O. Bunker, of
Eden, in the county of Hancock and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the mb
day of January, a. 4. IMS. tbe said
Grover C. Bunker
era#
duly adjudicated
bankrupt: and that tbe first meeting of bit
creditors will be held at my offlce. Ellsworth. Maine, on tbe 3dt day of January,
a. d. 91S. at l.o'clock In tbe afternoon, at
which, time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint s trustee, examine
the bankrupt and tranaaet such other business as may
corns befors ssid meetproperly
ingWilliam E. Whiting.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth. Me.. January 21. IMS.

*•

directly
peculiarly
blood; purifies,

)

Bankrupt*,

To the creditors of Wentworth A (iow-r of
Kden. in the county of Hancock and district aforesaid, bankrupts:
is hereby given that on the :tb
day of January, a. d. 1918. the said
Wentworth A Gower were doly adjudicated
bankrupts; and that the first meeting of their
creditors will be held at mv office. Ellsworths Me., on theSd day of February, a. d.
1918. at two o’clock in the afternoon, at which
time
the
said
creditors may
attend,
prove their claims, appoint a true tee. examine
the bankrupts, and transact such other business ass may properly come before said meetWilliam B. Whiting,
ingReferee in Bankruptcy,
Ellsworth. Me.. Jan. 21, 191&

'*

Sarsaparilla

2%'oticra.

In the District Court of th« United Htatesfor
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
WajrrwoRTH A (lows*, /1*
**>•*»*•/»*•

THE

Hood’s

utr-tt

With team, (food
ilable man to earn #30
per «*ek
employment year round.
Address
Wm. N. Harmon. 96 Center 8t Bangor, .Mt.

To the Board of Railroad Commissioners,
Augusta, Maine.
TITE. the undersigned herebv petition and
Tv
ask, that a flag station be established
and maintained on the Washington County
Railroad, near the western end of the railroad
bridge extending arrow the Taunton Great
Pond, so called, at West F-anklla. and near
the Charles Smith hfrnie»tead. said location
being abonl two and one-half miles west of
Franklin sta’ion.
Name*.
Residence.
Ch^eirs ftviru,
West Franklin. Maine,
and fourteen others.
On the foregoing petition,
Ordered: That the petitioner cause to be
published a true copy of said petition and this
order of notice the eon. attested by the clerk
nf this board, two weeks successively in the
KUsworth|Aruerican, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock, the last
in said paper to be prior to Hatter
ay, he first day of February, a. d. 1913. on
which day the board of railroad commission
ers will he in session at Passenger Station of
the Maine Centra)
Railroad Company at
F'ranklin. at 8 o'clock in the forenoon, when
snd where ail parties interested may be heard
burton.
Notice of said time and place of hearing
"bail alio be given to Mr. Morris McDonald,
rice president and general manager of the
Maine Central Railroad Company. Portland.
Maine, by forwarding by mail, postage prepaid, to him a copy of said pe’itioa and order,
sttested as aforesaid, fourteen days at least
before the date of said bearing.
F.lmhr P. SrorroRD. Chairman
For the Board of Rail road Commission -re of Maine.
Dated this 9th day of January.*, d. 1913.
▲ true copy.
Atteat:—Gro. P. Giddkmme,Clerk.

in

Trento^r,^

In
below Rlisworth, with good aizrd
loti
fine location for summer residence. Apply in
Ellsworth Loan A Bcildiko Ass n kms
worth. Me.

How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
Any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F J. CHENEY A CO Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions and financially able to carry ont any
obligations made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE.
Toledo. O.
Hall’s Catarrh Core is taken Internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
Price 75 cents per bottle, bold by all Drug-

Dunmore,
six
county Galway, Ireland, in 1822, and
times he was called upon to rule, be ruled was married
tiwre.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
n favor of the men who were
opposing Mullen came to this country some
him. On one of bis rulings they took
Mr.
years ago, and settled here.
Moreover, Mr. Bunker, if he is con- to a special committee, over which there excepton, but the House sustained the fifty
Mullen died some years ago. They raised
was
a
lively tilt in the House, has been speaker. On that question the exception a
sistent, is not likely strenuously to
large family, of w hom three sons and five
protest merely because he will lose upset, and the bill has gone to a joint was not taken because they felt he had daughters survive—Thomas, of Melrose,
committee of the judiciary and legal decided
unfairly, but because it was hoped Mass., John W., of Malden, Mass., and
8500, more or less, for be is, we underaffairs committees.
the House might decide to suspend the
stand, already on record as declaring
Michael, of Newton, Mass; Mrs. B. H.
I rules for the time.
that the salary of the clerk of courts is
Gilrain, of Malden; Mrs. B. A. Doherty,
MESSAGE FROM THE DEAD?
of Melrose, Mrs. J. F. Willett, of Dortoo large anyhow.
(Kennebec Journal.)
Mrs. Margaret McKenney, of
Ellsworth Man Receives What PurMr. Peters of Ellsworth, speaker of the chester,
Watertown, and Miss Catherine Mullen
Is It Worth While ?
House, has passed through the storm with of this
ports to be Such.
city.
A board of registration for EllsWilliam O. Emery, of Ellsworth, has re- a record demanding state-wide respect.
Mrs. Mullen was remarkably well preworth costs *16 per day for each day ceived from widely-separated
parts of the The position in which he was placed was
it is in session, and under the regis- country letters and clippings relating to one of the most trying conceivable, but he served for one of her years, retaining her j
tration law the board sits six days—a an article printed on January 18 in the proved himself able to cope with every faculties to a large degree. She was a
woman of strong character, kind, genertotal expense of *96 per session. At Progressive Thinker, a spiritualist paper possibility, made rulings with absolute
ous and helpful; a faithful and devoted
least two sessions must be held each printed in Chicago, purporting to be a impartiality, presiding throughout with
wife and mother.
message from the late Louisa Urann, of no apparent thought of party affiliations.
year; years of a State election there
The funeral was held yesterday at 8t.
Sullivan. The clipping is as follows:
are four, and years of a presidential
Joseph's Catholic church, Rev. P. F. FlanaLouisa Urass—Oh how strange this is to
GKKKN LAKE.
election there are five. The expense,
Interment was at St.
gan officiating.
me* even yet, to be able to come again to the
A daughter was born Jan. & to Mrs Alive
therefore, of a board of registration life I have left, to try to send out the word to
Joseph's cemetery.
others that do not know that this can be. 1 Moore Spencer,
must be not less than *192
[Esther Fra sees.]
per year,
WILLIAM J. LOCIAN.
and in presidential years is *480. This lived in Maine,and I left the earth world at
Some of the teams that were hauling
Sullivan Harbor. I was all alone in the earth
William J. Logan, formerly of Ellawood have gone bonoe to await snow.
expense is borne by the city.
life, all my dear ones had preceded me to their
worth, died last Wednesday at bis home
Ice cutting will be late this year. Last
The duties of a board of registration
spirit homes, but so many will know me, and
in Bangor, aged fifty-one years.
are
performed by the municipal I want to thank in this way the Erocrv family year on Jan. 12, Cape, H. F. Lord bad all
Mr. Logan came to Ellsworth from Port
officers of cities and towns of less than that was so good to me. I realized I was com- tbe ice-booses filled.
Chester, 91. Y., about thirty years ago.
STATE Or MAINE.
here, but I did expect so many things difing
William
Wilson
has
a
team
to
bought
4,000 population. Since Ellsworth fell
He was for many years employed by P. B. Hancock *s.
ferent. hot when I realized anything I see my
haul the wood be is catting for Bacon & Aiken. Ha married Mins
below that number, the municipal dear John
Treasurer** office* Jan uawr IS, IMS.
at
Margaret
Watte,
me, and then my dear
smiling
following i* a true list of bank deposit
•f this city. He left Ellsworth in the
officers have not found their duties father and mother, and mother put her arms Robinson, of Bangor.
books, representing uncalled for dis
A. R. Foster loaded three cars wibb cordshares, transferred to me by Prank
around me and said, “you are welcome, dear,
spring of 1888, and had since made his borne trsbutive
burdensome.
L. Heath, former county treaaarer. under and
we have been waiting for yon.”
I have no wood for Bacon A
Robinson, Bangor, in Bangor, where he wan employed by the in compliance with
chapter 1S4 of She public
While, as a matter of pride, per- trouble with
laws of 1911 of said State of Maine.
and Friday.
my eyes or any part of me now.
Wood & Bishop Co.
haps, it hurts our “feelin’s” as a city I wish all the friends at Sorrento could get my Thursday
Late ret.
Amount.
He
leaves
a widow, one daughter—Misa
wu
toward
the
Mdses
O
George Grossman,
riding
Buck,
Bucssport. Me. #117 TV A Int
not to have a registration board,
may greetings and awake to the truth that there is station
rhos Stanley. 2d, Cranb’r’y Isis*. Me.
and
two
sons-James
and
Locy
Logan,
when
a
Friday morning,
neighbor |
we not be comforted
# 10 to
by the fact that another land that yon not only goto, but that called attention to a Are under the seat of John. Of hiaswn family he is survived
Margaiet Turner. Ellsworth, Me 12* 2*
\
you can return. I was not a spiritualist at all.
we are saving from *192 to *480
*97
per I knew nothing and would have believed less- his wagon, of which Mr. Grossman'was by his mottaei- Mrs. James Logan, and Samuel Boyal.
*•
Samuel Royal.
g 97
year ? Is the game worth the pow- if I bad heard about it. Will some owe
VM "
try to entirely mnconcious. His blanket was one brother—Jhmes St Logan, both of Port Hattie E Davis, Surry, Me,
Ham**!
der ?
B
3
Preethy,
Me,
S# **
and
one
Brooklin.
send this to William Emery at Sallhnui Har- burned.
sister—Mrs.
Eliza
Ferris*
Chester,
Samuel B Preethy,
*89
bor, Me.? If I can get them to know aued unof Brooklyn, N* Y.
Samuel B Free thy.
3 8* **
a social was given at tbe
Friday
evening
derstand, I feel then I am giving some return
COUNTY (iOSSIP.
IS# M
The funeral was held in Bangor Satur- David W Mosley, Hancock, Me.
sc hoot bouse by tbe teacher, Miss Jessie
GilesH Sargent, Ml. Desert. Me,
11*3
for all they did for me. Oh the Joy of being
The remains, accompanied by the
B. A. BLstnuaix,
Herman E. Joy, of East Sullivan, feels here with my John agai n. I hope I have done Grey. Notwithstanding the ray walking, day.
Treasurer for said Hancock county.
widow and her son John; the brother,.
pretty prond of a pig, not quite nine some good in coming. I try so hard to come many attended, and tbe evening passed
J. S. Logan, wife and sou, and Mrs. A. W.
Games were enjoyed and
COLLECTION OF AOCQi'Kl'g.
months old which tipped the scales at
k> tell this.
pleasantly.
Austin, were brought to Ellsworth for
409 pounds.
served.
refreshment
adopted a new system of booklight
The unconvincing thing* a boot this slkeeping, I am closing op nil old acinterment.
counts.
1 have not the »ime to devote to colLast week, tor a couple of days, good j
ewed message is the fact that it does not
The eastern section of Hancock
lections by personal call, and give this notice
MBS. LUH M2TCHR1.L ROGER*.
county contain a fact or statement that could not ice-boating was enjoyed, bat tbs weather
that ail accounts not settled by February 15,.
is afire with railroad
rumors, while the ye
from the obituary of Mrs. daring the last tew days snd tbe rain of
Mrs. Lue Getchell Rogers, s native of UU*» will he placed in the hands of * collector.
gleaned
up-river section is threatened with new
Da. J. T. MmDonaui.
Jrann printed in The AmuunjtN at the Saturday night have thinned tbeiee some- Ellsworth, daughter of Byron P. and
roads lengthwise and crosswise.
NOTICE.
what.
Tbs ice in tbe brook above tbe Lizzie A. Getchell, died at the home of her
ime of her death.
sre hereby
persons
notified and
bridge is nearly gone, ana there are a few mother in this city yesterday, aged fifty
warned not to trespass on the Eben
holes in the lake.
Merrill property in the towns of Otis and
six
months
and
twelve
ADAMS
DKAD.
Citizen’
“KING”
years,
“oldest
for
the
days.
about
time
is
It
Dedham, as all trespassing on said property
In the early sprin; Mrs. Rogers oame ! will
be prosecuted to the full extent of the
to tell us about otbers winters like this.
here from Boston to care for her mother,
Native of Kllswortb Who LH a ItoYVKST K.LI.SWORIH.
Ear* Man kill.
by Marie K. Maddox, his agent.
uiatic Life.
who was ill, and herself contracted an illDecember 31. 1912.
Dick Tennant has moved into Wnal H.
Stands.
Where Maine
Alonzo Adama, a native of Kllwartb,
ness from which she never recovered.
house.
The Ruseell-8age Foundation has just whose life reads like a page froaa a ro- Guptkll's
NO I ICE.
She w as tenderly eared for in her last
baas
Annie
(A.
who
has
ill
ol
Mrs.
on
the
school
is hereby given that Porcy L.
Carter,
issued an unusual report
illness by her devoted mother, who will
mance, died Tuesday of last week, at the
of tiorrento. Maine, has made ap
Aiken,
is
States.
A
complete Massachusetts general hospital in Boston, grip, improving.
-systems of the United
to the State Board 01 liar Examine rs
sadly miss her in her declining years.
plication
admission to the Bar at the next session of
Mrs. W. B. Clark is ill. Bertha Higginsanalysis has been made of every one of the st the age of seventy-eight year*. Ha
Besides her husband and her mother for
the board to be held at Bangor, the first Tuesand
factors affecting public education,
Eva Carlisle and Cart Grindie are reported, Mrs. Googinsyshe leaves a brother—Byron day of February. 19i3.
leaves a wife and three children.
John B. Madman.
every state has been given a rank of its
Alonco Adams was born in Ellsworth, of. better.
P. Getchell, of Brewer,and her step-father,
Secretary of ihe Board.
own on each point examined.
\t Vnfred E. Clark, who is teaching in. Oscar B. Googins.
sea-faring parents. He took to the sea at
Among all the states of the union, the an early age, and after serving a rough Brorjkeville, spent Saturday night and
CARD OP THANK*.
The tuneral will beat the residence toFoundation places Maine twenty-second apprenticeship
wish to express our thanks to the kind
in
morrow afternoon at 2.
clipper-ship days* Sunday with hi*family.
and friend# for the assistneighbors
in rank. She stands second among the became master of a vessel. About twenty-—■
ance given us during the illness and death of
William Carlisle left Friday lor Sedgstates in the proportionate number of three years ago his T.Siel was chartered by
onr beloved relative, Hiram F Robbins.
A
short
time
some
men
were engaged ;
ago
wick, a here he will be employed, through
Mas. Howard Robbins.
children in school, while she Btands al- a company to carry a commercial expediMa. and Mas. Eduak H. Roajunh.
potting telegraph poles upon some land
the winter by John Thurston.
most at the lowest end of the schedule, tion to certain Caribbean islands. The
Southwest
Harbor, Me., Jan. 21,19ta.
aa
old
to
farmer, who disliked
Mrs. Elisa 1. Herrick, who has been ear- belonging
being forty-fifth, on the point of teachers’ venture failed, the company want into
his
seeing
grass trampled down. He orCAUTION
NOTICE.
at
West
is
tor
mother
with
her
Sony,
salaries. Vermont leads Maine in respect bankruptcy and Adams went without pay. ing
dered them off his land. The men prowife, Daisy L. Bowden. haviag left my
her daughter, Mrs. Percy Tourtlotte.
to the proportionate number of children
bed
and
notice
He accepted, inatead, the tights to
board,
is hereby given
duced a paper which said that they had
not to trust her ou asy account as I shall uav
Mrs. Boweua Carter will go ta Old Town leave to
in school, while South Carolina, Missis- Swan island, one of the group of which
put the poles up where they none of her bills alter this date.
v
Hbbbket Q. Bowoik.
sippi and North Carolina are the only the company had acquired possession, j next 'Tuesday to spend the remainder of pleased. The old farmer went back and
^
Orland.
Me., January 18.1913.
states ranking lower in teachers’ salaries. There the Yankee skipper established a 1 the wlater with her daughter Yernto.
turned a large bull into the Held. The
In the number of school days per child, small kingdom, taking the title of king,
Vernie U. Carter will leave tor Old Town savage beast made after the men, and the
CAUTION NOTICE.
to the
old farmer, seeing them running out of
ninth
the
to
place;
climbs
and
customs
home
next
at
alter
several
Maine
prevailing
*VfOTiCR is hereby given to all persona not
introducing roysl
being,
Tuesday,
the field, shouted at the top of hia voice:
to harbor or trust my wife,
eleventh place in point of high school upon the natives to accept hiss as lord and weeks with her mother, Mrs. Bowena “Show-him
Myrtle E.
Show him your Bowden, on my account as I shall
your paper!
in propay no bills
of her contracting.
master. He developed his kingdom com- Carter.
facilities, and to the seventh place
Chaelib A. Burnt*.
in secondary and
Orland. Maine, January 1,1918.
mercially on a big scale, and within a fear
portionate registration
Uobert Carlisle and wife were called to
collegiate institutions. Maine oceupies years had amassed a small fortune.
West Burry Friday to attend the funeral
iLlmrrtisrmmu.
in
cUtofrttfitinmific
twenty-first position among the states
“King Adams” had Swan island supplied of Mrs. Carlisle’* aunt, Mrs. Afphia
in proporwith all the comforts sad luxuries that Baunden.
point of school expenditure
tion to wealth, and occupies the twenty- money could buy, and ha made periodical
of school exTbs lawyer waa sitting at his desk
trips to the United States.
eighth position in the point
Three yean ago he accepted an office absorbed in the preparation of a brief. Bo
penditure per child.
on all other pointB
rank
Maine’s
a
and
offer from
While
development company
bent was he on hi* work that he did not
reduces
sold bis kingdom, returned to the United hear the door as it was pushed gently open
ia creditable, the low salary rating
lowest
among
the
to
on
down
a
farm
at East- nor see the curly head that was tflrusv into
States and aettled
Her general average
‘his office. A little sob attracted hu notice,
the New England states.
hampton, Conn.
and turning he saw a face that was Acts
and
Cheerful Husband (cheerfully)—Well, streaked with teare and told plainly that
in which men
The impossible situations
enriches
had a pleasant day? Wife— hie feelings had been hurt. “Well, my on the
have
U
dreams
you
in
love,
frequently find themselves
1 After 1 dressed the children little man, did you want to see me?”
and revitalizes it, and in this
Oh,
splendid
Irishman,
who,
an
well illustrated by
a remarkable and got them off, washed the dishes and “Are you a lawyer?” “Yea. What dc
way builds up the whole syswhen recently relating
remarked: “Then ! : mads some pies, cleared away the lunch- you want?” “I want”—and thare was a tem. Take it. Get it
dream he had had,
In usual liquid form or in chocolate
about naked, with eon table and answered some letters, I atil reeolute ring In his voice—“1 want a ditUT-ght I was walking
vorce from my papa and mamma.”
coated tablets called Itrutlbt.
had time enough to darn stockings.
la
pockets,”
my
handa
my
was

PARCKL

or raw.

gists.

MAPS-'The 'new

POST
post rate map and map of the t?. m com
bined is now ready for delivery, giving fail
information about zone*, rate* and act 7 p"*
grraa establishing Mine. Size 25*38 inch*.
Price, postpaid, 75c. Aridrf ss, W. h p0w».
*•
Orono. Me.

stripped

cooked

ninety-first

year

a

prime regulator of the
liver, and a blood cooler. They contain a
minute quantity of a vegetable equivalent
for calomel that acts directly upon the
bilious secretions. But it is so geutle no
unpleasant effects are produced.
One acknowledged authority maintains
Tomatoes

subscriber hereby gives notice that
ahe has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
BEDFORD B. TRACT, late of WINTER

THE

!

HARBOR,
in the oounty of Hancock, deceased.and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against tbe estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Ruby J. Taacv.
Winter Harbor, Jan. 16, 1M3.
subsetiher hereby gives notice that
he has been dnly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
HANNAH SNOWMAN,late of BUCK8PORT.
in tku county of Hanoock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the term# of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to preeent the same
for settlement, and all indented thereto are
requested to make payment immediatelyWilliam Showman.
Bucksport, Jan. 16,1912.

THE

_

The merchant who do— not md—rti— in
dull c—won mak— it more nrojUoM* t*
tho—wko do odoorti—.
a

'3t>bcrtiitmtT\tg.

abbtrti&tnunt®.

BOOST Ellsworth Food Fair, Jan. 27-Feb. 1,’I3
MRRCIIANTV

food fair.
preparation

week of

bUSY

at HANCOCK

EVERYTHING

WILL BB

HAI.L.
READINESS

IN

MONDAY—THE
KOR OPENING NEXT
DKCORATION8.

A short

inniial
Tbc

will be of

decorations this

year
those of

livelier tone than
and more color.
more light

last

a

vear-

balcony
with golden bunting,
will lie festooned
and parasols and
and Japanese lanterns

the
silk Hags will lend
iflpct*.

moro

The

brilliant color

the exhibitor**.

of exhibitors this year includes
friends and many new ones.
of arrangeFollowing is the list in order
C. L. Morang, N. K,
ment 111 the ball.
Belden
Hour,
Fairbanks (cottolene),
J.
Kellogg corn Hakes, Walter Baker, Co.,
A.Thompson (Lovell A Covell chocolates),
Town Talk
C. L. Pratt, Society coffee,
Bar Harbor it
flour, Underwood A Co.,
Union Kiver Power Co., Ford automobiles,
M. A. Clark E. H. Engleman, Kebo Valley
Jello, M. E.
water, Holt*, the baker,
Holmes, Alma Hour, Staples Piano A
Music Co., Village Improvement, C. R.
Clement, and the Pop-Corn Man. C. H.
Leltnd and E. M. Downey are to have the
refreshment room opening off the balcony.
The list

gome

old

OPENING

OF

KLLSWOKTH

where he has

THE FAIR.

The doors will open next Monday at 2
o’clock, and the opening exercises will
Governor Haines will be
begin at 2.16.
here to make the formal opening address
He will be
and set the wheels in motion.
by Mrs. Haines, and they

accompanied

will be the guests at luncheon of Hon.
John A. Peters and wife.
THE POSTER CONTEST.

In the poster contest in which pupils of
the high school participated, first prize
was awarded to Harold Treworgy, second
to Josephine Luchini, and a third prize,
though not included in the original offer,
to Morton Whitcomb.
DAILY FEATURES.

musical program for each afternoon
will include, besides selections by the
orchestra, a soprano solo by Miss Bertha
Giles and a violin solo by Max Cimbollek.
The

banquet.

business

Reports

read and

employment.

niRONO OF BUYKRS CONTINCKS !

Strong^

Herbert Strout and wife have gone to
Gardiner, where Mr. Strout has employ-

Special Half Price brings Many

The Maine Central has

ing in the
bridge.

meeting preceded the
of

here

put-

of the

new

crew

The

Saturday

Smith, of Amherst, was here
and
Sunday, the gueet of

obtained

rent size

Miss Nettie Blake, of Waltham, was
here Tuesday on her way to Sullivan,
where she is visiting relatives.

of

sure

for

vicinity

and

getting

them in

the

of Dr. Howard's Specific for the

constipation

and

price,

be sold at half

bought hundreds of

W. F. Jude, of Castine, joined Mrs.
Jude here last week for a few days’ visit
with her parents, Judson A. Austin and
wife.

25

dyspepsia,

to

cents, and have

bottles.

Unlike ordinary medicines for consu-

Howard’s

lays’

Monday.

ind

Byron P. Gatchell has'been here several
days calling on friends. This is Mr.
Gatchell’s first visit here since moving to

made toastmaster, and introduced the
How*principal speakers of the evening
ard C. Corning, of Bangor, treasurer of the
Brewer ten years ago.
Bar Harbor & Ubion River Power Co., and
Capt. C. W. Holmes, of Boston.
OBITUARY.
[ Mr. Corning came as a representative The
death of Mrs. Eben M. Jellison
of John K. Graham, who was unable to
1
attend.
He spoke generally of industrial Thursday came as a" shock to her many
developments in eastern Maine, and the friends. Mrs. Jellison had been in poor
a weakness
possibilities of the industrial development health for several years with
of
Ellsworth.
He complimented the of the heart. She had been about the
Merchants’ association on the spirit of house Thursday as usual, and died in her
chair before Mr. Jellison had time to
progress manifested by it, and the sucsummon the neighbors.
cess which had already resulted from its
Mrs. Jellison was a woman of sterling
efforts.
character and of kindly disposition, and
Capt. Holmes spoke in general terms of
will be greatly missed.
Her age was
his project for the establishment of a
She leaves, besides her
freight packet between Boston, Portland sixty-eight years.
husband, one sister —Mrs. Esther Low, of
and eastern Maine ports.
also two brothers
George H.
Mr. Hussey, of the Atlantic Stamping Cedar;
Watson, of Perry, and Isaac Watson, of
of
N. Y., who happened
Co.,
Rochester,
\
and one grandson—Earl Jellito be in’Ellsworth on business, was also Portland,

the dose of Dr.

dyspepsia,

and

lt ion

G. H. Watson and Mrs. James Gould, of
Perry, were here Saturday to attend the
funeral of Mrs. Eben M. Jellison. They

—

Ellsworth

of

Howard Co. to allow the regular 50

Dr.

Charles W. Smith and wife.

returned

people

ippreciate the great advantage G. A. Parser

Rhodetle

accepted.

a

concrete at the ends

Pa-

G. A. Pareber's.

trons to

ment.

secretary and treasThree new
members were elected.
Officers were elected as follows:
H. B.
Estcy, president; VV. A. Alexander, vicrpresident; E. F. Robinson, jr., treasurer;
Roy C. Haines, secretary; W. A. Alexander, E. F. Small and E. F. Robinson, jr.,
membership committee; W. E. Whiting,
C. R. Leland and C. W. Joy, trustees.
A
recess was
taken for the banquet,
which was ser/ed by Caterer John H.
L?land. and was up to his usual high
standard.
He was assisted in serving by
F. 8. Call.
After the banquet, Roy C. Haines was
urer were

&obm,.£nnnU8.

FALLS.

Leonard R. Jordan has gone to

Annual fleeting and Banquet Monday Evening.
The annual meeting and banquet of the
Ellsworth, Merchants' association was
held Monday evening in the banquet-room
[>f Odd Fellows hall.
About fifty were

present.

ww?k »l Hancock hall,
This is a busy
and decorators
jth carpenters, exhibitors
of the fourth
preparing for the opening
Ellsworth food fair on Monday

next.

ASSOCIATION.

specific is

use, and the

reduced after

cure

is

a

few

complete

soon

lasting.

If you

Water Street, Ellsworth, Me.

already taken advan-

have not

this chance to get

tage of

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,

month’s medi-

a

cal treatment for 25 cents, be

sure

THE BUICK—Five Models

to call

THE COLE—Three Models

G. A. Parcher’s to-day, for he has only
small amount of the specific on hand.

it

THE GENERAL MOTOR CO.’S
Trucks from 1,000 lbs. to 5 tons.

Models of Above Cars carried in Stock

0. W.

—

the

guest of the association, and

made

of North

son,
Funeral services

a

few remarks.

meeting of the association was resumed, President Estey presiding, and discussion became general.
Among the matters brought up was that
of a public wharf, introduced by Col. C.
C. Burrill, who thought a suitable wharf
could be established for |2,000, of which
the city should be asked to contribute
ft,000 and the balance raised by subscription. He said he would contribute |200.
Col. /Burrill, J. W. Nealley and E. G.
Moore were appointed a committee on
I wharf.

were

Saturday afternoon,

After this the

held at the home
J. Guptill

Rev. O.

Interment

officiating.
cemetery.

was

at

All kinds of insurance placed

Juniper

installation of the I. O. F., which
held Jan. 11, has been
postponed to Saturday evening, Jan. 25.
The

This town was saddened by the death
Ellsworth of Mrs. Julia Kingman.
The family has the sympathy of a large
circle of friends here. •

!

Help Wanted

I

». ta. »
utung orougnt up tne subject or
be distribifted each afternoon
OBITUARY.
good roads, which was the principal topic
The funeral of Mrs. Prudence Haslem,
o’clock.
The doors will open each evening at of discussion at the last annual meeting. a former resident of this town, was held
7 o'clock. Dancing each evening, begin- j He spoke of contemplated changes in the at the church Sunday, Rev. Gideon Mayo
State road laws, and suggested the ap- I officiating.
ning at 9 o’clock.
pointment of a committee to co-operate
SPECIAL PEATUBE.S.
Mrs. Haslem spent nearly all her life
with the city government to obtain liberal
in this town, but afier the death of her
will
doors
Monday, Governor's day—The
road appropriations and State aid for road
husband, George Haslem, she made her
open at 2 o’clock, and the opening exer- work in Ellsworth. The chair
appointed home with her daughter, Mrs. Watson
cises will begin at 2.15. Gov. Haines will
as
members of the good roads comMcGown.
She was an energetic, kinddeliver the opening address and press the
mittee, C. H. Leland, W. E. Whiting hearted woman, ever willing to extend
button formally opening the fair.
and L. H. Cushman.
the helping hand to all who needed it.
Tuesday, Children's day—The feature ol
Secretary Haines made a short “boost” She had a large circle of friends, who feel
Children's day will be the doll parade at
speech for the food fair. A rising vote in her death a personal loss.
3 o’clock. All children in the parade with
of thanks was given to Mr. Corning and
Mrs. Haslem was twice married, her first
dolls will receive souvenir prizes of toy
the Bar Harbor & Union River Power Co.,
husband being David Ingalls.
Of this
telephones, filled with candy, presented by for assistance
given in securing new in- marriage two children were horn,
The Ellsworth American and the food
George
dustries for Ellsworth, and its generous
the only remaining one, lives in the West.
fair committee, and cornucopias of popdonations of light »and power to the food
By her second marriage she had one son—
corn, presented by the Bar Harbor &
fair, and the meeting adjourned.
William Haslem, of Albion, and two
Union River Power Co. Children with
Mrs. C. W. Dickey, of Hull’s
daughters—
dolls will be admitted free this day. The
and Mrs. Watson McGown, of CarCove,
Union Trust Co.
doll parade is open to children from anymel. There are several grandchildren.
The annual meeting of the stockholders
where. and it it not necessary for the doll
Jan. 20.
H.
of the Union Trust Co., of Ellsworth, adshow n to belong to the exhibitor.
journed from Tuesday, Jan. 14, was held
BORN.
Wednesday, County day—The feature of
The following board of direcWednesday will be the baby show at 2.30, Saturday.
FARNHAM—At West Brooksville, Jan 16, to
tors was re-elected:
open to babies not over two years old.
Mr and Mrs Harold Farnbam, a daughter.
William F. Campbell, Cherry field; Fred
Entries wft close Tuesday noon the day
MOREY—At Castine, Jan 11, to Mr and Mrs
A. Chandler, Addison; Henry W. CashCharles A Morey, a daughter.
Four prizes are
preceding the show.
Alfred B. Crabtree, Han- SPENCER
At Green Lake, Jan 8, to Mrs
offered as follows: For handsomest baby, man, Bangor;
Alice Moore Spencer, a daughter.
Lncilius A. Emery, Ellsworth; John
gold ring, presented by Harvard C. Jor- cock;
R. Graham, Bangor; M. Gallert, Ellsdan; for heaviest baby, china cup and
MARRIED.
H. Gray, Mil bridge; Eugene
piste, presented by E. F. Robinson; for worth; Henry
W. A. Havey, Franklin; LIN8COTT—MOORE
Hale,
Ellsworth;
At Lamoine, Dec 18,
cutest baby, silver mug engraved with
by Rev W H Rice. Miss Josephine D LinFrank L. Hodgkins, Lamoine; Barney B.
haby’s initials, presented by Union Trust
scott, of Lamoine, to John K Moore of TrenWest
L.
Elrie
ton.
Holmes,
Sullivau;
Uo.; for best all-round baby, silver plate, Havey,
Northeast Harbor; Robert B. Holmes,
ROBINSON—GARLAND-At Pittsfield, Jan 4,
cup and spoon in case, presented by Burby Rev N R Pearson. Miss Myra L RobinR.
J.
Arno
Ellsworth;
Holmes, Eastport;
rill national bank.
son, of Pittsfield, to George H Garland, of
Aurora.
W. King, Ellsworth; E. M. Lawrence,
memGrand
Saturday,
Army day—All
SIL8BY—BRIDGES
At Brewer, Jan 8, by
bers of the G. A. R. from anywhere will be Lubec; Albert E. Mace, Aurora; Frank C.
Rev \V T Pratt. Miss Faunie L Silsby, of
John A. Peters, EllsAurora, to Adelbert E Bridges, of Amherst.
guests of the management on Saturday Nash, Cherryfield;
Winter Harbor. Jan
afternoon. A feature of the day will be worth; Bion M. Pike, Lubec; Henry W. WESCOTT-TRACY-At
11, by Rev E S Drew. Mrs Annie H Wescott
Sargent, Sargentville; Elmer P. Spofford,
the presentation to Wm.H.H. Rice
to Herbert E Tracy, both of Winter Harbor.
post, Deer
O. W. TApley, Ellsworth; John
of
Ellsworth, of a silk State of Maine 0. Isle; Ellsworth.
Whitney,
DIED.
flag.
The executive board is as follows:
eeskkved seat sale open to-morrow.
Henry W. Cushman, Lucilius A. Emery, BUNKER—At Bangor, Jan 18, William Tracy
All gallery seats will be reserved for afBunker, of North Sullivan, aged 16 years,
M. Gallert, Arno W. King, John A. Peters,
10 months.
ternoon and evening. The sale of seats John O. Whitney.
EMERY—At
Newton, Mass, Jan 13, Lydia S,
* ill
open to-morrow at 10 a. ra., at Moore’s
widow of Daniel 8 Emery, aged 77 years.
At the annual meeting of the directors,
drug-store, closing at 12.30. At this sale following the stockholders, meeting, offi- JBLL1SON—At Ellsworth Falls, Jan 16, Mrs
Eben M Jettison, aged 68 years.
°nly seats for the entire week, afternoon cers were elected as follows: John A.
LOGAN—At Bangor. Jan 15, Wiliiam J Logan,
»nd evening, will be sold.
Peters, president; Henry W. Cushman,
formerly of Ellsworth, aged 51 years, 8
The sale will be resumed Jan.
months.
24, at 10 a. rice-president; Henry H. Higgins, treas®
MORRISON—At Ellsworth, Jan 20, John O
when the sale of seats for any after- urer; M. Gallert, secretary.
Morrison.
noon or
evening will be opened. Not
MULLEN—At Ellsworth, Jan 18, Honor G,
more than four seats
Ellsworth Reunion.
widow of Michael Mullen, of Ellsworth,
will be sold to one
aged 90 years, 8 months, 9 days.
Boston, Jan. 21 (special)—At a meeting
person, and no tickets will be reserved on
ROBBINS—At Southwest Harbor, Jan 17»
telephone orders. A limited number will of the Ellsworth reunion association exHiram Robbins, aged 83 years.
be sold on
ecutive committee last evening with Mrs. ROGERS—At Ellsworth, Jan 21, Mrs Lne J
out-of-town mail orders.
Getchell
Rogers, aged 50 years, 6 months, 12
F. L. Kendrick, the president, 475 tickets
special railroad rates.
days.
were put in circulation, and new plana
ROYAL—At Ellsworth, Jan 22, Edwin L
Special rates will be offered on the railwere
made to get oat another recordRoyal, aged 41 years, 6 mouths, 24 days.
roads for food fair
week. From all points
breaking attendance at the eighth annual THORSEN At Weehawken, N J, Jan 17,
*n
Ethel Melinda, daughter of Mr and Mrs
Washington county one fare for the reunion.
Martin J Thorsen, aged 11 months.
b© allowed.
The rebates
Among those present and active in the THUKSTON—At McKinley, Jan 18, Mrs Delia
an in*1116? by oot-of-town customers,
Thurston.
tbe holidays, will be business of the meeting were Mrs. Charles
an®*?? <Jur*n&
TORREY—At North 8edgwick, Jan 19, George
same Ellsworth merchants ! E. Bullard, Mrs. fi. S. Leighton, Misses
durinlytbe
Torrey.
aur»ng
food fair week.
j Marion Bartlett and Ella F. Jordan; StetThe American prints more vital stason Foster, Lyman Lord, Oliver Anderson,
H. H. Adams, Walter Smith and Herbert tistics—birthst marriages and deaths—
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
than all the other papers printed in the
Foster.
Uranic M. Moore is ill of
grip.
Stetson Foeter will supply tickets to all county combined, and most of them if
Joseph Nison his gone to Jay, where he who will call on him at 470 Boylston prints from one to two weeks ahead
of its
»
employed.
street. All the preparations for the big contemporaries.
N**on> OI Bingor, spent ■ few time at Mechanics building Friday evenJs UBt week
here with relatives.
ing, March 28, are In satisfactory condiaiJbmianrmuB,
Fnends here of Mrs. Josiih Phillips tion.
*° be" th,t ,b* *»
gaining,
Fire at East Machias.
,rom b«r recent severe
The blueberry canning factory, grist-

AT THE

Blood

Get

the Safe Side of the Fence,
Before it is too Fate

Knitting

ately.
insure witii

Fifty (60)

C. W. & F. L.

girls wanted;

end

women

average wages, after from 3 to 4 weeks’
instruction, from $1 to $1.75 per day.

Apply to Mr. John Blood at the
office of the company, cor. Church and
School Streets.

Property

Fire

Not* City Flail
Monument S<Toar6
Only Fireproof Hotel in the State
Conveniently Located for
people Attending Conventions.
Every courtesy and attention shown
betweeri

travelling

V

Veals and Lambs

alone

f

R. F. HIMMELEIN,
pass the

Augusta, Maine, how to
comply with new law, and
then ship to us.

door

MALL & COLE.

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK;

»w«dt«iSr“

Price, $3.50, $3.75, $4.
J. P. S. Shoes
for Boys, Youths and Little Men.
Tan high-cut and genuine box calf.
See this line. Absolutely all solid
leather.
Hoys’ and Youths’ knockabout shoe, double sole and seam-

less tops.

The

Harding&Johnson
Waterproof Work

Specialties.

Shoe

Send for steucils and

weekly market report.
100-102 Faneuil Hall Market,
Boston, Mass.

for hard knocks and

Rubber Boots, Lumbermen's Rubbers.

Moccasins, Leggings. Taps. TopPieces and Shoe Findings.
My experience of eighteen years
a manufacturer of
Men’s, Boys’,
and Youths’ shoes enables me to
make selections of best values in

Telephone 5-5.

as

Prnftsaional CatDs.

[)R.

PHYSICIAN.
)FFICE:

OVER

MOORE’S DRUG-STORE.

10 central st.
Telephone Connection.

residence:

Dllsworth,.Maine.

^LICE

H.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OP

typewriting, accounting and
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK,
tgent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of Portand, lor turnlshlng Probate and Surety Bonds
tgent Oliver Typewriter! typewriter euppllet

; tor. Main and Water Sts.

(over M core’s Drue
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

J

Tbtirrtisnnnua

GIBBS,~

C. II

Adoertieing is like learning to ewim
law confidence, • trike out and you will
wrely win.

dry feet.

Full Stock of Dress and Heavy Footwear

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.

"

P.0Box7.

our

IVIEN

Best made shoe in the United
States at any price. Easy walking,
comfortable and the most sightlv
shoe made.
Better than any custom-made
shoe and fit better. Feel better and
look better than any bench-made
shoe on the market.

EDWARD F. BRADY,

Engineer,
Surveyor.

ELLS WORTHPALLS Me

Packard Shoe

Apples, Potatoes, Cranberries

Personal attention to all de*» s.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

_

Mo°"’ 8“Brd*y

HONEST PRICES

Fruit and Produce Commission Merchants

Twenty Years* Experience.

onUS?

wer*

THE

Ask Dr. A. G. Young,
Sec’v State board of health,

PROPRIETORS

Munjoy Hill Cars

T,

WANT

TRANSIENT RATES

H. E. THURSTON.

BOSTON

corjerissioN merchant

CONVENIENCES

ROOMS lONLY $1.00 PER DAY AND UP.
ROOM AND BOARD $2.00 PER DAY AND UP

by placing their

FOR

CHASE HOUSE
and

the

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

The advertisements below represent some ol
the leading houses of New England. Oui
readers will doubtless And them ol value.

ladies

best companies—and
handled by

Insurance

STOI» AT

“The Homelike House for Maine Ffllki"

are

will be protected from fire

Cotnmiaaton fHirrtjanta.

—

Oivil
Land

owners

WHEN IN PORTLAND

ALL MODERN

the

MASON, Insurance, Real Estate.

with E. J.

Midway

only

best companies

a

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.,

on

with companies that are reliable.
Insure with companies that are safe and sound.
Insure with companies that pay losses immedi

ELLSWORTH.

—

^ellie Nevells ud daughter Hazel,
o,M"-U"°rth’
*ue*u °* Mrs. NeveUs’

BARGAIN PRICES.

Mills,

—

•isu

and some

to sell at

Insure

—

mill and lath and box-shoot mill, owned
and operated by Gaddis Bros., at East
Machias, were burned Monday by Ore of
unknown origin. The .loss la estimated
at (12,000 with a small insurance.

let,

at

Gilts will

thn„®u

few desirable tene-

places

companies.

to have been

a

ments to

in the most reliable

at 4

•ecident

[ have

at lowest rates
WALTHAM.

was

Tapley,

General Insurance Agent.

Sullivan,

KLIJS WORTH

Steam

Laundry and

Baih Rooms.

•NO PAT, NO WASBRI."
AH kinds of laundry work done at ahort notice.
Goods called lor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY & CO.
Estey Building. State St..
Ellsworth. Me

DrHWOSGOOb
New Location Manning Blk.
Office Day: FRIDAY
Banger Office: 12 Grove St.

footwear.
Prices lower than others for
liable goods.

J. A.

McGOWN,

No. 8 Main St.,

Ellsworth.

ELECTRICAL ZXLT
Pul

Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

AND FIXTURES.
h Wiri.i iW SmvUm
CkMrt.il, am*
ANDREW M. MOOR.
E»t», Building, Slate StKlLvortli

ettlaaiM

Thk Ellsworth

Subscribe

for Thx AwnmaiR

re-

(Tbo only

A M-rprr- a v

coown

papor.]

FRANKLIN.

Carter, tyler; J. M. Walker, chaplain.

OBITUARY.

The sudden death

Fernald,

L.

which

of

brief mention

Alfred

of

Jan. 11

on

made in The American last week,

was

was

so

the end of

near

life.

Fernald

in

many ways one
Franklin’s first citizens. He had been
Mr.

trade

was

general merchandise

retiring
a

therefrom

His home life

year ago.

united with

was

in

He

ideal.

church about

Baptist

the

of

years, doing a large
and stone business,
to his farm about

of

number

a

years ago. It was here that he
manifested the deepest interest in public
affairs. The church was first with him;
nineteen

he

w

was a

part of

words in the church
lived the religion that he

few

of

man

a

supporters,

that gave for the
his worship. He

everything

of Christ

cause

liberal

of its most

as one

and he made

meetings,

but he

possessed,

and his influence will live

not

in

He

words but deeds.
one
of the best
that his pastor
He leaves to

helpers

iD all his

had

his loss

a

sister.

G. Mayo.

Jan. 20.

Pherson continues

Miss Annie

prove.
Mrs. H. P. P.laisdell

days

to

im-

in

Bangor two

last week.

After

a

recess

of

week,

one

high

the

s'bool opened Monday.
31 PS.

Albion

ThDmas Bragdon and wife came from
Portsmouth, N. H., Thursday.
Mrs. Granville Swan, of Northeast Harbor, is visiting Perin Swan and wife.
Miss Stella Dyer returned Jan. 11 from
Bene dicta, where she has been teaching.
Miss Clara Haskell, high school assistant, spent
in Steuben.

Flossie Bunker is visiting
Joel Gott, in Cape Porpoise.
is

Thurston

Zelraa

Miss

part of last week at her home

Lena Dwelley, Mrs. Inez Lawrie
Bragdon were guests of Mrs.
George Dyer Thursday.
Tue ladies’ aid society is preparing for
the presentation of the farce, “Our Church
Mrs.

on

theevening of Feb. 22 at

he

that

the

concert

which

arranged by the Baptist society and
was
which
postponed by inclement
was

place at the town hall
Thursday evening. The church piano,
moved to the hall for the previous date, and
weather will take

which is

still in waiting,

fectively

at the

Sunday

in

served

was

from

was

heard ef-

Benjamin
ployment

Delia

died

Thurston

Saturday

years. The funeral services
the home of her daughter,

Warren

has

Strout, who

ill

week.

assists wherever his services
was

are

needed.

the week-end

guest of her sister, Mrs. Cecil Butler, at

Harrington.
B.

Jan. 20.

W. F.

Hutchings

lot, and has a

Rolfe

has

bought
of

crew

the

men

clam

chowder

the

at

Archie

een

ts

and

Louise,

Jan.

Wood & Buzzell, who are operating at
Chicken mill, have commenced hauling
logs and stavewood to the mill.

winter at

decidedly surprised

party

arrived.

Hearty good-will prevailed,
music

and

conversation

the

Saturday
little

Lunt is

brought

News

a

evening

passed quickly.

Rev. W. H. Rice was
upon for remarks, snd “Uncle
he
is
Dyer”,
familiarly known, after reciting the first psalm, thanked those prescalled

as

back

with

days’ visit.

place.

His home for

children,

as

well

some

He leaves
as

a

brothers

engaged

painful

accident

hauling pulp
While walking

ing put

Richardson has had

on

roof-

Harbor,

w

has returned

from

here she has been

For Rheumatism use PNEl’MAT
IN
TWENTY
RELIEVES
IOA.
minutes, aii druggists 25c.

tllrorrtisnnmts

|

Jan.

20,

R.
_

H.

_

MT. DESERT.
Miss Sarah Somes, who went two weeks
ago to the Bar Harbor hospital for an
operation, is doing well. All hope to see
her at home

soon.

Mount Desert chapter, O. E. 8., will
hold a public installation on the
evening
of Jan. 28, after which there will be a

I

procured

supply

a

SECOND ENDORSEMENT.

Mrs. Smith

was

interviewed

some

on the market as effective.
You
may continue to publish my former en-

medicine
'■

dorsement of this

preparation,

and add

occasional use of Doan's Kidney Pills
keeps me in good health.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents,
Foster-Mil burn Uo., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s and take
no other.
that

j

In Effect

Uarriman

returned

lation of officers Jan. 25.

PH
4 15.
4 45

Sullivan.j...
5 15
Mt Desert Ferry.
.HI 20
9 SO
11 27
5 22 9 56
Wsukeng, Sullivn I'y
■

11 30
5 25 10 cs
Hancoc k.
Franklin Road.'ll 40 | ft 33 10 14
til 00 J*1 50 ft 41 10 45
Wash’gt'n June
11 57
5 47 10 51
11 06
ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth Falls....
|l 1 10 12 tt & 52 ;10 57
Nicolln. §1122:12 15 6 07 :11 10
« IT .11 19
Green Lake. §11 » 12 24
Phillips Lake. §11 *7 112 31 J 6 25 ;u 26
Fgerjrs Mill..I 6 2*
Holden
».
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Brewer June.
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ar.
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PM

PM

AM

4 50
Portland.ar....
5 50*12 50
Boston via Dover ar
7 86
Boston via Ptsmth ar
9 Oft
5 Ift
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

*

..

P M
AM
|
..♦ § 00
10 fw:.

Iv
Boston via Dover
Boston,via Ptsmth lv

H

1 50
8 »

...

AH

8 55
9 oo
u
Portland.lv
1 20. Ml 00 M2 35
AM
PH
AM
PM
BANGOR.lv.
t 6 00 MO 30
3 10 ♦ 5 15
6 07i 10 3*
5 21
Brewer June.
3 lfi
Holden. t 6 29 10 M l 3 35 5 40
Kgerv’s Mill.;io 59
: 6 36 :il 02 { 3 4! : 5 47
Phillips I-ake.
6 44: 11 10
3 4* 5 57
Green Lake.
Nicolln.
J 6 53 11 21 J 3 56 ; 8 07
7 06 11 3ft 4 OH 8 20
Ellsworth Falls.
7 13 It 42 4 14 8 25
ELLSWORTH.
Wash'gt’n June. ! 7 25; 11 so! 4 20 ; ft 31
ft 40
Franklin Road. J 7 S3 J12 00
Hancock. * 7 II 12 10. 6 19
« 53
Waukeag, Pullivn Fy i 7 44 12 13
00
Mt Desert Ferry. i 7 50 12 20
H tftj..
Sullivan.
Sorrento. 1 8 40i..
bar harbor..
9 is
1 to; ....
745
ar
AMI

4

m

j

♦

Dsiljr except Sunday.
Dally except Monday.
leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m aud 1 14
51
p
arriving at Ellsworth It.06 a n>.
P m connect with Washington County trains.
1 Stops on signal to conductor.
fStops only to leave passengers from points
eist of Washington Junction.
Passengers are earnestly requested to procure tickets before entering the train*, and
Trains
m. aud

Ellsworth to Falls aud Fal

eastern

employed.

HALF THE WORK
tending a crop seems
thing to show for it.

of

Parmenter &
i

from New

|

unfavorable

to

disappear

to

Pare Reduced.

Polsey Fertilizers

Bar Harbor

.‘and Honton #3.r>0.
Blucliili; and Boston $3.30.
Sedgwick and Boston $3.

Steamer Hoot b bay leaves Bar Harbor Mod*
days and Thursdays at 10 00 a tn for Seal liar*
bor, Nonteast Harbor. Southwest Harbor.
Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, con-

■

necting with

41

for Boston.

leaves Bluehlll Mondavi
9 Oft a m for South Bluehlll.
Brookll«, Sedgwick Deer late, Sargentvllle,
South Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.
Sedgwick line discontinued for the season.

S
^3

Polsey Fertilizer Company

RETURNING

North Market Street. Boston, /lass.

Turbine Steel Meanmhip Belfast
leaves Boston ft p m Tuesday and Friday for

HUBMARK RUBBERS
STANDARD

steamer

Steamer Mlneola
and Thursday* at

>

your town.

Parmenter &

Meamsmp

Corporation.

if there is some-

soil conditions, supply the
required plant food for the entire growing |ieri<xl and
bring the crop to seasonable maturity.
They nourish the soil as well as the growing plant
laying up soil fertility for succeeding crops.
Parmenter & Polsey Fertilizers are made
especially
to meet the requirements i>eeuliar to the New
England
soil—they have been tested by years of actual use
and have given satisfaction. Being
mechanically
perfeet they can be used in any machine without the least
difficu Ify.
Send for our latest Booklet containing valuable information for all farmers.
Writ* tor Agent’* Term*, It we are not represented In
overcome

Mrs. Sarah Fletcher is ill.
Miss Eunice Coggins will go to CamRufus Moore, of Rockland, is visiting
bridge, Mass., this week to visit her
sister, Mrs. James Tweedie, after which his sisters, Mrs. John Gregg and MVs*
sbe Will go to New Jersey to visit her Charles Smith.
cousin, Mrs. Ahnie Louise Beckwith.
The Forresters will have a public instalY.

BANGOR

....

H. D WALDRON.
General Passenger Agent.
morris McDonald.
Vice-President A General Manage'
*
Portland. Maine.

AMHERST.

-m^asjtsai'

TO

| A M
BAR HARBOR
lv.MO 30
Sorrento. !...

especially
Ellsworth.

They will

FIRST

Rockland, connecting with steamer leaving
Kockland.ft.lft a m. Wednesday and Saturday
for liar Harbor, Bluehlll, Sedgwick and Inter
mediate landings.
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A
M. IUkkick. Agent, Bluehlll.
E J. Eaton, Agent, Sedgwick.

QUALITY

Banking.

Refreshments

will be served.

AMHERST.

Elizabeth, wife of Horace Watts, dr.,
died Friday, Jan. 10, at the age of sixtydance and supper.
five years,
a shock and an illness
Capt. Lewis Holmes, schooner E. T. of several following
weeks.
Mrs.
Watts was a
Hamor, discharged freight for the mernative of Lovingston, Va., being one of a
chants here Saturday. It is an unusual
of eight living there in slavery
occurrence fora vessel to discharge at J. family
and during the Civil war. It was
W. Bernes' wharf here as late as Janu- days
during the war she met her first husband,
ary 18.
William DeBeck, of Clifton, Me., a Union
The girls of this place, who have been soldier. She was married to him in
1866,
circles
afterholding sewing
Saturday
and a few years later came to his Maine
have
into
a
organized
noons,
society home. Her second husband, Horace Watts,
which will be called the Willing Helpers. survives
her, with two daughters—Mrs. N.
other
It will meet every
Saturday after- Eleanor Buzzeii, of Somerville, Mass., and
noon.
Inez M Watts, of Amherst; one stepMt. Desert lodge, F. and A. M., held its daughter, of Worcester, Mass., and three
annual me.‘ting Saturday, Jan. 18, and sons—George A. DeBeck, of Plainville
elected the following officers: W. M. Mass., Ephraim C. DeBeck, and Horace
Hamor, W. M.; Fred H. Parker, ti. W.j Watta, jr., both of Amherst.

cases,

years later, she said: “1 still have unlimited faith in Doan’s Kidney Pills and
is no other kidney
believe that there

York la9t week to his home here. All are
glad to see him back again.
Jan. 20.
Briar.

wife.

Jan.

in sucb

A

move.

ona

Lewis Reade and wife, of Bar Harbor,
spent Sunday with A. S Blanchard and

and happy w edded life.
reside in Trenton.

testimony is complete—the eviconclusive.
It forms convincing proof of merit.
Mrs. John L. Smith, Waltham Road,
Ellsworth
Falls, Me., says: “I had
trouble from my kidneys for a long time.
There was a dull, heavy ache in my back
Readand 1 was subject to dizzy spells.
ing how effective Doan's Kidney Pillf

1908.)

Misa Bernice Micomber has gone to
Ellsw orth, where her parentB are soon to
Lewis

long

confirmed.

Such

;

visit.

sister.

REQUEST

Nov. lift, 191 a.

...

are now

began using them. They helped me
right away, also correcting difficulties
w ith the kidneys secretions.
This remedy
can be depended upon to bring benefit and
lasting relief.” (Statement given July 6*

Tburlow Hanna and wife are visiting
kindly feelings and rememDEDHAM.
birthday. Refreshments of relatives here.
Mrs. W. W. Black is ill.
cake and coffee, nuts, candy and
A. S. Blanchard, who has been ill some
apples
Mrs. S. S. Brewster is recovering from a
were enjoyed.
time, is slowly improving.
long illness.
Mr. Hodgkins has been a life-long resiJan. 20.
Leaf.
dent of Lamoitie.
Miss Edna Miller has gone to Castine to
He engaged in shipattend normal school.
building, having been a master-builder,
NORTH LAMOINE.
and for years was connected with the fish
Bert Venadestine and wife, of Orono,
Mias Josephine Linscott, of North Laindustry. Although advanced in years,
and John K. Moore, of Trenton, were guest of W. W. Black and wife last
monie,
he is still active, having cut twelve cords
week.
were married at the parsonage by Rev. W.
of wood this winter. His garden in sumH. Rice Saturday evening. The bride was
E. W. Burrill and wife have returned
mer is the envy of many a
younger man.
in white. The single from a visit to relatives in Boston and
Mr. Hodgkins received several gifts, one ( becomingly gowned
service was used.
They have the Whitman, Mass.
of which was a large birthday cake, deco- ring
Jan. 13.
best wishes of their many friends for a
B.
initials and the date of his

quick

—

dence

were

brance of his

birth.

of

n

and

ent for their

rated with his

testified long ago.
of undoubted
relief

grateful citiz*

The facts

Mrs. William Hopkins and little daughter Agatha have gone to Trenton on a

of

ON

No

Can

Reader*

his house.

Georgie Scammons
Bar

Mrs.

new

a

MATTER

Using

XaduiodUB aiiu

benefit.

ill,

in

PRINTED

hall quarry.
Albert

years had
wife and
and

very

Portlmd, Milne

TELEPHONE 2224

BAR HARBOR

j

Mayor,1

Union river.
beside bis team, his foot slipped and he
was thrown heavily to the ground, the
sled passing over one leg, bruising it
badly. No bones are broken.
Jan. 20.
F.

them

formerly

a

wood into

sadness of the

John Richardson,

been

MORRISSEY. M.D.. Mon.

Longer Doubl the Evidence.

Told

Frost.

last week while

and

received with

was

been in Camden.
and with

few

who has

Irvin Cirter met with

seriously ill.

death of
this

and

Durlin for

—

convalescent.

A.

John Carter
visited Mrs. Watson Lunt at Town Hill
Carter

week.

Irving Salisbury is employed for the
Henry Frost's.
C. R. Gbodwin has been engaged the
past week running lines for E. G. and G.

Spurling has been visiting
grandparents, Edward S. Spurling and
Mi s Sperry was the week-end guest of wife; also his grandparents at Steuben.
Miss Merrill.
Charles Buzzell has moved his family
F. L. Hodgkins and wife are visiting in for the winter to Chicken mill, where he
Boston and vicinity.
has employment with Wood & Buzzell.
Rev. W. H. Rice was unable to preach
Jason Tracy, who has been operated
Sunday on account of a severe cold.
upon for the second time at the Eastern
Maine general hospital, Bangor, is reBIRTHDAY SURPRISE.
ported to be gaining.
The eighty-second birthday of David
Jan. 20.
Spec.
Dyer Hodgkins was pleasantly celebrated
BEECH
Jan.
HILL.
when
Thursday evening,
16,
nearly

when the whole

Brimmer,

s

Annie

used Doan's Ointment. It cured me
Hon. John R. Garrett,
nently."
Girard, Ala.—Adv.

Mrs. Alexander Rushlin is very low.
Sewall

Nicholas Newman and wife.

Mrs.

next

B.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
American

This

be

Thelma.

T.

151 Ceegress Street

Proven

Doubly

j

pema- I

MARI AVILLE.

his

thirty relatives and friends gave them a
surprise party. The affair was cleverly arranged by his daughter. Miss Jennie, w ho
invited his brother, Gilman
B., aged
eighty-six, to spend the evening with him.
were
when
“Uncle
They
mildly surprised
Ben” and “Uncle Eben” dropped in, and

Agnes Dow,

20.

The KEELEY Institute

on

Home Remedies for Tobacco
and Nervousness

When

Master Leon

LAMOINE.

Mrs.

I

Scott ft Rowxb, Blrotnfield. N. J. 12-60

hall last

children, Clarvisiting her parents,

are

“Suffered day and night the torment of
itching piles. Nothing helped me until I

called to

The society will meet with

present.

president,

Ask for and insist
SCOTT’S.

Hubbard.

Jan. 19.

Mrs. Benjamin Carter, with son and
laughter, spent Sunday with her oldest
laughter, Mrs. Eugene Gordins.
The W. T. 1. S. met with Letitia Sprague
There were sevenast Friday evening.

are

especially valuable
aged people.

Collapse

or

General health improves from the
beginning. Healthful surroundings, skilled physicians, rational and honest methods
and a comfortable home

j

1
Robert Farren, of Brookline, Mass., who
has purchased the Samuel Eaton place, is
at William Emery's. While here he will
make some repairs on his house.

Sub.

was

No Prostration

PARTRIDGE COVE.

primary grade, as in the fall,
grammar, in place

iere, has returned to Arlington, where
9 employed on the electric road.

Mrs. Inez Cole and two
ence

em-

Perry by the illness and death of his
nother, arrived home Thursday.
Benjamin Gott, who has been visiting

clearing it.

grange

family

has

the

the family were present. Their
many friends here extend sincere wishes
for a long and happy wedded life.
8.
Jan. 17.

inter.

Norman Townsend, who

of

Members of the Methodist church served
a

j

at

Drug Using
It Destroys the Craving
No Nausea or Sickness
No Confinement

tives of

Island, spent Sunday with his daughter,
Mrs. C. P. Lunt.

Mark Archer was in Jonesboro Saturday and Sunday of last week.

Emily Spurling

w

where he

groom Saturday evening, Jan. 11, Rev. E.
S. Drew officiating. Only immediate rela

married

For. Liquor

It is
to

j

were

The OnlySuccessfulTreatment

oat rheumatism.

home of the

cott

Eliza Rumill, who has been quite
ill two weeks, is gaining slowly.
Nelson Carter and son Roland, of Swan’s

pneumonia,
Mrs. Ophelia Whitten is the guest of
her niece, Mrs. Edith Hovey.
Mrs. Phoebe Spurling visited her son
Roy at Chicken mill recently.

The friends of Mrs.

8.

Capt. H. E. Tracy and Mrs. Annie Wes-

Mrs.

appointed

been

j

WEST THE MONT.

UOULDSBUKU.
been

bell for the schoolhouse.

WINTER HARBOR.

_

Sunday. She leaves two
Susie Thurston and Mrs. Vandelia Tanner.
P. M.
Jan. 30.

has

Harbor,

5f R. V. Stanley.
Jan. 13.

{Mrs. Tanner,
daughters—Miss

Irving MacDonald
deputy sheriff.

as

Eugene Griffin and wife, of Milbridge,
were recent guests of relatives here.
D. W. Joy and Mrs. B. M. Noonan spent
Sunday with relatives in Prospect Harbor.

and Mrs. Knowlton the

held at

were

employed

Jan. 20.

Dolliver has moved his

for the

Leaches the

morning at her home here. She had been
patient sufferer for mor^ than twenty

Clifford, who is teaching at West
Franklin, is a musical genius, and kindly

Lola

Evelyn Dwelley

a

Henry Foss and wife, after an absence
Df five years, are visiting Mr. Foss’ parents, A. E. Foss and wife.
School began
Monday. Miss Deering

a

school entertain-

Mr.

Miss

H.

to Northeast

hall.
Mrs.

is

to

The school league gave an ice-cream j
sociable at the schoolhouse Friday even- ;
ing. The proceeds will go tow ards buying

year in to the excelMonaghan’s orchestra.

Rev. Mr. and Mrs. McNevins are receiving congratulations on tbe birth of a
laughter- Lillian Bell.

dance

the

she

gone

has

waitress at the Johnson house.

new

Florence Parker is attending business
college. In Bangor.
Lyle Newman and wife left New York
Saturday for a pleasure trip to Bermuda.

The public installation of McKinley
lodge, F. and A. M., was held last Tuesday

Dyer, pianist for
the evening, and Miss Marcia Bragdon,
accompanist for Miss Mary Mayo’s solo,
and Miss Evelyn Dwelley and Mr. Clifford, in piano duets, showed much skill.
Miss

Gardiner, where

Clifton Foss is visiting in Bangor and
Brooks.

Wilson, and has moved to the home of
mother, near Bent Gott’s house.

Supper

Stewart

MANSET.

Frank Gott has sold his house to Charles

week.

bride's home Jan. 10.

Maude

Miss

an

was

Jan. 13.

Fred Holden.

sorry to hear of her serious illness.

ment. when

here

(rear out and
ent music of

is convalescent.

expected

ried at the

enjoyable affair.
forty-five couples danced the old

hall

\bout

the win-

spending

is probably due to uric
acid in the system—the
blood must be purified—
the poisonous acid driven
out and general health
must be improved.
Thousands testify that
Scott’s Emulsion rids the
system of poisonous acid
by enriching the impoverished blood, and its concentrated nourishment is
converted into red blood
corpuscles which drive

COREA.

misfortune to fall and badly fracture
hip recently.
The New Year’s ball which was held in

Brooklyn, N. Y., with her son, Dr.

ter in

to close the wound.
before he can use

A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Morrison Jan. 8.
Austin Lamson, of Addison, returned

ier

Portland, arriving Saturday.

the

town hall.
Ii is

bones in

;he

uncle,

home

thumb.

home Monday, after spending a few days
present.
with friends here.
Mrs. Etta Pomeroy, of Bay side, who is
Frank Gallagher, of Bangor, and Lizzie
jpending the winter with her daughter,
of this village, were quietly marMrs. M. B. Richardson, of this place, had Bridges,

visit in

her

working for
Seveisl

was

were

coasting

a

same

surgeon
afternoon

band, hs the bone whs cut nearly offHe has returned to the home of his grandmother on the Bluebill road.
C.
Jan. 17.

Portland.
Luther Albee is at home from
trip with Capf. Robbins.

required

11

a

his

recently

ho

were

auurni&rmrmfe

It will be several week®

above tbe ankle.

leg,

neople

and Hattie

Fair,’’

w

both

broke

stitches

young people from this
3lace attended tbe social at Town Hill
grange hall Saturday evening, and report
Over a hundred
very pleasant time.

his

irercy ithiisuuiu is
Webb in Cherrytteld.

a

the ice and

that the services of

needed.
The
Wallace Saunders, who
M. D. Chatto, cot his

About seventeen

__

a

daughter Lotta,

her

on

cne

The corporators are: H. P. Richardson, P. W. Richardon, E. M. Stanley, E. A. Stanley, W. H. Thurston,
O. M. Kittridge, Eben B. Clark, John
Knowlton, George W. Billings, George M.
Wallace, Willis Dolliver, D. F. Norwood,
Lewis F. Gott, Charles W. Martin, Thomas
S. Tapley, O. L. Bragg, Frank L. Manchester, Allen L. Black, Will E. Gott, 1'..
H. Bunker, D. T. Gott, Benjamin Murphy.
S. L. Gott, Loren D. Rich, Sidney S. Rich’
M. V. Torrey, Joshua Sawyer, C. O.
Martin, C. H. Dolliver, A. D. Moore, Fred
J. Hicb.

see

fell

tors.

Mrs. H. A. Holden is
was

ro

E. M. Stanley, vice-president; H. P. Richardson, treasurer; P. W. Richardson, E.
M. Stanley, H. P. Richardson, E. A.
Stanley, William H. Thurston, direc-

Miss Annie Gott is home from

wife and two sons; also two brothers and
one

were

so

were

_

mourn

ministry.

elected at the
The following
annual meeting of Tremont savings bank
P. W. Richardson, president;
on Jan, 13:
officers

on

friends and

was

ever

M’KINLEY.

a

forenoon

School has reopened, after the holiday
H.
vacation, with the same teacher, J.
Farrell, of Bar Harbor.
A “way back” ball will be given at tbe
ball here Wednesday evening, Jan. 22.
Music by Monaghan’s orchestra.
Mrs. A. M. Higgins went to Bar Harbor

H.

Jan. 20.

11.

INDIAN POINT.

was

great shock to the community. Mr. Ferdald had been confined to the house only
man of strong
a few days, and being a
frame and robust constitution, no one
thought that he

Burton

xUJuCTTlSCTH*rUB

He is at work on a farm on Long Island, New York., apparently doing well.
Herbert Lord cut his foot Wednesday

COUNTY NEWS.

Fernald,
secretary; J. Allen Somes, treasurer; C. G.
Bordeaux, S. D.; W. Morris, J. D.; P.
Innis, S. S.; Hollis Smith, J. S.; J. P*

Harry Bordeaux, J. W.;

COUNTY XBWS.

Jan.

ts what your mouey will
invested In shares of the

O.

20._
EAST SURRY.

lu

Mrs. Q6Qft& E. ClOAton received news of
the death of btr# brother, Israel B. Lunt, of
Long Island, Ded $7. She is dOW the last
of her

family.

John Davis was mucb pleased to hear
from his son Alden, aged sixteen, who
went away from Barry last April, no one

knowing
I

I

heard

where

he

went.

Nothing

was

from him ontil the letter came Jan.

Famous Stage Beauties
look with horror on Skin Eruptions, Blotches,
Sores or Pimples.
They don’t have them.
For all such troubles use Bucklen’s Arnica
Salve. It glorifies the face. Excellent for
Eczema or Salt Rheum; it cures sore lips,
hands, chilblains; heals burns, cutfe
chapped
and bruises. Unsurpassed for piles. 25c at
all druggists.

I

Winter

“Standard first quality” means that after 60 years of experience it is the Standard established by us for first quality and
every rubber is branded with the “Hub-Mark.”
Hub-Mark Rubbers are constructed and the compound put
together to give the best possible service under all conditions
and still be sold at a price that will permit everyone to wear
them and get the maximum return for his money. They cost
no more than any first-class rubber.
Try them.
Hub-Mark Rubbers are made in all styles and for all purposes.
The Hub-Mark is your Value-Mark.
If your dealer cannot supply you, write tis.

BOSTON RUBBER SHOE CO.,

Malden, Mao.

earu H

SUsiortl Loan and Building Ass’!.
A
Is

now

open.

NEW SERIES
Share*, $1 each; monthly pay
menu, Ml per share,

WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow

t»n your
ilia res, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

own TOUR OWK HOICK.
For

partleulare Inquire o!
O. W. T*nw,TWr
Tapley Blot.
A. W. Kora. PreaMent.

COUNTY NEWS.
BRGOKUN.
end wife, of Homeropt CL W. Herrick
came Saturday for a abort
Tille, Mass.,

aiaitMrs

M,,8

J- B. Babaon is home from Roxbnry,
where ahe hf« been visiting her

daughter.

H. Mayo
Farneworth
from a business trip to New York.

K.

^

returned

A.

and

,n(i Boaton Saturday.
his vacation in
B L. Smith it spending
bis absence, Wallace Smith
Boston. In
for the
as agent
i* ailing the position
boats.
meeting of Lookoat chapter, O.
in Masonic hall. There
E b.. was held
work on two candidates. Refreshfollowed.
ments and a social
has returned from
Mrs. Susan Judge
Mass., where she spent the holiK

special

Concord,

accompanied home by
who returned
daughter, Miss Alioe,
She

j,ys.

was

her
to

Boston to-day.
Frank W. Cole went to Portland Monacreturned Wednesday,
day, and
companied by his sister, Mrs. Emma
been In
Portland
Sherman, who has
months for medical treatment.

eeveral

Fred Stewart came borne from Somerville’
While there he bad an
jinn., Saturday.
his band, from
operation performed upon
shich he bad already had a «ager amputated. At present his hand is doing well.
Center Harbor Rebekah lodge held s
hall
at I. O. O. F.
private inatsilstion
Ssturday evening. The following officers
Mrs. Edith Phillips, N.
were installed:
G ; Mias Helen Mayo, V. G.; Mrs. Hattie
Mrs. Carrie Griffin,
Tyler, conductress;
warden; Mrs. Roee Alien, secretary; Mrs.
Mrs.
Hattie
Belle Bridges, tressairer;
Mrs. Celeste Kano
Joyce, P. N. G.;
chaplain; Mrs. Alioe Stanley, R. 8. N. U.;
Miss
Mrs. Anns Herrick, L. 8. N. O.;
Mrs. Lena
Grace Ttpley, L. 8. V. G.;
lurvey, K. 8. Y. G-; Mrs. Neva Bridges,
1. G.; Warren Ford, O. O.; Miss Helen
McFarland, organist. Mrs. Kills Herrick,
l). D. P, of Bluebill, was the installing
olloer, a-siated by Mrs. Fannie Parker as
marshal. Alter the installation, refreshments were served in the banquet hall. A
pleasant evening was enjoyed.
U»K Femmk.
Jan. 20.

of seventy-eight years, after a long One carpet (or the cburcb, and bad it laid
illness. Sbe leaves beside her husband, j this week. The pews and
pulpit set will
three children by a former husband—G. be
upholstered immediately.
S. Grindle, of Orland; Mrs. Frank HerJan. 20.
Rex.
rick, of North Orland, and Mrs. John
Staples, of North Surry; seventeen grandSEDGWICK.
children, and thirty great-grandchildren.
J. P. Allen spent Sunday at Daniel
Sbe wan a kind and loving mother, and
Eaton's on the Sargentvilie road.
her home was always a home for the
Kirk Closson, of Oklahoma, has been
fatherless and motherless.
She was alhis fatber, J. A. Closson, for tbe
ways ready to extend a helping hand in visiting
past week.
time of need.
A. I. Ingram and Capt. William Grover,
Jan. 20.
L.
of steamer
Pemaquid, were week-end
NORTH SEDGWICK.
guests of friends here.
Mrs. Almira Torrey, of Sedgwick, has
The Village Improvement society gave
been visiting at the parsonage the past and entertainment
in
Riverside hall
week.
Saturday evening. Owing to bad weather,
David Thurston purchased a pair of fine not many attended, but all report a good
young oxen one day recently in Rockland time.
of Al Ingraham.
Jan. 20.
S.
Jesse Wessel and family have gone to
Aroostook county, where Mr. Wessel has

employment in the
After spending

Boy Treworgy is visiting in Belfast
and Sear-port.
Mm.

a

brothers and
farm, Clara Clapp has returned to Sargentville.

Jan. 13.

Mrs. Fred L. Cole has been visiting her
sister, Mrs. Roy Allen, for a few days.
Mr. Cole and family joined her here Sunday, when all returned home.
Jan. 20.
A.
NORTH BROOK UN.
Mrs. Clara Cole spent Sunday with relatives at North Sedgwick.
Mark L. Dodge has suspended operations in the logging woods, and has taken

choppers.
Sherman, who has been in
several
months
regaining her

out bis

crew

of

Mrs. Emma
Wells

health, has returned home.
Mrs. Laura Sherman and children are
malting a brief visit to Mw. Shertnan’B
I* rents, Benjamin Cole and wife in Seavi lie.

Amy L. Dodge, who has just graduated
from a hospital in Westboro,
Mass., is visiting her parents, Mark
Dodge and wife.
Xenophon.
Jan. 20.

as a nurse

ill last week.

Caspar is still seriously ill.
Handy McQraw is ill; Bert Morgan
Carl

is

During the year 1912 there were in this driving
All Softool*, with the exception
twenty-nine births, seventeen marhigh school, have closed for the
riages and eighteen deaths.
The tint birth of the New Year in ; vacation.
Brooksvilltf was a daughter born to Mr. I
Miss Barbara Davis, who has been
and Mr#. Harold L. Farnbam Jan. 16.
i mg the village school, has returned
The mimage intention# of George Gil- home in Eddington.

Gray, of this town, and Mias Clara
Kich'odft, of l-lesboro, have been tiled in
the clerk # office.

man

In-

>«tonal

tion

n

roll-call of the Congregawas held Monday evening,

There waa a goodly number present, aud several interesting letters from
absent mem ^ers and former pastors were
n.d
After* the rolheall the following

The

Baptist

winter

teachto her

circle will meet with Fannie

Allen

next

served

by Miss Allen.

Saturday.

Supper

will

be

BROOKBV1LLE.
Groves Cousins is very ill of

grip.

Ralph L. Roberts and w ife were guest of
Mrs. Roberts parents, Thomas Wescott
and wife, at North Bluebill last week.
Fow ler went to Surry Thursday

L. O.

on

business.

Tapley.

There was a baked-bean supper at J. E.
The ladies’ ircle «»•» entertained by the Bowden’s Wednesday evening for the
the
at
C. F. Atkins,
wife, M
pasior
benefit of the Baptist church, the proceeds
l he fol- were
parsonage Tburs lay, Jan. 16.
j
$12.
ensulowing tli ->iB were chosen for the
Charles Dablquist and wife, of North
ing year: President, Mrs. O. L. Tapley;
Biuehilt, were guest of Miss Emma Gray
vice-president, Mrs. Charles Babbidge; over
Sunday.
secretary and treasurer, Mrs. Maggie B.
A.
Jan. 3.
Blodgett; committee on work, Mrs. O. L.
DEER ISLE.
Tapley, >lis. John Faro Lam and Mrs.
Gersbon Farnbam. Mias Lucy W. Jones
E. W. daskell and wife hive been visithas charge of the fancy w ork. Committee
ing Mrs. Haskell’s people in Warren.
on
tncinocrahip, Miaa Lucy Ju:ieg, Mrs.
Has opened his studio in
Frank
Harry Perkijs, Mrs. George 11. Tapley.
the Grose block, and will remain for the
To MUON.
Jan. 30.
winter.

CABT1NE.

h

There has been

Mrs. Perry Car-er. who has l>een the
guest <>f tier sister, Alice Gardner, the past
three months, left fur her home in Iowa

Friday.
M. Vogel1 is spending the week in
Augusta and Boston.
J.

;

Capt. William Blake left last week for
Kew- York on business.
A

reception

was

the entering class
Saturday evening at

given

of the normal school
Ihe

remains

the weather

Isle and Htonington teachers’
will be held at Stonington
Friday, Jan. 24. An interesting program
The Deer

convention
has been

prepared.
society

The ladies' aid

Kicker left Monday for Jackwhere she will be the guest
for the
remainder of the

purchased

has

a

xUtiirttutmcnta

Fla.,

°f

frit-nds
•inter.

The Kebekahs held a supper at theii
lull last
Tuesday evening, after which
•ork was conferred on one candidate.

EUreuoe *V heeler spent Sunday with
family iu Caatine.
Eleanor L Stover left Friday for EastP°rt, to teach.
^ev-

M.

church,

Lowell,

of

Methodist

the

evangelistic

the

attended

•Mociation meetings in Rockland Iasi
Week» occupying the pulpit in Rockport

Sunday
;

in this section

few

a

The Rockport Y. M. C. A. basket ball
team will play the Deer Isles at the town
ball Friday night. A dance will follow the
game.

dormitry.

Mr». A. A.
800 •'die,

no snow

squalls, and
reraaTkably mild.

yet, only

morning*
J®n. 13.

G.

brother Ivan.

Violet Grindle was called to
iuterport last week by the illness of her
““Xber, Mtb. Twining.
■f«n. 20.
R.
WEST SURRY.

Albert Willina

Uv‘»g Carter,

of

baa

purchased

a

korse of

Bluehill.

School closed Jan. 18,

'tin of ten
weeks
of Surry.

after a aueoeasful
taught by Mias Ella

Mrs. Mary
Saunders,

ere \s

edneaday

of

Bucksport,

was

the funeral of
Mr,. Afphia Saunders.
Herbert L. Cunningham and wife, of
Ul
ksport, formerly of this place, are reuing congratulations on the birth of a
800 on Jan.
u.
«

to attend

sister-in-law,

*lle
at^i,Pl'ia’
110018
“r

°*

■^H3'on Saunders, died
Tuesday, Jaij. 14, at tbs

CATARRH
Where there's catarrh there’s thou-

sands of catarrh germs. You can’t
get rid of catarrh unless you kill these
germs.
You can’t kill them with stomach
medicine or sprays because they can’t
get where germs aFe.
You can kill tlrese germs with

anu

or-

harmless, vegetable,
effective

family remedy

BEECHAMS
PILLS
Sold everywhere

la boxes 10c* 2Sc*

legal Notices.
To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the seventh
day of January, a. d. 1913.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all person* interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that tney may Appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the fourth day of
February, a. d. 1918. at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

I

LINIMENT

i

Used 102 years
for internal and
external ills.

H

I

THE

Whitten, Orphella A
Tracy, Beoford E, est

relief for

A

Ashley, Eben, est of
Bunker, Howard C
baker. Colin, est Of
Baker, C F
Doyle, Sidney E, Ed-

I
|

I

throat,
morbus, diarrhea, I
cuts, burns, bruises, R

§j
■

I sprains,

S-JOHNSON
& CO.,

CoB^P',Uon ]

I
■

j

Hay’s Hair-Health
ILcgal

A

THE

j

j

NOTICE

WHEREAS,
hi

OF

POKE*

LO.SUKK.

phine

■

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock bs.— \t a probate court held at
Ellsworth in and for said county of Hancock,
on ihe seventh
day of January in the year of
our Lord one
thousand nice hundred and
thirteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
ANN D. TORREY, late of BOSTON,
in the county of Suffolk, aud commonwealth
of Masnachusetts, deceased, aud of tbe probate thereof iu said commonwealth of Massachusetts. duly authenticated, hiving been
presented to tbe judge of probate for our said
county of Hancock for the purpose of being
allowed, tiled aud recorded in tbe probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, Tha-t notice thereof be given to
all persons init rested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks
successively
in tbe Ellsworth American, a newspaper
at Elb\*orth.
in said county of
auco<‘k, prior to the fourth day of February,
a.
d. la 13, that they
a
may appear ai
court then to be held at Ellsworth,
probate
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahon ay. Register.

A

&rinted

THE

DESERT,
in

the

county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiveu bonds as fbe law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of
said deceased are desired
to
present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imGrafton
W.
mediately.
Pinkham.
Mt. Desert. Jan. 10, 1818.

The
the

eyes an advertisement catches
dollars it is worth.

more

more

702

$3,302

$6 60

GO

100
400
160
160

20
80
32
32
8 10
36
64

4.000

1,000
600

3,700

Goodwin, F W
Noyes, Frauk P
Hill, Sarah A
Hill, William

7,550

15,100

180

320
6 40
2 40

1,200

100
25

200
50

75

150
130
300
26

65

160
18
100

300
200
200

60

150

78

200

90

180

16u

O’Brien. Edward
Perry, Thomas
Plummer, JF
Smith, D C and Buzzell, H S
Smith, Everett

120

5

20

Smith, Alonzo
Smith, Helen W and
Whitten, Louise H
Sperry, William
Stoue, Frank P
Tracy, Isaiah

200

400

135
60

270
100
1,000

502
5

880
3u 20

40
10
30
26
60
05
60

40
40
30
40
36

04
40
80
54
20
2

00

04
42

20

105

210

50

200

40

Total non-residents, 14,483 $29,126
Total residents,
702
3.302

$58 25
6 60

$64 85

$32,428

15,185

foregoing amount of $64.85 is to be
upon

ex-

roads in

the

R. V. Smith, of Steuben, is

appointed agent to
the expenditure of said amount.
township Number 9, South Division.

said sum of $8*Vh*
said township NurnK
It is her. by ordered tw
and of the foregoing asse>v
publ shed in the Ellsworth A.
printed in the county where v.
three weeks successively, the last *
to be within three months from thv
the assessment.
Ellsworth, Maine, December 10, 1912.
Co Cmur’s
Fred R. Page,
Melville L. Allen,
Hancock Co.

(
j

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
A. Myrtle Springer, of La-

moine, Hancock county, Maine, bv
WHEREAS,
her
deed, dated the second day of

mortgage
June. a. d., 1911. and recorded in Hancock
county registry of deeds in vol. 479, page 391,
conveyed to me. the undersigned, certain
tracts or parcels of land situate in the said
town of Lamoine, Hancock county, Maine,
and bounded as follows: First lot: Begining on the westerly side of the town road and
in the northerly line of a lot of land owned by
Eben H. King and Louis King in common,
said point of beginning being nearly opposite
the house now occupied by John F. Lear;
thence south 88 degrees west, bnt following
the said north line of Eben H. and Lonis
King lot to the wh era of Jordan's river, socalled; thence following the waters of Jordan’s river northerly to a point where a line
drawn midway between the said northerly
line of tire Eben H. and Loots King lot and
the southerl-jrttn’eof wlot^owned'by John F.
Coolidge would intersect said Jordan’s river;
thence south 88 1-4 d» g.-ees east. 68 rods, more
or less, to said town road; thence southerly
13 rods more or less, to the place of beginning, containirg 8 1 8 acres mure or less.
Second lot: Commencing at a cedar stake,
north 36 degrees west. 8 rods and 19 links
from the northwest corner of the stable on
paid lot; thence south 66 decrees east, 18 rods
to a cedar stake for a corner bonnd; thence
south 25 degrees west, 18 rods to a cedar
stake for a corner bound; thence north 65
degrees west, 18 rods to a cedar stake for a
corner bound; thence north 25 degrees east.
13 rods to the place of beginning, said lot is
situated on both sides of the town road leading from Ellsworth to Lamoine Beach which
middle.
the
sa d
road cuts said lot in
lot: Beginning
at
the
southeast
Third
corner on Benjamin Gilpat rick’s line; thence
south 60 degrees west, on said line 62 rods,
land of Geo. F. Brooks;
more or less, to
thence at right angles north 30 degrees east,
12 rods; thence south 60 degrees west or
parallel to Benjamin Gilpatrick’s line, 20
rods; thence south 80 degrees east, 42 rods;
thence south 60 degrees west, parallel to
said Gilpatrick’s line to the shore; thence
northerly on the shore 74 rods; thence north
15 degrees east, by the center of said lot 89
rods to a stake; thence north 65 degrees east,
10 rods to a pile of stones; thence north 47
degrees east, 11 rods and 9 links to the
middle of town way till it strikes said
center line to the easterly line; thence south
21 rods, more or less, by the center to the
pla« e of beginning, containing forty three
acres more or ’ess.
Also all my real estate
and*all my right, title and interest in and to
any and all real estate which 1 may own or
be entitled to. either at law or in equity as
appears by the records at the registry of
deedf for tbe said county of Hancock and to
all real estate which I may own or be entitled to whether or not the deed to which is
now or may be hereafter recorded if not now
of record, and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken, now therefore,
by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortA. C. Hagerthy,
gage.
By R. E. Mason, his att’y.
Ellsworth, Me., January 6, 1913.

superintend
On

We assess the sum of $115 20, as follows: Rate
of taxation ten mills on a dollar. Valuation,

$11,520.

No.

Name of Owner.

acres,

Valuation.

Tax.

Greely, E H, Hamlin,

H E, Grossman,
Walter B (formerly
J P Gordon),
2,025
Nash & Sewall
5c0
Wyman, Jasper &

j
|

Son,

3,235

50
10 00

4,050
1,000

40

6,470

64

70

1

WHl- REAS Andrew 8. Grindle, of BluefV hill, hi the county of Hancock and
Sla'e of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
January 3, 1911, and recorded in Hancock
regis'ry of deeds in book 478, page 73, conveyed to one Wilford E. Grindle, of said Bluehiil, a certain lot or parcel of land situated in
Bluebill aforesaid and bounded and described
a*
follows, viz : Bounded southerly by the
highway leading from the Norton house by
the mill now owned by P. J. Gott and known
as Mill street; easterly
by the road leading
from said Mill street to the town pound and
the Osgood gristmill, and westerly and northerly by the Mill stream; and
Whereas the «aid Wilford ft. Grindle has
since died testate. a»-d the undersigned. Annie
L. Grindle, is the duly appointed and legally
qualified executrix of the last will and testament of him, the said Wilford E. Grindle, and
in her said
capacity is the owner of said mortgage and the debt thereby secured: and
Whereas the condition of said mortgage is
the
broken, now therefore, by reason ot
breach of said condition th-reof, said Annie L.
Grindle as executrix aforesaid now claims a
forelosure of said mortgage.
Dated at B uehill this six h day of January,
a d
Annie L. Geindlb
1913.
By Forrest B. Snow, her attorney.

We hereby assess upon each of the several
named in the foregoing list his respective proportion therein set down of said sum
of $115.20 and we do hereby appoint Lincoln C.
Bragdon, of Franklin, in said county of Hancock as agent to superintend the expenditure
of said amount of $115.20 upon tne county road
! in said township Number Nine.
On township Number 10, Western Part. We
assess the sum of $158.72
as follows:
Hate of
taxation, four mills on a dollar. Valuation,
$39,681.
No.
ValuName of owner.
acres,
ation.
Tax.
700
1.400
5 60
Campbell, A & Co
619
4 96
Blaisdell, John W’
1,238
25
50
20
Emery, Charles
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
10,180
81 44
Goodwin, FW
20.960
William A. Engeman, of the
Greely, E H. Hamlin,
H E, and Joy, Gidcity, county and state of New York, by
his mortgage deed dated the first day ot April,
«0
eon L
1,600
6 40
a. d. 1912, conveyed to me. the undersigned, as
850
1.700
6 80
Holman. C Vey
trustee for Geoige Oldham &
Son and the
7:40
2 92
Holman, Minnie Ross 365
Rockland National Bank, the following de700
5 60
1,400
Nash, William M
Nash & Sewall
21 «8 scribed property, viz.:
2,710
5,420
A certain lot or parcel of land with all
58
308
1 22
Oubutt, Joseph
4
275
1 10
building* thereon situate on Moose Island in
Robbins, James A
the town of Stonington, county of Hanc ck,
600
1.2t0
Stewart, A L & Sons
4 80
and State of Maine, formerly known as the
Ward Bros & Wyman 1,4)00
8 00
2,000
i Clementine T. Robbins homestead; also a cerWvman, Jasper &
tain lot or parcel of land with all buildings
150
300 1 20
Son,
thereon situate on Swans Island in said
850
1,71*0 6 80
800 county of Hancock, formerlv known as the
btewart homestead, it oeing on me northerly
19 611
$39,681
$158 72 si e of ttie waier known as Old Harbor; also a
certain lot or parcel of land situate ou what is
known as Grren Head in sa«
town of StonWe hereby assess upon each of the several
owners
named in the foregoing list his reingtou. excepting and forever reserving from
spective proportion therein set down of said this last mentioned lot tbr small lot formerly
sum of $158.72, and we do hereby appoint Linconveyed by the Benvenue Granite Company
coln C. Bragdou, of Franklin, in said county to Calvin P. Moon and now occupieu by him
of Hancock as agent to superintend the ex- as a house lot.
Said mortgage de d being recorded in Hanpenditure of said amount of $158.72 upon the
| county road in he Western Part of <-aid town- cock county re.isirv, book 489, page 4.
And whereas the condition ot said mortgage
ship Number Ten, to wit: Commencing at
the east line of township Number 9, and ex- ; has been broken I now claim foreclosure by
A S. Littlefield.
tending to a stake marked “A"’ standing on reason of said breach.
1
R ckland. Maine, Jan. 4, 1913.
the northern side of said road in said tow%ship Number Ten.
On township Number 10, Eastern Part.
We
or
.>■ .11r..
assess the sum of $155.10 as follows:
Rate of
taxation, fifteen mills on a dollar. Valuation, ! County of Hancock ss.
To
the
honorable
of
the supreme Judijustice
$10,310.
I
cial court next to be held at Ellsworth
No.
V&luwithin and tor he said county on the second
Name of owner.
acres,
ation.
Tax. |
Tuesday of April, a. d. 1913.
2.54)8
6,270
94 05 I
Campbell, A & CO
50
LIZA BETH
120
Folsom
Cook, M H
1 80
of
MacKennon,
139
380
5
-J
Downing, George
70
Bucksport, in said county, wile ot John
I T. MacKennon.respectfully repiesentsthat her
.VlcDevitt, John L &
30
60
90 i maiden name was Elizabeth Fo sora; that she
Ralph
was lawfully married to the sa d John T. MacNash, William M, exr 9ho
2,400
36 oo
260
Robertson, W H
600
Kennon. at said Bucksport, on the twenty9 00
390
second day of November, a d. 1899, by the Rev.
Small, Woodbury, est 166
5 85
60
120
William Forsyth; that they lived together as
Wooster, Aaron
1 80
husband and wife at said Bucksport, from the
4,162 $10,3(0
$155 10 time of their sain marriage until April. 1911;
th.«t your libellant has always conducted nerWe hereby assess upon each of Ihe several self toward her said husband as a faithful,
owners named in the foregoing list hie re
true and affectionate wife; that regardless of
spective proportion therein set down of said his marriage vows, on or about the 17th day of
sum of $155 10, and
we do
hereby appoint April, a d. 19S7, the said John T. MacKennon
Samuel N. Campbell, of Cherryfield, in the committed the crime of adultery with one
county of Washington as agent tosuperintend Mary Ducev. and on other da
and times to
the expenditure of said sum of $155.10 upon ,\ ii libellant unknown, between the date of
the roads in the Eastern Part of township his said marriage with your lioellaut comNumber 10. commencing at a stake marked mitted the crini** of adultery with said Mary
“A” on the north side of said road and exDucey. ami with divers other persons to vour
libellant unknown; that there is no collusion
tending to the west line of Cherryfield.
On township Number 22. Middle Division. between your libellant und the said John T.
We assess tne sum of $151.61 as follows: Rate
MacKennon to obtain a divorce; that the
of taxation, four mills ou a dollar. Vacaresidence o* the said John T. MacKennon is
not ktionn to your libellant and cannot be obtion, $37,904.
No.
tained by reasonable diligence; that rrom her
ValuName of owner.
acres,
ation.
Tax. b*st information he is or was somewhere in
the state of New York; that your libellant beCampbell, Gto R
& Co
2,741
5.482
21 92 lieves it reasonable and proper conducive to
domestic harmony and consistent with the
1,664
18 47
Campbell, A & Co
3,868
320
Frost, Mark, heirs of
640
2 56
peace and morality of society, that the bonds
820
Mace, Albert E
640
2 56 of matrimony between her and her said husband should be dissolved by divorce.
W'hitcomb, Haynes
&CO
6,087
12.174 48 70
Wherefore she prays that such divorce may
be decreed and that she may have the custody
10,400
15,600 62 40
111 10 of her minor child aged twelve years and
named Kathryn MacKennon.
21,552 $37,904
$15161
Elizabeth MacKennon.
owners

WHEREAS.

1

*1

--

We hereby assess upon each of the several
named in the foregoing list his respective pioponion therein set down of said
sum of $151.61 and we do hereby
appoint Herbert T. Silsby, of Aurora, in said county of
Hancock as agent to superintend the expenditure of said sum of $15161 upon the
Qounly
roads in said township Number Twenty-two.
On township Number 26, Middle Division.

owners

We
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he bas been duly appointed adminis
trator of the estate of
SIMON H. PINK HAM, late of MOUNT

76
05

2,000
87
160

The

3-Day Drink Treatment

going

3T2
324

county
township
umber Seven in said county of Hancock and
Sended

[

THE NEAL INSTITUTE,

93
196
80

win W
Tracy, John H, 2nd
Condon. Prank B
Ellsworth Lumber
Co
Peters, John A

Totals,

Bank Cashier Endorses
Neal

400

80

Young, John 8 and
Kidder, Lewis

H

■

$150

46'!
980

46

I

MI

$760

50
200

Havey, Benjamin
Libby, Frank S
Martin, William R
Noves, Frank P

■
cramps, chol- ■

■

160
116
180
100
82
74

NON-RESIDENT OWNERS.

I coughs, colds,

day

dosing.__

RESIDENT OWNERS.

Preble Emerson
Smith, Wilmot
Smith, RV&SL
Tracy, Jackson A

ANOBYIIE

penetrating,

plan

AND

always

II JOHNSON’S II

Ha'tie M Consins, of Bluehill,
the county of Hancock, and Harry
M
Cou ins, of Portland, in the county of
Cumber and. both in the State of Maine, sole
heirs at law of 8. Watson Coo tins, deceused.
Booth’s HYOMEl, a
by their mor'gage de d dated January 1, 1912.
that
balsamic air
you aiid recorded in Hancock county registry of
directly deeds, book 485. page 41V, conveyed in mortbreathe a few times a
gage to the undersigned, Norman True, of said
over the raw.
sore, germ infested Portland a certain lot or parcel of land situmembrane, ltdo.s not contain mor- ated in Bluehill aforesaid, and bounded and
described as follows, viz
Beginning on the
or anv habit forming drug.
northerly side of the highway leaning past
For catarrh, croup, coughs, and Charle* Cur i»’house at a stone lx*und about
HYOMEl is sold on money j ten feet easterly of a well; thence north 2° E
colds.
throe rods and twelve feet to a bolt in a
back
by O A. I’areber. Com- :! fifty
of rock in an old wall and to land formerly of
plete outfit. #1 00. Extra bottles
! the Collins Urau.te Company: thence by said
afterwards company's laud south 83 Hi' E. sixty four
if
HYOMEl
Booth’s
and fifteen feet to a corner and laud of
needed, only 50 cents. Just breatl.e rods
Ella Adams; thence by land of sai l Adams
it—no stomach
south 4b- 8t/ W. eighteen rods and twelve fee
to the highwav; > hence by the highway north
60° 1 y w. twenty-nine rods and eight feet to
Eneuranct Statrmtnt*.
the place or beginning, containing eight
Ann whereas the condi
acres, more or le-s.
60th ANNUAL. STATEMENT
| tion of said mortgage has been aud is broken.
row therefore. I. • he said Norman Tru*, hereby
[ claim
AGHILULTCRAl. INSURANCE CO.,
a foreclosure of said mortgage by rea
|
OF WATBBTOWN, N. Y.
breach of condi-ion thereof as
son of the
Adamb, Sec. aforesaid, and 1 give this notice ior that purW. H. Stevbns, Pres.
Norman Trub.
pose.
January 1. 1913.
Dated at s^id Portland this 16th day of Jauu
#1.833,9*1 45
Reserve for reinsurance.
ary, a. d. 1913.
all
and
taies
Reserve for losses,
170.58C4*
other claims.
NOTICE OF FOliEt LOM liE
Reserve as a conflagration surDennis
C.
TirHERE \S
Reynolds and
W
(ieorge W. Reynolds, both of El s
worth. Hancock coui.lv, Maine, by their mortgage deed, dated the nineteen' h day of April,
a. d
1*02. and recorded in Hancock county
Total ..sets,
registry of deeds in vol 375, page 492. conveyed
#2,180,005 25 to me, the undersigue 1, a certain lot or par el
Surplus to policy holders,
of laud situated in said Ellsworth and fully
described in a >id mortga.e; and whereas ihe
GAINS DURING 1912.
condition of said mortgage hat been broken,
In assets.
now therefore, by reason of the breach of the
Iu reserves,
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
17,’ua*lS condition
“
A. C. Haubkthy,
In surplus,
taid mortgage.
MASON.
Agenls,
F.
I-A
by K. E. M-<sou, his ati’y.
VV.
C.
Ellsworth, Me January 6. 1913.
ME.

EbbaWORTB,

preventive

Hancock ss.
At the court of county commissioners began
and holden at Ellsworth withiD and for the
county of Hancock on the second Tuesday
of Octob' r, a. d. 1912, and by adjournment
on the 10th day of December, a d. 1912.
now the county commissioners in accordance with section 68 of chapter IX
of the revised statutes of Maine, having first
made an annual inspection, in the month of
September, a. d. 1912, of all the county roari&
in the unincorporated townships aDd tracts of
land in said county and having thereupon
made an estimate of the amount needed to put
said roods in repair so as to be safe and con
venient fer public travel, have assessed upon
the following described unincorporated townships and tracts of land in said county of
Hancock exclusive of water and land reserved
for public use, for the above named purposes
of putting and keeping said roads In repair
during the year a, d. 1913 as follows, to wit:
On township Number 7. South Division.
We assess the sum of $64.86 as follows: Rate
of taxation .002 on a dollar. Valuation. $82,428.00.
No.
ValuName of owner.
acres,
atlon.
Tax.

rective of disorders of the
digestive organs is the gentle,

Fannie E. Pease, late of Bfooklln, in said
A certain instiument pur
county, deceased
porting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for pro
bate thereof, presented by Horace M. Pease,
the executor therein named.
Francis Austin, last of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. A certain instiument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Charles L. Austin
and Ransfo/d M. DeWitt, the executors therein named.
Alfred B. Smith, lale of Eden, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Edward L.
«
Smith or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said dea
ceased. presented by Charlotte B. Smith,
widow of eaid deceased.
Horatio E. Gross, late of Bucksport, in said
deceased. First and final account of
county,
Blanche G. Grindle, administratrix, filed for
settlement.
sure
Isaac 8. Cunningham, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased. First account of Belle
sore
P. Buck, executrix, filed for settlement.
Nathan W. Higgins, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. Fi st account of AddieJ.
Emery and Julien Emery, executors, filed
era
for settlement
George A. Foss, late of Hancock, in said
county, deceased. First account of Frank A.
Foss, executor, filed for settlement.
etc.
Canton McGown, late of Ellsworth, in said
couuty, deceased. First and final account of
25c and 50c
Lyndon McGown, administrator, filed for
settlement.
H
everywhere
David L. Salisbury, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. First account of Herbert L. Salisbury, administrator, filed lor
'
settlement.
Relieve
George G. Long, late <f Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Basteo, Mass.
Ellis Stansflel t, executor, tiled for settlement.
Isaac W. Hlaisdell, late of Orlund, in »aid
Headache
county, deceased. Petition filed by Tracy N.
Einridge, administrator, for license to sell
certain -eal estate ot said deceased, as described in said petition.
Charles ». Spurting, late of Cranberry Isles,
in said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Edna M. Spurting, widow, for an allowance
out of the personal estate of said deceased.
Augustus C. Savage, late of Mount Desert,
Prom the testimony that 1 have receive*
in said county, deceased.
First account of
ibis cure seems to be really marvellous, and
A. Savage and Herman L. Savage, exGeorge
I sincerely trust you may be able to reach and
ecutors, filed for settlement.
help many who are now under the sway of this
Luman Warren, late of Bucksport. in said
terrible evil.” From cashier of First Nalioaal
Third and la.' t account of
county, deceased
Bank in a New England city. The
Theodore H. Smith, administrator, filed for
settlement.
sewau
u.
Heywooo, late or KucKaport, in
said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Bertha L. Hey wood, widow., for an allowance
out of the personal estateef said deceased.
Sarnutl W. Tain ter. late of BrookliD, in said
can
be overcome by the NEAT. 3-*>AY
county, deceased. Petition filed by Eugene
TREATMENT. No hypodermics used. ReKane, adniii istratorof the estate c.f said desults absolutely certain. All dealings conficeased, that an order be issued to distribute
dential. DRUG HABITS SUCCESSFULLY
among the heirs of said deceased, the amount
TREATED. Call upon, address or phone
remaining in the hands of s.<i<i administrator
on the settlement of his second account.
Emma 8. Alley, late of Dedham, in said
Peitiou that Llewellyn P.
county, deceased
147 Pleaaant Av®^ Portland, Maine.
Alley or some other curable person be ap
Telephone 4216*
pointed administrator of the estate of said deceased. pre^entod by John M. Alley.
Noah Brooks, .ate of Cast me. in s«id county,
SHE TALKED ABOUT IT.
deceased. Severnh account of Charles C. UpA very good thing to do, especially ham. trustee, filed for settlement.
John A. McLean, late of Eden, in said
when it was her own doctor that she
talked with. She wanted to know about county, deceased Second account of Edward
S. Clark administrator, filed for se tlement.
Hall’s Hair Renewer for falling hair,
Lucy A. Wescott. late of Eden, in s*id
Second account of Eddandruff, and for promoting growth of county, deceased
to use it, I ward S. Clark, executor, filed for settlement.
the hair. Now she is
L Wescott, late of Eden, in s«id
George
! will have every confidence in it. No county, deceased. Petition fi'ed bv Edward S.
Clark, executor of the last will and testament
coloring of the hair, not in the leastof said deceased, that an order be issued to
distribute among the persons entitled thereto
in tha will of said deceased, the
; named
amount remaining in the hands of said executor on the settlement of his account.
Never tails to Heslere Gray Bair to tto ! JEROME a. KNOWLES. Judge of said Coart.
A true copy of the original order.
Natural Color >ad Beauty. sujp» c* failing
Attest:—T. F. Mahon ky. Register.
out, and positively removes Dandruff, laaot a
and
50c.
an
substitutes.
Refuse
$1.00
Dye.
STATE OF MAINE.
Bottle* by Mail or at Druggists. LpLC
Send 10c lor large sample Bottle iKCC
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Philo Bay Spec. Co, Newark, N. J„ U. S. A.
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the seventh day of January, in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine
hundred ami
thirteen.
1’oticcs.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be a
copy of the last will and testament and
subscriber hereby gives notice that codicil of
she has been duly appointed executrix
R. A. F. PENROSE, late of the city and
I of the last will and testament of
county of PHILADELPHIA,
EDWARD B. SMITH, late of LAMOJNE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds and state of Pennsylvania, deceased, and of
the probate thereof in said state of Pennsylof
said
the
terms
will.
All
being required by
vania. duly authenticated, having been prepersons having demand? against the estate of
to the judge of probate for o.ir said
said deceased are desired to present the sented
countv of Hancock for the purpose of being
same for settleaient, ann all indebted thereto
filed uhd recorded in the probate
allowed,
are requested to make paymert immediately.
court of our said county ol Hancock.
Philkna Smith.
Or
That notice thereof be given to
1913.
lered,
| Lamoine. Jan.'10,
all persons interested therein, by publishing
HE subscriber hereby gives notice that a copy of this order three weeks successively
i
has been duly appointed executor in the Ellsworth American, a
| ofJL the he
newspaper
last will and te?tan>eiit'of
priuted at Ellsworth, in said county of HanANNE C. EMERY, hue of ELLSWORTH, cock, prior to the fourth day of February,
a. d. Iv 13.
that
at
a probate
they may appear
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bond?
court then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for
will. All
being required by the term* of sai
said
of Haucock, at ten o’clock in the
county
persons buying demands against the estate ot
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
said deceased are desired to present the saint
the same.
! fo settlement, and all indebted thereto art against
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of Probate.
requested to make payment Immediately.
A true copy ot the original order.
vLocibVUS A. Emshy.
Attest: —T. F. Mahoney, Register.
Ellsworth, Jan’y 9, 1913.

■

EAST BLUEJfcULL.
^fiss Eugenia
Bridges came home from
Portland last week.
MUb L'olina Thom is in Massachusetts
w,lh her

SURELY BANISHES

antiseptic,

the best

DRINK HABIT

ANON.

Jaa.20.

Jan 13

officers were chosen: Clerk, Lucy W.
Jones treasurer, Mrs. Maggie Blodgett;
Su
v
-moot superintendent, Oscar L.

of the

STATE OP MAINE.

The World Knows

cause

PmT

BURRY.
was

Sttmtumuiruk

■

town

\

MCM.

This community was saddened by the
sudden death of George Torrey Sunday
morning. The bereaved family have the
sympathy of all.

the K. F. I). team.

I

Henry Bailey, of Everett, Mass., spent a
few days here last week.
Guy Cleveland has returned to Canada
to resume work there tor the winter."'' ‘**

few days with her
sister st Meadow Brook

Lena Ellis

webt bkooksville.

WEST 8TONINGTON.

woods.

JUgal Roller*.

aWrrtxtmiTitt.

age

of

assess the sum of #88 16 as follows:
Rate
two mills on a dollar.
Valuation.*

taxation,

#44,080.

No.
Name of

owner.

Campbell. Samuel N
Nash, William M
Nash, William M,
«*«

acres,

160
5.0 2
4,10

Valuation.
320
10,024

Tax.
64
2005

Whitcomb, Haynes
& Co,
12,763

8,210

16 42

25,526

51 05

22.040

$44,080

#88^6

We

hereby

upon each of the several
owners named in the foregoing list his
respec
tive proportion therein set down of said sum
of #^8.l6 and we do hereby appoint Herbert T.
of
Silsby,
Aurora, in said county of Hancock
as agent to superintend the
expenditure of
assess

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock
County s«
Subscribed and
to before me this twenty-fifth
day of
O. P. Cunningham,
December, a. d. 1912.
Justice of the Peace.
—

>

sworn

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—-Supreme Judicial Court. In
vacation.
Ellsworth, Jan. 11, a. d. 1913.
Upon the foregoing libel. Ordered: That
the libellant give noti* e to the said ifbellee
to appear before the justice of our
supreme
judicial court, to be holden at Ellsworth,
within and for the county of Hancock, on the
second Tuesday of April a. d
.913, by publishing an attested copy of said libel and this
order thereon, three weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in
Ellsworth in our county of Hancock, the last
publication to be ti.irty da\s at least prior to
the second Tuesday of April nex’, that he
may there and then in our said court appear
and answer tosaid libel.
Arno W. Kino,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of the libel and order of court
thereon.
Attest:—John E. Bunker, Clerk

CJi

....

GOOD ROADS HILL.

be in

section of not less than

a

one

XEW

mile in

length, provided such length of road lies
.eneral

of

Revision

Highway

the

neglect

“Good Roads" bill presented in the

The

legislature

by

week

last

providing
roads, under

foi
the

creation

ol

patrol system.
The bill provides

•

for the

may be for the
of the State, the object

terests

department conducted exactly

the

any other
merit and

same as

terprise,

they

State-aid given. The
of
engineer shall be furnished
free by the State to any town requiring

great business

services of

bill contains an enabling act
The
whereby counties may vote money to augment the amount received from the State
the
for
the construction of roads in
The money may be voted by
direct assessment on the property of tbe
county or by tbe issuance of bonds. Tbe
county commissioners may call for such a

county.

to

govern.
estab-

Two classes of roads are to be
both of which shall receive

on

vote

Persia Putnam’s Treasure,
Sunlight and Shadow,
Signora.

basis.

as a

be known as State
aid. The first are
roads, and are to be laid out by and constructed wholly under the supervision ol
the highway board. They shall be such
continuous routes through the State as
will accommodate the greatest volume of
and

M 8 Hamlin
G R Jackson
Gustave Kobbe
M L Pool

and

wife

A. 8.

at

are

Surveyors were in town SatnrJay in the
the propoaed new railway from
Mattawamkeag to Winter Harbor, which
the Canadian Pacific is considering build-

OBITUARY.

any part of these roads are constructed,
the State is forever to maintain ♦hem, and
the bill

provides

that the

maintenance shall

given

a

devoting

hole time to the

w

a

w

At

ork dur-

corps of men who will
in road maintenance.

a

experts
State-aid roads

come

of

are

to be roads which

only.

importance

local

officers of towns msy designate

shall

village-*

towns and

—

their removal.

beare

be taken

over

by

the

Practically

the entire force of engineers
firemen employed on the Bangor &
Aroostook railroad left their engines at 2
o’clock Saturday morning in response to

officers, must receive the approval of the
highway board before they are
accepted, and the board has the authority
to accept all or any part or reject all or

the order from
which

the

the road to enforce

part of them.
Under the old law, only one road leading into a town or village could be
designated as a State-aid road. Under
any

national

they belong for
a

union

to

general strike on
demand for increased
a

wages.
In

evading

arrest upon

a

forgery charge,

Edward Duplissis, twenty-five years of
age, unmarried, a deserter from the United

such

as a StateStatesnavy and a man w ith a bad record,
road, and receive aid from the State. shot and almost instantly killed Constable
The present sliding scale of giving the Maurice Bean in Lancaster’s
hotel, Passaj
smaller towns a
larger proportionate dumkeag, Saturday morning.
A posse
|
amount of aid than the larger towns, has gave chase to the
murderer, who took to
been adopted.
the
woods.
l
Finding himself surrounded,
Tbe proposed new law* is much more he tired a shot into bis own
head, dying
favorable to the smaller towns than the
instantly.
old one. Under the old law a town haveTwo were killed and three injured by
ing a valuation ofsay $800,000, by approthe explosion of several boilers 8t the
—*100 could receive $400 from the
r;iat>
Howland Pulp & Paper Co.’s mill at HowState, and hti more: If it
land yesterday morning. The boiler house
receive only $4(50. The bill
$4j0^0j it
?ai’t
is separated from the ftiilii and
provides that once in five years any town was responsible for the small number
five times its annual
can appropriate
killed. The dead are Stephen Toole, aged
amount and not only receive five times the
about sixty, and Clifton Wallace, twentyamount of State-aid for that year, but
six. Both leave families.
a boi.us of 25 per cent, for making the

aid

_

larger appropriation.
ror

tion

example,

a

caving

town

of, say, $800,000, may,

once

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
a

valua-

years, appropriate five times $400, or $2,000,
and receive not only the same amount*

in

$2,000,

a

from the

per cent., or
aid received
towns to

licy.

p

Stafee, but a bonus of 25
$500, making the total State-

sbor visit in Boston.

George Sargent and Charles Bunker are
$2,500. This is to encourage employed by T. N. Graves at Town Hill.
eliminate the present patchwork
S. P. Tracy and wife, George A. Savage
and

After any section of these
roads is completed, the road

State-aid

few

commis-

such other instructions

as

the State

a

Northeast Harbor easily defeated WinHarbor at^basket ball in the Neighbor-

hood house
:

being 74
Jan.

instructions

Thursday

night, the

score

to 14.

20.

Y.

highway department at the end of

municipal year, the State is to reimburse the municipality for one-baif the
coBt of maintenance. If, however, the
work is not done in a manner satisfactory
is
bighw’ay board, the town
receiving any State assist-

the

debarred from
ance.

To

Augusta

ter

recapitulate,

the State roads

or

main

Messrs. Gilbert and Frank
in

Bangor

Stanley

were

business this week.

on

Charles Stanley, of Manset, is working
for William Stanley on buildings.
Tbe dance
tended.

Monday evening was well
by Kelley’s orchestra.

at-

Music

be
maintained
thoroughfares are to
wholly under the supervision of the .State
highway board and at the expense of the
State, the municipalities having nothing

Mrs. John Hamor spent a few days recently at Manset with Augustus Hamor
and wife.

whatever ta do

weather,

The State-aid

portance,

with their maintenance-

roads,

are

to

or

roads of local im-

be maintained

local road commissioner under

by

the

the direct

The fish boats have improved this mild
and some of the boats have

taken lots of fish.

league held a social at the
Friday evening. Proceeds |12. A

board.

The right of eminent domain is given
taking of land and material
for highway purposes. No State money
shall be

expended

tions of towns

population.
sections.

or

The

in

thickly-settled por"

cities of 2,500
board

or

more

determines

such

The width of wheel rims that

and

be used

is

undertaken, it shall

from Boston,
business.

has returned
on

Frank

Stanley, who was ill last week of
bronchitis, is convalescent.
Mrs. J. Raymond Dwelley and
Capt.
Fred Spurting were ill Ust week.
Capt. Walter Hadlock and wife went to !
Bangor Wednesday, returning Saturday.
Edith Sullivan, who has been employed at W alter Hadlock’s the past few
mouths, is working for Mrs. Arthur Hane.
Owing to the mild weather, the workhave been able to get tbe roof
shingled to the main part as well as the
ball of the Neighborhood house.
The
masons expect to build the chimneys this
men

Stevini

I
I

week.
Palmer and faoncru~
Walker and Mathew*
.Teland,
Jan. 20.
8.
Lands of the Tamed Turk,
Blair Jaekel
A H Cooper
Norwegian Fjords,
PRETTY MARSH,
A Woman’s Journey through the PhilipAlbert Smith, who cut bis foot some
F K Russell I
pines,
1 weeks
ago, is able to be about agaiD.
Will S Munroe
Sicily.
Castles and Chateaux of Old Burgundy,
Curtis Young and wife are receiving
Francis Mittonn
congratulations on the birth of a sor*
In Wildest Africa,
Peter MacQueen
(James Elmer) born Jan. 9.
N O Winter
Mexico,
Miss Mary Leonard, who has employTyrol,
Compton and Grohman
ment at Bar Harbor, spent Sunday with
From Cairo to the Cataract,
B M Carson
Short History of the Scottish People,
her parents, Samuel Leonard and wife.
Andrew Long
Jan. 20.
G.
Short History of the Scottish People,
The Butcher Bird.
D MacMillan
H G Keene
History of India,
It is doubtful if there i6 among the
History of Federal Government in Greece
enemies of the small birds one that is
and Italy,
E A Freeman
more feared or inspires greater turgor than
Irish History, 1691-1870,
R B O’Brien
Lhe shrike or butcher bird. This tact is
German Memories,
Sidney Whitman
well demonstated in the case of the EngConfucius, the Great Teacher,
little
sparrow. Ordnnarily, this
Major-General G G Alexander lish
scavenger of the city streets doesn’t care a
Life of Mohammed,
Sir Wm Muir
Life of Greeks and Romans, Guhl and Kouer
rap for anything that walks, runs or 'flies
The Promised Land,
but the appearance of a shrike among a
Mary Autin
From Mendelssohn to W'agner, J W Davison
'lock of sparrows will All them writh a
1
Jean Francois Millet,
Julia Cartwright
degree of terror bordering on insanity
The Maker of Modern Mexico
Porferio
j ind with the
exception of one luckless
Mrs
Alec
Diaz,
Tweedie j
victim—the shrike seldom makes a misFamous Houses and Literary Shrines of
1
;ake—they scatter, and w'ith such compLondon.
A St John Adcock
leteness that one would almost doubt that
On Hazardous Service,
W G Be> mer
Scientific Reference Book.
;here ever was a sparrow in that vicinity.
Statemen’s Year Book.
The following story, however, by a
The Negro the Southerner’s Problem, T N Page
writer in the Biddeford Journal, of a fight
Following the Color Line.
Ray S Baker i between a shrike and a purple finch, in
Problems of Present South,
E Q Murphy
which the latter was trying to save her
Daybreak in the Dark Continent,
babies in the nest, would seem to indicate
Welson 8 Naylor
:hat sometimes the feathered murderer
The Negro and the Nation,
Geo 8 Merriam
meets more than his match.
B T Washington
Up from Slavery,
“I stood ten minutes and watched the
P L Dunbar
Lyrics of Lowly Life,
desperate fight of the female against such

Rooney.

!

her

are

wife and

home from Oak

Point,

son

Kockiand Friday

business.

cents

was

evening,

scarce

and

price paid

the

dance at

a

with

a

high. Thirty

last week.
the

hall

Friday

large attendance.

Hilton Gray received

a severe

cut

above

the eye last Friday.
He was taken to
Stonington for surgical treatment, several
they stitches bemg necessary to close the

Milton

where

Jan. 20.

Dolly.

Jan. 18.

light

him

on

C.

back she would
no sooner

nest

again

a

timid

the murderer’s
head

the

on

But

like

woman

burglar with a revolver
She would spring from the

in each band.
strike

was

a

beak and drive him

are

was

It

fighting against
nest and

Charles Turner went to

There

Everett Newman, who cut his toe badly
some weeks ago, is gaining slowly, but
still has to use crutches.

Dudley Dolliver,

school.

Lobsters

Thomas Newman
visited
grandson Everett last Friday.

terrible odds.

ISLE AU HAUT.
Hattie A. M. Turner is teaching the vil-

a

with

few rods

fly Bnd

would she

cover

fairly

back and
her

short

away, and
her young
get on the

before he would be back

to take the young from her.
Well, this went on for a

long

trying

Augusta Johnson,

The officers arc: P. N. G. Mrs.
Nellie H. Gilley; N. G., Mrs. Mary Dolliver; V. G., Miss Iva Walls; recording
secretary, Mrs. Ida Richardson; financial
secretary, Mrs. Clara Phillips; treasurer,
Mrs. Lizzie Holmes; warden, Mrs. Susie
King; conductor, Mrs. Rozie Fcrnald;
chaplain, Mrs. Sarah Robinson; I. G.,
Mrs. Maud Gilley; R. S. N. Q., Mrs. Alma
Spurling; L. 9. N. O., Mrs. Lizzie Holmes;
R. S. V. G., Miss Gladys Whitmore; L. S.
V. G., Mrs. Viola Carroll; banner-bearers,
Mrs. Vic Lawler, Mrs. Theolyn Smitb,
Miss Flossie Hancock, Miss Anna Brown;
degree master, James Crockett.
The installing officer of Pemetic lodge,
I. O. O. F., was Deputy Grand Master
James E. Robinson.
Officers installed
are:
P. U., Sumner Spurling; N. G.,
George E. Dunton; V. G., Waiter H. New
man ; secretary, George It. Fuller; treasurer, Dr. J. D. Phillips; warden, K. M.
Norwood; conductor, Frank Gilley; R. 8.
N. G., James Crockett; L. S. N. G., W.
Lloyd Carroll; chaplain, John Harkins;
scene supporters, O. L. Mills, H. H. Clark;
R.S. V*. G, Peter Benson; L. 8. V. O.,
Herman Smith; L G., Edwin Lord ; O. G.,
Chase Bickford.
Cleaves.

It has been the custom (or Pemetic lodge
to invite Rowena Rebekah lodge to Join it
in installations, but on Jan. 15 the tables
were turned, and Pemetic
lodge was invited by the sister Kqweiias and treated to
* turkey supper.
After the installation
and supper, 200 partaking, the usual good
time prevailed, with music, vocal and
instrumental. Games were played and all
report a grand good time.
J®n* 20.
Spray.

in their
pro-

by the Castine orchestra VY. \
Walker, Mrs. E. H. Carpenter. Mra.
William Sargent, Mra. Willlama and Mr.

McKoon.
Jan. 20.

Q.
EA8T ORLAND.

and wife

are

Melville Collins and Walter Sweetland

Bethel, Vt.,

have gone to

lor

employment. |

Goss ia in Portland and
vicinity looking after bis shipping in-

Capt.

Samuel

terests.

!

j

Mrs. George A. Brown left Thursday for
Bethel, Vt., to visit her sister, Mrs. Sabine
Jordan.

G.Flye has received news of the
sister, .Miss Ellen M. Flye, of

Oscar

death of his

Brooklin.
Mrs.

J.

husband

I spend

C. Harmon accompanied her
Augusta, where she will

to

several weeks.

Webber has bought the
George
house of John Ferrell.
Mr. and Mrs.
Ferrell are now at Seattle.
E.

E. J. Carter, who was called to
Brooklin by the illness ana death of her
father. Nelson Freethy, came home WedMrs.

nesday.
H. L. Morey, who has been having

vacation,
where

has returned to

he

will

a

Norridgewock,

be

superintendent of the
Norridgewock Quarry Co.
The new seats for the Congregational
church have arrived and will be installed
this week. Kev. Mr. Eaton, who has been
ill several weeks, is now able to be out.

Past-Master William McKenzie, assisted
by W. B. Thurlow as grand marshal, installed officers of Reliance lodge
Saturday
evening. The ladies of the O. E. 8. served
supper. George Silver was installed for a
third term.
The remains of Mrs. Rose
Haskell, of
Portland, a former resident of this town,
were brought here for burial
Thursday!

She

leaves

a

daughter—Mrs. Jennie Reed,

of

Jan.

—

2D._

The only place to yet bargains is at the
for your trade.

Ernestine Marks
will meet with

They
Slanley

last
Mra.

Thursday.
Florence

Thursday.

neat

Jan. 20.

,V.

BLUE HILL.
Mrs. Fred P. Carter and Clarence Manroe spent last week in Rockland on business.

Lion Cooper has gone to WhilinsvlUe,
Mass., where he has employment m s
machine

shop.
Capt. Edgar Stevens and
ing congratulations on the
pound son on Jan 10.
Charles

injure

bia

Nihil.

Clarence Wheeler spent Sunday with his
family in Castine.
Parker Fuller, of Rockland, was a
guest
Sunday at the Castine house.
Edmund Walker arrived home Wednea-

day,

after

spending

wife

are receiv-

birth of

a

ten-

Wescott had the misfortune to
Huger by a piece of flying »teel

from bia hammer

recently.

John W. Kane was called to
Waterville last Friday by the Mlucsa of
her son Warren, a student at Coburn
The dancing school and extra wi!. he
Mrs.

held
hall.

Friday evening, Jan. 24, at the
These dances are fast gaining

town
b<

r.

The Castine basket ball team fatir.i to
keep its agreement to meet the local <m
last
Saturday evening.
Thursday, Jan.-23.

It

is esj*

d

Jan. 20.

H.

SOUTH HANCOCK.

Capt. G. W. Colwell nude a business
trip to Rockland, Portland and Augus-.a

last week.

Miss Lottie- Wooster, of Wathingtion
is the guest of her
aunt, Mi-* O,
E. Wooster.

Junction,

Mrs. Grace ( Kelley) Miller, of Bangor, is
spending a few days with her aunt, Mrs.
William Bishop.

Capt. John Stinson is making plans f<>r
building an ice-bouse in connection w ith
lobster pound.
Mrs. Julia Reed baa employment at C.
Penney’a, Hancock Point. Mrs. Penney
has been

quit

Beventeen weeks

in

ill of

C. L. Smith and

grip.
son

Arthur, with four

horses, went in the woods
Whitcomb, Haynes <Jt Co.

last

for

week

Jan. 20.

\V.

NOftTH BLCEHILL.
Mrs. Susan Cunninghau is spending the
winter with her son, Ilarland Cunningham.

James L. Saunders spent last week in
the guest of William Nick-

Swanville,
erson.

Alonzo P. Stover is spending the winhis sister, Mrs. Ida Snow, at
Bluehili.

ter with

Ethel Ward well

Saturday

to

came

visit

Ward well and wife.
About
met with

her

from Bar Harbor
parents,

H.

>.

twenty neighbors and frieuds
Mrs. 1). P. Dunbar in honor of

her eigbty-fourin
birthday
day evening.

last

Wednes-

Jan. 20.

D.

atromucmaoe

Neglected Constipation
The Cause of Trouble
in many eases of sickness, says an experienced nurse: She tells of tin- proper remedy in the same letter. It lias
bfen su< cessfully used by thousands
in the past sixty years.
You have no
reason to doubt its value in your case.
"I think the L. F.’ Atwood Medicine is an excellent tonic and is very
good for Constipatiou, which is the
cause of mhre sickness than
anything
else that I know of.”
A Nurse, Mrs. F. A. Hawes,
v
Bucksport, Me.
Large bottle 35 cents. All dealers.
Sample free by addressing ”L F.’*
MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

CASTINE.

over

store that advertises

witb

nirt

Mrs.

his

STONINGTON.

Capt. Edward Knowlton
visiting in Portland.

Portland, and a son
Capt. Parker
Turner, of Mobile, Ala. Interment was in
most
the family lot at West Stonington.
There

while-

screaming and crying was
pathetic, but at last the end came.
was a streak of purple through the trees
and a male finch came to the rescue, and
the way those two birds did the shrike up
was
a
sight to behold. It was like
Sheridan’s ride. He saved the day, and
their babies still live in the tree top.”
Such

brother—Pearl Rob-

sister—Mrs

a

_

_

on

SEAWALL.

j

Y

lage

reported.

Mrs.

on

road in any town is

Bryant

Miss

Waljjnjjon

improved State roads are to spent the holidays with Mrs. Dolliver’s wound.
but one
be determined by the board,
relatives.
The Busy Bee sewing circle met Wedyear’s notice must be given before the Ihw
R. E. Newman, who has been laid up nesday evening at Mrs. Elmer Hoolbrook’s,
becomes operative. The boad also has
with the grip, is out again.
Mr. Penney at the light station.
Next Wednesday
load and speed o»f
power to regulate
also has been eoafined to the house for a evening it will meet at Mrs. Alphonso
motor trucks on improved State roads.
Kobin son’s.
Whenever the construction of a State few days.
can

I

A S Monroe
James Bryce

a*

B.

where he has been

*«

jy l Taft

since

ISLES FORD.
A. J.

W Holman Hunt
Houses for Town or Country,
Win Herbert
The American Mind,
Bliss Perry
Mental Efficiency,
Arnold Bennett
Your United States
History of English Literature, Andrew Lang
Lectures on Greek Literature
Works of Edmund Burke, 6 vols
Works of Moliere, 6 vols
The Japanese Nation.
Ioato Nitobe
A Doctor's Table Talk.
J G Mumford

Bouoie

employed

been

Jan. 20.

Painting
the Pre-Raphaelite.

Making a Business Woman,
America,
Things Seen in Russia,
Historic CLu.-^eiof America,
St range Siberia,

|
i

borne from Quincy,

“Early Vows,” Wednesday evening, Jan.
22, with the following cast of characters:
‘•Capt.
Winthrop,” Clifford
Burrill;
“Ned Wilder,” Maurice Miller; “Hon.
James Curtice,” Walter Gray;
“Sampson,” Victor Anderson; “MiriamCurtice,”
Marcia Burrill; “Susan,” Ethel Fogg.

EFCrocker
E M Hurl

South

are

Henry Shoppe has cut his foot quite
His older brother, Walter, is
severely.
just recovering from a similar accident.
The Boys’ club will present the play,

Munsterberg

Pre-Raphaelitism
Brotherhood,

The school
hall

supervision ana instruction of the State good time
highway board, and the State is to bear
Jan. 20.
one-haif the cost provided the work is
done to the satisfaction of the highway

the board for

Psychotherapy,

assisted

were

f

gram

Mrs. Carrie Jordan spent Saturday and
JOINT INSTALLATION.
Wednesday evening, Jan. 15, the officers Sunday in Eaat Orland, returning Monday
! of Rowena Kebekah lodge were installed to Brewer, where she is employed as
by District-Deputy President Mrs. Clara nurae in the borne of Harold Burrill

spring.

Lorimer’s Institutes of Law of Nations,
The New Democracy.
Walter E Weyl
History of the Presidency, 1897-1909. Stanwood
The Suffragette,
E Sylvia Paukhurst
Romance of Words,
Ernest Weekley
Depths of the Ocean,
Murray and Hijort
of
Science
the Sea,
G H Fowler
Ways of the Planets,
M E Martin
Social Life in the Insect World,
J H Fabre
Ancient Types of Man,
Arthu^Keith
Fire Pretention.
Portraits and Portrait

is

one

bins,
of California.

rela-

—

CRANBERRY ISLES.

the

to

in

delegation from the Baptist society
eighth annual boys’ conference to be held at Portland Feb. 7-8-9.

a
way department shall direct. Once
month he mu«t report to the State high-

has followed the law and the

were

will attend the

high-

way board w hat he has done and the cost
of the same. If the road commissioner

Merritt T. Ober
days last week.

A

sioner must go over it every two weeks
and make all necessary repairs, and follow

of the

Lurvey and W. W. Reynolds were
Bpngor Monday.
Miss Marion Smallidge leaves to-day for

R. F.

live

in

Clyde McLaughlin
Mass., where he has

Capital,
Karl Marx
Principles of Scientific Management, Taylor

and

visiting

daughter,

—-

George Carr and wife, of East port,
guests oi Roy Varnum and wife.

The Montessori System in
Practice.
Dr Theodate L Smith
Why Go to College?
C 8 Cooper
Why Women are So,
W R Coolidge

1U CARIBOU.

Fire in the Sullivan block at Exchange
and Water streets, Bangor, la6t Wednesday, caused a loss ot $10,000.

State

into

KKY

K11 I

are

and

and

tives in town.

Lyon Phelps
Theory and

board.

new

E. T. Black and wife

Wm

Municipal
a

travel in reaching markets, railroad connections and State roads. These State-aid
roads, while designated by the municipal

bill, every road leading
municipality can be designated

cause

son

last

DEDHAM.

«•
The Diamond King,
Norse Fairy Tales,
G W Dasent
Book of Fables
G M Bussey
Sugfrild and Kriemhild,
Quatrains of Omar Khayyam,
Mesmerism and Christian Science, F Podmore
Makers of Men,
C J Whitby
Teaching in School and College,

the

present office of State highway commissioner is abolished and the present law
repealed, and all existent contracts are to

and facilitate

this

than

more

The

system ol
roads within their jurisdiction to best
serve outlying communities, connect ad-

joining

not

highway or on private lands
obstruct the view at sharp turns or approach to railroad crossings, tbe board

ing the time that the roads are not covered
by snow. This system will develop in a
short time

Bui

be issued in any one year.
whenever
dangerous turns,
can

bushes in the

man

after, and

certain section to look
his

$500,000

patrol system of

adopted,

be

mature.

annually

The students

Lydia 8., widow of Daniel 8. Emery,
Harvey Snow ia building an ice-house.
died at her home in Newton, Mass., MonMra. Ralph Lowell and Charles Oibbe
day, Jan. 13, aged aeventy-seven years.
are ill.
Mrs. Emery was a native of Sullivan, a
Anrilla Higgins ia visiting her daughter
daughter of the late Nahum Hill. Of a
Mra. Arthur Dunbar.
large family of brothers and aistera, only
one remains
^irs.**'Albert H. Ginn, of never recovered ccnsciousnesa, lingering Tbomaa Mason and wife are spending
in Weiradale, Fla.
Bucksport. Though Mrs. Emery’s home, until
Friday morning. The funeral was January
since her marriage, bad been in MassaWarren Stilpben haa been visiting it
held at the house Sunday afternoon, Rev.
chusetts, she retained a lively interest in
G. O. Richardson officiating. Mr. Robbins Arthur Dunbar’s a few days.
her native town where she was a frequent
was a kindly, genial man, a general favorErnest Snow and George Roberts..11
summer visitor, and where she leaves many
ite with old and young, very patient all spending this week at Sugar Loaf
camp.
friends and relatives.
through bis long illness, grateful for all
Mabel Herrick closed her school Jan. 18.
She leaves two children—Ralph C\, now
the kind care given him, and ready and Tbe children were
given a treat oi icepresident and treasurer of John 8. Emery
willing to go when called. Of Mr. Rob- cream, cake and nnta.
& Co. (inc.), Boston, and Miss Georgia H*
bins’ nearest relatives, there are living a
both of Newton.
The ladies of the Priscilla club

•*

UCUl

morning, Jan. 17. Hia death was somewhat hastened by the paralyzing effect of
escaping coal gas which had rendered both
him and Mrs. Robbins unconscious when
found in the early Sunday morning by a
boarder. Mrs. Robbins wss, after strenuous efforts by her son and his wife, revived,
though very ill for a day or two. Owing
to the weak heart and probable nearness
to death before the accident, Mr. Robbins

H.

Jan. 20.

**

main

a respected citizen, who bad been a
helpless invalid through heart trouble and
general debility for more than a year, died
at the home of Mrs. Eliza Robbins Friday

and

ing.

L D Crane
B M Dtx
G E Jackson
Peggy Stewart at School
Secret of the Clan,
Alice Brown
Bowens's Happy Summer
C M Robinson
Six Girls Grown Up
M A Taggart
A E Thompson
Nobody’s Rose,
A Little Rough Rider,
Tudor Jenks
The Pennant,
E T Tomlinson
Young Shipper of Great Lakes, Hugh C Weir
Campus Days.
Ralph D Paine
Mr Responsibility, Partner Clarence Messer
Don't Give Up the Ship.
Chas S Wood
Richard Dare's Venture,
E Stratemever
Oliver Bright’s Search,
To Alaska for Gold,
Pnaeton Rogers,
Rose iter Johnson
Half-a-Dozen Boys,
A C Ray
The Long Walls,
Brooks and Alden
Submarine Boys Lightning Cruise.

nL ICOSV uuc-liau luc
tably received by the county.
The
bill authorizes the issuance Of
thoroughfares, anfd as
VG Durham
much more as will be equitable and just
|2.000,000 worth of bonds on such time and
and may, in some instances, bear the terms, not exceeding thirty years, as the
8
F
Victor
Appleton Emery,
whole cost. The municipalities through governor and council may determine,
Rover Boys,
A M Winfield
The funeral was held at Newton
which they run are to bear euch part «of hypothecating the automobile license fees,
The Quest of the White Merle,
Lilian Gask Thursday. Interment at Forest Hills.
the cost as is equitable and just, in no case first, to pay interest on the bonds issued
M F Leonard
Story of the Big Front Door,
to exceed one-half the cost. Once all or and, second, to redeem the bonds as they Fairy Folk of Blue Hill,
L F Wesselhoeft
IIIUSI

1 ue OIHIC

cost of such

the Lewiatou general hospital with
t
broken hip. He is improving
rapidly, ,nd
ia able to be about on crutches.

Mrs.

interest of

Betty-Bide-at-Hf me

tourist—on the smallest possible mileage,
the
and such system shall be interlocking. I board to see that all money under
That is, the systems of one county must j bond issue is equitably expended in the
whenever the
counties, and
connect with those of adjoining counties several
At the amount called for under this act by the
to as to make a continuous route.
different towns in tbe several counties
same time, the east and west systems must
be connected by routes running north and exceeds such equitable amount, the board
•oath, so that the public may travel from ehali make such pro rata reduction as
will limit the amount that can be equione system to another.
»

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

Dallas Tracey

Little Bermuda.
The Dorothy Dale Books, 6 volt,
The Automobile Girls, 8 vols,

vehicles on wheels are to carry at
least one light one hoar after sunset until
The placing of
one hour before sunrise.
turf in tbe traveled part of the highway is
prohibited. No advertising signs shall be
erected within five hundred feet of crossings or ways or intersection of roads.
The highway board and the governor
and council is constituted an equalizing
All

to

NEWS.

COUNTY

William Bevan returned borne SaturaaEdgar Robbins received news this after three weeks in Massachusetts.
The following is a list of books recently
morning of the death of an uncle, George
Cray’s.
Mra. Lawrence llarjier and daughter
Ida
added to the Ellsworth public library.
Paul D. Simpson has returned from a Torrey, at Sedgwick.
are spending several weeks in
Rockland
landsecured
of
I.
Holmes
has
another
Hill.
Boston.
A.
to
KomaDce
Billy-Goat
trip
Mrs. Clara Thompson, of Deer
Alice Hogan Rice
lsie, it
Miss Juliette Simpson is a guest of Miss lord for his hotel—a Mrs. Randall, who has the guest of her daughter, Mra.
Arthur
Joyous Adventures of Arestide Pujol,
been in charge for two or three weeks.
Ethel Rowe in Bangor.
Morey.
WmJ Locke
Wilson is at home for the remainLeon
A.
Mrs.
C.
Moon
was
a
of
A
Mrs.
Holman Day
The Bed Lane,
gueat
Thomas Whalen, of Bangor, ia
spending
der of the winter, the vessel on which he
Kathleen Norris Fenton last week in Sorrento.
The Rich Mrs Hurgovne.
several days in (he home of Mra.
Jetr,
has been coasting being hauled up in
Arthur Train
“C. 8.",
Weacott.
All are glad to hear that Rev. E. F
Florence L. Barclay
Bangor.
j Following of the Star.
is to return to this charge another
Wood
W.
F.
Jude
left on Saturday (ot
Case of Richard Meynell,
Supt.
Grip prevails here. Delorin Atherton Ellsworth, where he will remain
Mrs Humphrey Ward year.
fur NT.
and his wife were both ill at the same
The White 8ister,
F Marion Crawford
eral days.
W. O. Emery attended the funeral of
and though recovering, are not yet
time,
The Splendid idle Forties, Gertrude Atherton his aunt, Mrs. Daniel
Emery, in Newton able to
Ormond Gott left laat week for
Bangor
go out.
The Garden of Allah,
Robert Hichens
Mass., Thursday.
taking up his work again in Shaw but'
The Rivemian.
Steward Edward White
Rev. William S. Knowlton, who is
Fred
Goodale
'from
ness
Mrs.
returned
Portcollege.
The Master’s Violin,
Myrtle Reed
tesching at Manset, has been invited by
Kincaid's Battery,
Geo W Cable land Saturday, leaving Marion in the hosDea. A. P. Adams and wife left
Richardson to occupy the
Rev. G. O.
lay
for
treatment.
C
Lincoln
Master,
Depot
Joseph
pital
Methodist pulpit on Sunday morning. Jan. week for Boston, where they will remain
Annals of Ann,
Kate T Sfaarber
two mouths.
Mrs. Fred Clark has the sympathy of
26. As be la a talented writer as well ss
Eastr»ver Parish,
Margaret E Sangster the
community in the loss of her sister, an excellent preacher, he will no doubt
A fine muafrale was held at Normal hall
A Forest Hearth,
Charles Major
Mrs. William Lee, who died in Bangor
Saturday evening. The proceeds, which
have a helpful and eloquent sermon.
Marie Clair,
Marguerite Aadoux
Friday.
Books of O. Henry, Svols
Hiram Robbins, aged eighty-tbree years amounted to $30. were for the tennis court.

petition

gubernatorial

State

business-agricultural, manufacturing

county, and shall be obliged
of five per cent, of the
in the county, taking the last

vote In their

t«

voters

lished,

an

them.

en-

efficiency only

losing

that

being tc

have the

necessary
shall be

names of such towns as lose their Stateaid for any reason, shall be published in
one newspaper, at least, in the county in
are located, and the reason for
which

in-

best

as

same

assessed against the town. Work must be
begun for the permanent improvement of
roads on or before June \ of each year, or
State-aid. The
the
town forfeits the

State highway board of three members tc
be appointed by the governor, the term ol
office of only one member to expire in any
The salary of members is fdOO
one year.
This nominal salary will prevent met
seeking the office for the salary. The
board, with the consent of the governoi
and council, is empowered to select a State
highway engineer and such other engineers, supervisors and assistants on suet
time and terms

State-aid

a

make the

and the cost of the

repairs

Scales, of Westbrook, involves a genera
revision of the present State road laws
enlarging their scope. An important admaintenance of State

improve

or

road, tbe board may

Representative

dition to the law is that

to maintain

Recent Addition* to Ellsworth’* Excellent Public Library.

shall

Whenever the town

in such town.

Laws Proposed.

COUNTY NEWS.

BOOKS.

SEVEN PREMIUMS
Dining ('hairs and Kocker
given with one flO order of

6

soaps,
spices, toilet
teas,
articles and groceries. Send
for catalogue of premiums.

HOME SUPPLY CO
A
Maranacook, Me.

Dept.

I

